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Introduction
In this issue of the Proceedings of The Charles Wesley Society there appear
three articles which were presented as papers at the Seventh Annual Meeting of
the Society, November 1996, in Princeton, NJ, namely, those by James Dale,
Dennis C. Dickerson, and Kenneth G. C. Newport. Also included is an article by
James H. Charlesworth, which was presented at the Third Annual Meeting of the
Society in October 1992.
Charles Wesley's interdependence on poets such as Milton, Dryden, Young,
and others has been explored by a number of scholars. In his article, "Holy
Larceny: Elizabeth Rowe's poetry in Charles Wesley's Hymns," James Dale
explores Wesley's appropriation of the work of a fascinating eighteenth-century
poet, Elizabeth Rowe. According to Dale, in Wesley we occasionally encounter
her language, imagery, and metaphors. At the end Dale does not see this as lar
ceny, rather Wesley's "creative imagination seizes on everything available to it,
and transforms it into lasting beauty."
Dennis C. Dickerson presents a case study in '~frican American Methodism
and Wesleyan Hymnody" of Bishop Henry M. Turner, a leader of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church at the tum of the century in Georgia. Thrner was a
pioneer African American hymnographer, who compiled the denomination's
fourth hymnal, while manager of the A.M.E. Book Concern, and did much
throughout his ministry to preserve and foster the use of Wesleyan hymnic liter
ature within African American Methodism.
In this issue there are two studies which address the Wesleys and biblical inter
pretation. The first is by Kenneth G. C. Newport: "Charles Wesley and the End
of the World." Through a study of diverse Charles Wesley documents, including
a lengthy letter from him, dated April 25, 1754, Newport maintains that Wesley
was a premillennialist in his view of "the last things" and held this view in ten
sion with a vital sense of Christian social engagement. This was in contrast to
most premillennialists, who tended not to be socially minded, believing that at
"the end time" God would make all things right. Newport avers: Wesley "was
able to hold in balance with one another his concepts of human freedom, indi
vidual responsibility, moral progression, ecclesiological endeavor, divine
omnipotence and righteousness, and an acute awareness of the reality and dura
bility of sin."
The second study devoted to biblical interpretation is by James H.
Charlesworth: "The Wesleys and the Canon." Charlesworth provides the first in
depth study of this subject. While it has been explored by a few scholars sepa
rately in reference to one of the three Wesleys, Samuel (father), John, and
Charles, he provides the first overall treatment of all three. Here is a thorough
discussion of the references in the works of the Wesleys to books of the
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha and their interest in this literature. Charlesworth
3
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concludes that "the Wesleys resisted the concept of a closed canon of God's word
and lived out an enlightened biblical openness."
S T Kimbrough, Jr., Editor
President, The Charles Wesley Society

Holy Larceny?
Elizabeth Rowe's Poetry in Charles Wesley's Hymns
James Dale*
When 'Orner smote 'is bloomin' lyre,
He'd 'eard men sing by land an' sea;
An' what he thought 'e might require,
'E went an' took-the same as me!
The market-girls an' fishermen,
The shepherds an' the sailors, too,
They 'eard old songs tum up again,
But kep' it quiet-same as you!
They knew' e stole~ 'e knew they knowed.
They didn't tell, nor make a fuss,
But winked at 'Orner down the road,
An' 'e winked back-the same as usP
So speaks Kipling's surrogate, the soldier-singer of Barrack-Room Ballads;
Kipling did, after all, have some Methodist ancestry, and hymns and ballads are
both varieties of popular verse which can say a lot more than one expects. Surely,
though, one can't connect the hoarse rough verse for "single men in barricks"2 with
the lyrical utterance of the greatest of English hymn-writers? Well-yes. I take
the ballad just quoted to be an admission of Kipling's great debt to other writers,
ancient and modern. (Horace and Browning are two of the more obvious sources.)
And a lot is already known of Wesley's habit of lifting phrases or whole lines from
Milton, Dryden, and other predecessors. This is considered normal poetic practice,
and is given elegant names like "allusion" or "intertextuality."3 By associating his
work with that of great poets of the past, the poet gives it added dignity; it gains
in weight and substance. But what happens when a writer borrows--or steals
sizable quantities of verse from a contemporary, and one whose literary status is
in some doubt? Might this lay the poet open to a charge of plagiarism-a
deplorable activity which suggests a notable lack of originality in the borrower?
Before considering the horrific possibility that Charles Wesley may indeed
have indulged in plagiarism, we ought to have a look at a poet whose work he
may have used to excess. That fascinating repository of eighteenth-century infor
mation, opinion and chitchat, The Gentleman's Magazine, includes in its listing
of deaths for 1737:
*McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
lRudyard Kipling's Verse: Definitive Edition (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1940), p. 349.
2"Tornmy," op. cit., p. 397.
30f course, with Charles Wesley there is an enonnous amount of biblical allusion in the hymns.
This adds even more weight and authority to them.
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Feb. 21. Mrs. Eliz. Rowe, fonnerly Singer, the widow of Mr. Thos. Rowe, Author
of the Supplement to Plutarch:V Lives. She was the Ornament of her Sex, and the
Honour of the County of Somerset, and oblig'd the World with Friendship in
Death, Letters moral and entertaining, besides several excellent Poems in the
Miscellanies.

This genteel tribute rather misses the mark, though it does indicate the general
esteem in which Elizabeth Rowe was held. She gets much fuller treatment from
Roger Lonsdale in his recent ground-breaking anthology, Eighteenth Century
Women Poets.4 Admittedly, Lonsdale only selects four of Rowe's poems for his
anthology, but even the once-celebrated and immensely learned Elizabeth Carter
(1717-1806), friend of Dr. Johnson and Hannah More, is only allotted three
poems-{)ne of them a brief elegy "On the Death of Mrs. Rowe" (p. 167). 5 But
Lonsdale includes almost a hundred poets (among them Hetty Wesley, represented
by four poems), and had to be rigorously selective. One of the best things about
the anthology is its provision of quite detailed biographical and critical headnotes
(in agonizingly small print) for each poet, and the one on Rowe (pp. 110-111) is
very helpful. Lonsdale acknowledges (p. 517), among other sources, the biogra
phy of Rowe by her brother-in-law Theophilus Rowe and Henry Grove in the
posthumous Miscellaneous Works of 1739, and there is in the Methodist Archives
a 1769 printing of the biography which was in Thomas Jackson's library; unfortu
nately for my thesis there is no indication that it ever belonged to a Wesley.
(Miscellaneous Works was obviously popular; in the Rare Books collection at
McMaster we have the 1739 first edition and reprints dated 1749, 1750, and 1756.)6
Much of what Lonsdale says about Elizabeth Rowe in his headnote is drawn
from the Rowe-Grove biography, so in what I have to say about her life I go back
to that as well as making use of Lonsdale's information. She was born in Somerset
in 1674, the eldest of three daughters of Walter Singer, a former dissenting minis
ter. (She remained a staunch Dissenter all her life, despite her friendships with
some exalted Anglicans.) She began to write verse at the age of twelve, and was
taken under the wing of the family of Viscount Weymouth at Longleat, where the
venerable Bishop Ken was living. Lord Weymouth's son taught her French and
Italian, and, says the biography, "In a few months she was able to read Tasso
Jerusalem [Gerusalemme Liberata] with great ease."7 The lively young Elizabeth
Singer, under the pen-name p'f Philomela, became one of the group of wits who
contributed to John Dunton's M.thenian Mercury; the elder Samuel Wesley who was

s

4()xford University Press, 1989. (Rather oddly, though the title-page carries the title Eighteenth
Century Women Poets: An O:iford Anthology, the Cataloguing in Publication data on the verso gives
the title as Verse by eighteenth-century women: an O:iford Anthology, thus providing a nice puzzle
for bibliographers.)
SIn the elegy, Carter seems to echo the death notice in The Gentleman ~ Magazine. "She was the
Ornament of her Sex" becomes "Farewell, our sex's ornament and pride!" (line 8).
6McMaster also has seven printings of the three-volume Friendship in Death; the latest one is
dated 1795.
1The Life of the Late Mrs. Elizabeth Rowe (London, 1769), p. 6.
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related to Dunton by marriage, was one of the correspondents and gave advice to
Philomela on occasion. Her first book of poems, still under the Philomela pseu
donym, came out under Dunton's auspices in 1696, when she was twenty-two. In
1703 she met Matthew Prior at Longleat, and a rather ambiguous friendship
ensued. "But," says Lonsdale, "she took the opportunity to use his influence in get
ting some of her translations of Tasso into Tonson's Poetical Miscellanies" (p. 45).
In 1709, Elizabeth Singer met the young scholar Thomas Rowe at Bath. (He
was about thirteen years younger than Elizabeth.) The godly and learned young
man-a fellow-Dissenter-made a great impression on her, and they were mar
ried the next year. The marriage seems to have been a very happy one, and the
couple apparently spent a good deal of time in London. After the sadly early
death of her husband in 1715, Mrs. Rowe "indulg'd her unconquerable inclina
tions to solitude, by retiring to Frome in Somersetshire," say the early biogra
phers (p. 15). They add, further on, "The love of solitude, which seems almost
inseparable from a poetic genius, discovered itself very early in Mrs. Rowe," but
this has to be qualified: "She did not fly to desarts that she might wholly resign
herself to sloth, and a monastic kind of devotion unprofitable to the world" (pp_
30,31). Indeed, she was very active in good works,8 carried on with her writing,
and kept up her friendship with Isaac Watts, who had addressed a poem to her in
the second edition of Horae Lyricae (1709). Rather to his alarm, she made Dr.
Watts her literary executor, but he carried out his duties promptly and thoroughly,
publishing in 1737, the year of her death, Devout Exercises of the Heart, ! in
Meditation and Soliloquy, ! Prayer and Praise, ! By the late pious and ingenious!
Mrs. Elizabeth Rowe.! Reviewed and published, at her Request, ! By I. Watts, D.D.
Watts felt it necessary to utter a caution in the Dedication to Devout Exercises
of the Heart: ".. _some of her expressions [are] a little too rapturous, and too
near akin to the language of the mystical writers" (p. iv). But long before, in his
1706 poem "To Mrs. Singer, On the Sight of some of her divine Poems, never
printed," (the one published in the second edition of Horae Lyricae) he had said:
'lWas long ago I broke all but th'immortal strings;
Now those immortal strings have no employ,
Since a fair angel dwells below,
To tune the notes of Heav' n, and propagate the joy.
Let all my powers with awe profound
While PHILOMELA sings,
Attend the rapture of the sound,
And my devotion rise on her seraphic wings. 9
8After her father's death in 1719, her inheritance made her well-to-do, but she gave half her
income to charity every year. (Lonsdale, p. 46)
9Horae Lyricae (Betwick, 1793 [?]), p. 202. (This is a very odd edition in my possession, which
claims to be the sixteenth.)
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It has been alleged that Watts carried out an unsuccessful courtship of
Philomela-who had apparently shown him some of her poems-and this
strongly personal utterance has the quality of a love poem. That his admiration
was intellectual as well as emotional and spiritual is evident from his Preface to
Devout Exercises, where he virtually negates the unease expressed in the
Dedication:
Here are none of those absurd and incomprehensible phrases which amuse the
ear with sounding vanity, and hold reason in sovereign contempt. Here are no
visionary scenes of wild extravagance, no affections of the tumid and unmeaning
style, which spreads a glaring confusion over the understanding;1O nothing that
leads the reader into the region of those mystical shadows and darkness which
abound in the Romish writers, under the pretence of refined light and sublime
ecstasy (pp. x-xi).

Not only did Elizabeth Rowe have Watts's vigorous assertions to recommend
her to the Wesleys; there was also the evidence of the works which were pub
lished in her lifetime. In the best tradition of modern academic skepticism,
Lonsdale doesn't think much of these:
In the years following her husband's death, she was much occupied with the series
of rapturously pious prose works for which she was to be celebrated, notably her
Friendship in Death, or Letters from the Dead to the Living (1728), dedicated to
Edward Young, and her Letters Moral and Entertaining (1729-32). Her History of
Joseph, a poem in eight books on a biblical subject [I] begun some years earlier,
appeared in 1736 (reissued in 1737 with two extra books) ... (p. 46).

Admittedly, much of Rowe's prose is heavy going for the modern reader-but
so is Milton's, unless one has been trained to read it. As for The History of
Joseph, I rather doubt if Lonsdale had time to read it in the midst of his multifar
ious labors. Towards the end of last year, I surprised myself by offering to give a
paper on this biblical epic to our Eighteenth-Century Studies Association at
McMaster; I'd only glanced at it before, but it looked interesting, especially to
someone with a long familiarity with Milton's great and unsurpassed Paradise
Lost and Paradise Regained. The trouble is that any post-Miltonic attempts at
epic seem anticlimactic, as anyone who has tried to read Blackmore's well-inten
tioned efforts ll can attest. Still, Elizabeth Rowe escapes the weighty hand of
Miltonic blank verse, writing instead in the heroic couplet as perfected by Dryden
and Pope and doing a very competent job.
If one uses the opening invocation of the poem as an example of its manner
and method, after the almost inevitable reminiscences of the beginning of
Paradise Lost, complete with calling on the Heavenly Muse (explicitly equated
IOC!: "Here are no cant expressions, no words without meaning .... We talk common sense ...
both in verse and prose." (John Wesley, Preface to A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People
called Methodists.)
1I0r even C. S. Lewis's Dymer, in this century.
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by Rowe with the Holy Spirit), she moves into her own matter: something a lit
tle less exalted than the great Mosaic theme of creation: 12
But thou, propitious Muse, a gentler fire
Didst breathe, and tune to softer notes the lyre,
When royal Lebanon heard the am' rous king
The beauties of his lov'd Egyptian sing: 13
The sacred lays a mystick sense infold,
And things divine in human types were told.
Disdain not, gentle pow'r, my song to grace,
While I the paths of heav'nly justice trace;
And twine a blooming garland for the youth,
Renown'd for honour, and unblemish'd truth.
Let others tell, of ancient conquests won,
And mighty deeds, by favour' d heroes done;
(Heroes enslav'd to pride, and wild desires,)
A virgin Muse, a virgin theme requires;
Where vice, and wanton beauty quit the field,
And guilty loves to stedfast virtue yield. 14
I could present a lengthy disquisition here-but fortunately for my audience,
who are waiting patiently for Wesley, I won't-on the literary contexts of this
poetry, and on the quality of the verse. Still, I must at least comment on how well
heroic couplets are handled here, and with what Augustan conciseness-and a
typical moral "aside"-the concepts are presented. For instance, one is aware
that neither the line nor even the couplet is the main unit; the first six lines of the
passage are an integrated whole preparing the way for the narrator's plea to the
muse and the promise of achievement in the next four lines. This paragraphing,
characteristic of the mature poetry of Pope, provides something of the continuity
of narrative blank verse without succumbing to its discursiveness. It is strength
ened by the precise punctuation; there are only two periods in the first section of
the passage quoted, and they mark precisely the end of each sub-topic treated.
The Augustan undercutting moral comment, coming in parentheses after
"mighty deeds, by favour'd heroes done;" is mordantly concise and all the more
effective for that. The caesura, the normal break in an iambic pentameter line, is
used effectively here: "Heroes enslav'd to pride, /I and wild desires." The sec
ond part of the line reinforces and enlarges the meaning of the first part. It was
an important part of Augustan poetics that the caesura should be shuttled up and
12She calls Moses (assumed, of course, to be the author of the Pentateuch), "the noble bard" who
"sung in lofty strains."
13The reference is of course to the Song of Solomon, traditionally regarded as an allegory of the
love between Christ and the Church. (Matthew Henry's famous Commentary has a skillful, ingenious,
and moving introduction to the Song of Solomon in these terms.)
14The History of Joseph: A Poem in Ten Books (London, 1737), p. 3. (The title page only gives
Rowe's name in a coyly indirect way: "By the Author of Friendship in Death.")
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down, partly for variety so that readers didn't nod off in long poems, but chiefly
for emphatic purposes. One can work this out for oneself in lines such as "The
beauties II of his lov'd Egyptian sing." "The beauties," followed by the slight
pause of the caesura, creates an implicit question-"Whose beauties?"-fol
lowed at once by the answer. The suggestion of contempt in "Let others tell," in
its obscurity, makes one wait for the clarification of the object of contempt:
"ancient conquests won"-by implication the celebrated victories of Homer's and
Virgil's heroes. Rowe knows what she's doing, she does it well, and it is acces
sible and meaningful to an eighteenth-century reader and to any modern reader
who tries to think about it.
She is a far from contemptible poet in The History of Joseph, but is Charles
Wesley justified in lifting this phrase from one who was not a recognized
"Classic"? "Inspired by thee, the first-born sons of light I Hail'd the creation in
a tuneful flight" (p. [1], sig. B; my emphasis). Compare with this two well
known lines from number 141 ("0 love divine, how sweet thou art!") in A
Collection of Hymns: "The first-born sons of light I Desire in vain its depths to
see...."15 There is a gap of over ten years between the second edition of The
History of Joseph and the publication of the 1749 Hymns and Sacred Poems, in
which the Wesley hymn was first published, but "the first-born sons of light" is a
striking phrase which might well have stuck in Charles Wesley's amazingly reten
tive memory-so much so that it reappears in the 1749 Hymns and Sacred
Poems, at the beginning of the second stanza of "Meet and right it is to sing, I In
every time and place."16 Before I read The History ofJoseph, I thought "the first
born sons of light" was derived from Book V of Paradise Lost, but, since I have
as yet found no other explicit Wesleyan "borrowing" or acquisition from all the
ten books of the History, perhaps both authors used another source.
Much more evide,ce of Charles Wesley's reading and using Rowe is found in
John Wesley's Collection ofMoral and Sacred Poems, from the most Celebrated
English Authors, published in three handsome volumes in 1744. I won't go into
the agitation caused by the publisher Dodsley, who accused John Wesley of piracy
and had to be pacified. (Dodsley published, among many other books, Rowe's
posthumous Miscellaneous Works.) Of more interest is a copy of Moral and
Sacred Poems in the Methodist Archives at the John Rylands Library,17 in which
all three volumes have on their flyleaves, in Charles Wesley's hand, "C & S
Wesley." It seems likely, on this evidence, that Charles Wesley acquired this copy
after his marriage to Sarah Gwynne, but he could have read, and probably did
read, all or most of the works in Moral and Sacred Poems before their publicaISF. Hildebrandt, 0. A. Beckerlegge and J. Dale, eds., A Collection of Hymns for the use of the
People called Methodists [1780] (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), p. 258. (Hereinafter referred to
as Collection.)
16Collection, p. 346 (No. 212).
17MAW/CW59, 60, 61. [Old cataloguing.]
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tion in the anthology. (Indeed, he might well have helped his brother select the
poems, including his own Elegy on the Death of Robert Jones, which I have long
admired as a fairly early example of Charles Wesley's skill in writing heroic cou
plets.) Anyway, it was in looking over volume I of Moral and Sacred Poems that
I first began to see Mrs. Rowe as a poetic precursor of Charles Wesley, and I base
the following comments on her poetry as given in that volume.
Mrs. Rowe's "Hymn,"18 in seven Wattsian quatrains, is a striking anticipation
of "Christ, whose Glory fills the Skies."19 In comparison to Wesley's hymn,
Rowe's is diffuse and repetitive-though the repetition of "In vain" is of course
intentional; he says more in eighteen lines than she does in twenty-eight.
However, what seems to be happening in the Wesley hymn is a possibly deliber
ate reworking of Rowe. One may assume that Rowe's morning hymn was popu
lar in educated Christian circles; her readership of earnest Dissenters and "seri
ous" members of the Church of England might well have also been readers of the
numerous Hymns and Sacred Poems put out by the Wesleys, including the 1740
volume of that name, in which "Christ, whose Glory fills the skies" first appeared.
What I am working towards, in this crab-like way, is that Charles Wesley might
be indulging in the venerable practice of "imitation," in which one mimicked the
manner, content, and sometimes even the form, of an admired predecessor, while
at the same time trying to "overgo" one's predecessors, modern and ancient. Thus
Milton in Lycidas produced a pastoral elegy to outdo Theocritus, Virgil, the
Italian poets, and even the much-admired Spenser, and in Paradise Lost what was
intended to be the greatest of all epics-though that didn't stop people trying to
imitate him. sometimes disastrously. Pope's "Imitations of Horace" are a cele
brated eighteenth-century example: Horace brought up to date and perhaps even
excelled. Maybe Charles Wesley is following the rhapsodic manner of Rowe, but
disciplining it. In any case, it's worth looking at some of the more striking resem
blances between the two hymns.
If one assumes, rightly or wrongly, that Wesley had Rowe's morning hymn in
front of him or at least partially in his mind when he composed "Christ, whose
Glory fills the Skies," it can be seen how economically he condenses Rowe's first
three and a quarter stanzas into his first line, and alters the emphasis from the
absence of Christ to his presence-albeit a presence yet to be felt in the speaker's
souL I think that what both Rowe and Wesley are doing, consciously or other
wise, is following the tradition of the aubade, or morning hymn to one's
beloved. 20 The best-known English examples are Donne's "The Sun Rising" and
18Text from J. Wesley, ed., A Collection of Moral and Sacred Poems (3 vols., Bristol, 1744), I,
215-216. (See Appendix, p. 21.)
19Text from E Baker, ed., Representative Verse ofCharles Wesley (London: Epworth Press, 1962),
p. 19. (See Appendix, p. 23.)
21Yfhe term aubade is usually associated with the Proven~al troubadours of the Middle
However, in the Renaissance the forthright language of Ovid's love poems was appreciated and
tated; Donne's "morning" poems are thought to derive from Ovid.
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"The Good-Morrow." Conventionally, the aubade is a plaintive song of regret at
the lovers' separation, which must come with the dawn; Donne, however, strik
ingly modifies the convention by celebrating the continuing love he and his
beloved experience. In "The Sun Rising," the sun, which intrudes on the lovers
at dawn, is dismissed as inconsequential compared to the greatness of their love,
and in "The Good-Morrow" the dawn is not an occasion for parting. Rather, as
the sleeping lovers come to consciousness their souls greet each other: '1\nd now,
good morrow to our waking souls."21 Dawn is the time of the soul's awakening.
Isaac Watts Christianizes the delight and yearning oflovers in his Hymn LXX,
derived from part of the second chapter of the Song of Solomon:
TilJ the day break, and shadows flee,
Till the sweet dawning light I see,
Thine eye to me-ward often turn,
Nor let my soul in darkness mourn. 22
Rowe enlarges this, and follows the aubade tradition of emphatic repetition: "In
vain, in vain, in vain...." Wesley returns to Wattsian brevity and is characteris
tically Christocentric, but the element of longing for illumination is still there. He
uses Rowe's "sullen shadows" and "sullen shades": they become "the Shades of
Night." The soul of Wesley's singer is oppressed by "the Gloom of Sin, and
Grief;" Rowe speaks of a "drooping Soul" loured over by "gloomy Clouds." And
'1\rise, my bright immortal Sun!" in Rowe's poem mutates easily into "Sun of
Righteousness, arise," where Wesley can also make use of a favorite passage from
Malachi: "Unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness arise with
healing in his wings" (4:2). (Both writers are able to use the Sun/Son pun
beloved of Donne. 23 )
A short addendum here: the opening of the beautiful hymn "Light of those
whose dreary Dwelling," which first appeared in the 1745 Hymns for the Nativity
of our Lord, surely owes something to Rowe's:
In vain! unless my Saviour's Face
These gloomy Clouds controul.
And dissipate the sullen Shades
That press my drooping soul.
Compare this with:
21 Abrams, M. H., et aI., eds., The Norton Anthology of English Literature. 6th ed. (2 vols., New
York: Norton, 1993), I, 1083.
22Stanza 7. Isaac Watts, Hymns and Spiritual Songs, ed. T. Cloutt (London, 1818), p. 50.
23See '~Hymn to God the Father," 11. 15, 16: "Swear by thy self, that at my death thy Son I Shall
shine as he shines now and heretofore." (Norton Anthology, I, 1121)
•
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Light of those whose dreary Dwelling
Borders on the Shades of Death,
Come, and by thy Love's revealing
Dissipate the Clouds beneathY
I have deliberately emphasized "clouds," "dissipate," and "shades." "Shades"
and "clouds" are pretty common in eighteenth-century poetic diction, but that
there should be this conjunction with the somewhat rarer word "dissipate" is
In each case, the words appear close to each other, not casually strung
out through the hymn. Is Charles Wesley borrowing or stealing or simply recol
lecting in a way that would not demand acknowledgment?25
Soon after the morning hymn reprinted in Moral and Sacred Poems there
comes ')\ Pastoral on the Nativity of our Saviour," (I, 218) which obviously owes
a great deal to Milton's superb Nativity Ode, itself only partly-and literally
pastoral. But there are a couple of obviously non-Miltonic phrases which seem
to have been picked up by Charles Wesley. In the thirty-first line of the Pastoral
Rowe says, "What Joy these long-expected Tidings bring!" "Long-expected"
seems to have been a favorite locution of hers; you will note that it occurs in the
last stanza of the morning hymn; here, however, the Nativity context makes me
wonder if it was picked up in the 1745 Hymns for the Nativity of our Lord:
"Come Thou long-expected JESUS, / Born to set thy people free."26 And in line
twenty-nine of the same poem we have: "The great MESSIAH born! transport
ing sound!" This finds an echo in Hymns on God's Everlasting Love, published
in 1742 at a time when I assume Charles may have been helping his brother in
selecting works for Moral and Sacred Poems, which came out two years later. 27
Perhaps Charles Wesley carried over "transporting sound" into the second stanza
of the hymn "Let earth and heaven agree," where the second stanza begins:
"Jesus, transporting sound! / The joy of earth and heaven!" Even the exclama
tion mark is reproduced!
Rowe obviously likes "transporting sound," because she also uses it in her
Devout Soliloquies: "0 how I long to hear that Word Divine! / When that trans
porting Sound shall bless my Ear." This too is in Moral and Sacred Poems (I,
24Representative Verse, ed. Baker, p. 63.
25The words at the beginning of Rowe's sixth stanza, "When, when shall I behold thy Face I All
radiant and serene?" forcibly suggest her indebtedness to earlier writers, in this case Tate and Brady's
1696 New Version of the Psalms:
For Thee, my God, the living God,
My thirsty soul doth pine;
o when shall I behold Thy face,
Thou Majesty divine!
(This is the second stanza of the paraphrase of Psalm 42, "As pants the hart for cooling streams,"
as given in the 1933 Methodist Hymn-Book, No. 455.)
26Representative Verse, ed. Baker, p. 62.
27Why should wild and unsupported suppositions be left only to biblical scholars?
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241), and in the same Soliloquy is the line: "My soul shall antedate immortal
Joys." This leads inexorably to the striking line in a love-feast hymn from
'~ntedate the joys above" (Collection, No. 505, p. 695). Pace my note in the
1983 edition of the Collection attributing the usage of "antedate" to Pope's "Ode
for Music, on St. Cecilia's Day," it now seems more likely to me that Rowe got
the usage from Pope and passed it on to Charles Wesley.
Still in the Moral and Sacred Poems, Rowe's paraphrase of Psalm 63 includes:
"Open the boundless Treasures of thy Grace, / And let me once more see thy
lovely Face" (I, 234). Here is another possible source for a famous Charles
Wesley line (one I've often thought a little extreme for John Wesley's taste, but
which he nevertheless included in the great 1780 Collection, where it is number
150):

o disclose thy lovely face!
Quicken all my drooping powers!
Gasps my fainting soul for grace
As a thirsty land for showers.
(p.268)
That grace/face rhyme is bound to attract a writer's attention, if he/she is dealing
with much the same subject-matter as a predecessor has done. (It is perhaps
worth remarking that Rowe probably lifted the "lovely face" expression from
Watts, who uses it at least twice, once in Horae Lyricae28 and again in the second
of his four paraphrases of Psalm 63,29 whence no doubt it jumped into Rowe's
mind as she was doing her own version of the same Psalm.) When it comes to
hymns or hymn-like writings, everyone steals from everyone else, apparently.
(As far as I can see, though, Watts doesn't rhyme "grace" and "face.") Certainly
there are no lovely faces in the King James Version, just a reference in verse 2 to
seeing God's power and glory.
As his intriguing annotations in his copy indicate, John Wesley strongly dis
approved of some of the Short Hymns on Select Passages of the Holy Scriptures,
published by Charles in two volumes in 1762 without the elder brother's editor
ial oversight. This scandalous omission did not prevent John from making use of
a number of the Short Hymns in the great Collection, including one ostensibly on
Leviticus 8:35, "Keep the charge of the LORD, that ye die not." Certainly the
hymn does begin, '~ charge to keep I have," but what follows relates to the
Parable of the Talents, as here: "Oh! thy servant, Lord, prepare / A strict account
to give." Matthew Henry's Commentary is very properly cited in a note on the
hymn in the 1983 edition of the Collection (No. 309; p. 465), but although Henry
does say, "It is the charge of the Lord and Master, who will shortly call us to an
I

the note on p. 268 ofthe i 1983 edition of the Collection.
29T. Cloutt, ed., The Psalms of David, Imitated in the Language of the New Testament (London,
1818), p. 112.
28See
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account about it," the expression "strict account" is found in Rowe, not Henry.
Here she is in one of her Blank Verse Soliloquies-yes, she wrote competent
blank verse, too:
... the strict Account I have to give
Remains uncancell' d; yet my Pardon stands
Perhaps unseal' d, or not to me confirm' d.
(Moral and Sacred Poems, I, 252)
These seem strangely Arminian sentiments from one presumably brought up a
Calvinist, but that-fortunately-is beyond my scope here. Of course, what I am
struck by is the close correlation of "strict account I have to give" (Rowe) with
"a strict account to give" (Wesley). There's a big gap in time between the Moral
and Sacred Poems of 1744 and the Short Hymns of 1762, but if we had Charles
Wesley's rough draughts and foul papers readily available, we might well find that
the hymn-commentary that emerges as ')\ charge to keep I have" had its genesis
in the 1740s or even earlier. 30
Here now, still from the Blank Verse Soliloquies in Moral and Sacred Poems,
is a passage to intrigue all those who know and love one of the greatest of the
Wesley hymns, which is really more a meditative poem than a congregational
hymn, "Wrestling Jacob": "I will not let thee go without a Blessing... I Regard
my Sighs, I My Secret Pantings to be near to thee!" (I, 256) Here, though, the
Genesis 32 narrative is obviously a common source for both writers; the most one
can say is that reading the Rowe passage may have triggered Charles Wesley's
interest in doing something similar-and better. But, as the note in the 1983 edi
tion of the Collection points out, the wrestling Jacob story was a favorite preach
ing topic for Charles Wesley in any case from 1741 to 1749 (p. 250) and maybe
later. 31 The two recorded Genesis 32 sermons for 1741 may naturally have led to
the writing of "Wrestling Jacob" for the 1742 Hymns and Sacred Poems, where
it first appeared.
A consideration of John Wesley's editorial methods is a study in itself; we
know he could be very arbitrary with his brother's hymns, and he seems to be
doing much the same thing with some of Rowe's Devout Soliloquies when he
anthologizes them. Here is the John Wesley version of some lines from what he
identifies as Soliloquy X:
.lOMany years ago when I worked my w-ay through the elegant calligraphy of the MS Hymns on
the Four Gospels and the Book ofActs. closely related to the Short Hymns, I was well aware that, for
for my eyesight, I was looking at a fair copy, not the original "work in progress."
much-lamented fragmentary state of Charles Wesley's Journal is of course the problem
here; he probably went on preaching about Jacob's saving struggle with the Angel for the rest of his
life.
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JESUS! my only Hope, my Advocate,
My gracious Mediator, 0 defend
My trembling guilty Soul, from all the Storms
Of Wrath Divine! be thou a hiding-Place,
A Covert from the Wind, a safe Retreat
From all the Terrors of avenging Pow'r,
And Justice infinite! Thy Blood can cleanse
My deepest Stains, and purify my Soul.
(I, 257)

When I came to examine the original posthumous Miscellaneous Works of
Rowe, in the 1739 first edition which was presumably John Wesley's source, these
lines are found in Soliloquy XXXIII, not X:
Thou covert from the storm, a hiding place
From the black tempest of avenging wrath!
... I see my guilt,
But see it cancell'd by redeeming blood. 32
The rest of the wording in the Wesley version is apparently culled from other
parts of the Soliloquies; it is neatly packaged for "improving" reading, while
avoiding some of Rowe's prolixity. John Wesley's reworking of Rowe's poem
partly33 provides, I would suggest, a place from which his brother can launch one
of the greatest hymns in the English language, "Jesu, Lover of my soul."34
Despite its mauling by various editors, many of whom strangely find it necessary
to change "Jesu" to "Jesus," among other things, this is such a well-known hymn
that I hardly need to quote it in extenso. 35
I do not mean to imply that "Jesu, Lover of my Soul" derives from Rowe in a
large-scale way; much of the language and imagery is clearly scriptural. Thus,
the "Fountain" of the fifth stanza comes from Zechariah 13 and Revelation 21 (at
least), and the lover of the soul originates in the traditional interpretation of the
Song of Solomon as a celebration of the love of Christ for the church, his bride.
(Typically, Charles Wesley individualizes the love, making it more personal; the
singer of the hymn is the beloved of Jesus.) Still, "tempest," in the fourth line of
stanza 1, is a word used by Rowe in Soliloquy XXXIII, where she also speaks of
Christ as a "covert from the storm." John Wesley's version of Rowe lacks the
word "tempest," but the word "Soul" is repeated and "Storms" are there in the
32Theophilus Rowe, ed., The Miscellaneous Works in Prose and Verse of Mrs. Elizabeth Rowe (2
vols., London, 1739), p. 229.
331 say "partly" because it looks to me as if Charles Wesley did read at least some of Rowe in the
original Miscellaneous Works text, which is where the word "tempest" (c/ the fourth line of Wesley's
first stanza) occurs.
34See Baker, Representative Verse, No. 15 (pp. 22-23) for the full text of the hymn and its origi
nal title, "In Temptation."
35But see Appendix, p. 20, for the appropriate stanzas.
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plural. Even Rowe's reference, in both versions, to the redemptive shed blood of
Christ is there by implication in "Jesu, Lover of my soul," because the Fountain
of Life in the hymn is the "fountain ... for sin and uncleanness" of Zechariah
13: 1. Matthew Henry says of this verse that the Lamb of God "takes away the
guilt of sin by the blood of his cross." Those who have their sins pardoned will
have "their consciences ... purified by the blood of Christ," and "this fountain
opened is the pierced side of Jesus Christ."36 We know, thanks to Kingsley Lloyd,
how much Charles Wesley used and valued Matthew Henry's Commentary,37 the
normative Protestant interpretation of Scripture for almost two centuries, so it is
not unreasonable to think of Henry's comment as a not too deeply hidden subtext.
(The reference to the "fountain of the water of life" in Revelation 21:6 is obvi
ous, unlike much in the Book of Revelation.)
One can say, then, that certain elements in "Jesu, Lover of my soul" could at
least be suggested as having originated, in one way and another in the poetry of
Mrs. Rowe. But Wesley does not so much imitate an admired predecessor, still
less plagiarize her and thereby become second-rate,38 as absorb her material into
his consciousness. There, it becomes something to be used by the transformative
creative energy of the artist, the maker, who takes the materials that come to hand
and makes them her or his own. Insofar as Charles Wesley does make use of
Rowe in "Jesu, Lover of my soul," he also transforms her work: the terror of
judgment and damnation in the Blank Verse Soliloquies passage(s) is changed
into a longing for union with Christ and a lively hope of acceptance by him-in
this life as well as the hereafter.
Wesley's affiliations with Mrs. Rowe still need a lot of examining; I have
barely touched on them here, and there is much more work to be done on them,
and on a considered reassessment of Rowe's poetry, which I have at least started
on in my study of The History of Joseph. But, as I emerge out of this particular
mine shaft, my lamp slightly askew and my limbs weary, I hope I have come out
with at least this nugget: Charles Wesley really doesn't steal from Mrs. Rowe,
whatever may be appearances to the contrary; he takes into himself what he can
make use of and discards the rest, or keeps it for another time. Then the won
derful creative imagination of the true poet seizes on everything available to it,
and transforms it into lasting beauty.

36Matthew Henry, Commentary on the Whole Bible (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1991), p.1591.
37A. Kingsley Lloyd, "Charles Wesley's Debt to Matthew Henry," LQHR CLXXI (1946),330-7.
38')\ny plagiarism must be second-rate." (Fay Weldon, Worst Fears [New York: Atlantic Monthly
Press,1996],p.171.)
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Appendix: Passages for Reference
From Mrs. Eliz. Rowe.

Hymn 39
I
In vain the dusky Night retires,
And sullen Shadows fly:
In vain the Morn with Purple Light
Adorns the Eastern Sky:

II
In vain the gaudy Rising Sun
The wide Horrizon [sic] gilds,
Comes glitt'ring o'er the Silver Streams,
And chears the Dewy Fields:

III
In vain, dispensing Vernal Sweets
The Morning Breezes play;
In vain the Birds with chearful Songs
Salute the New-born Day:
IV
In vain! unless my Saviour's Face
These gloomy Clouds controul,
And dissipate the sullen Shades
That press my drooping SouL
V
O! visit then thy Servant, LORD,
With Favour from on high;
Arise, my bright immortal Sun!
And all these Shades will die.
VI
When, when, shall I behold thy Face
All radiant and serene,
Without these envious dusky Clouds
That make a Veil between?

VII
When shall that long-expected Day
Of sacred Vision be,
When my impatient Soul shall make
A near Approach to thee?
39Text from A Collection of Moral and Sacred Poems, 1,215-216.
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Morning Hymn40
CHRIST, whose Glory fills the Skies,
CHRIST. the true, the only Light,
Sun of Righteousness, arise,
Triumph o'er the Shades of Night:
Day-spring from on High, be near:
Day-star, in my Heart appear.
2 Dark and Chearless is the Mom
Unaccompanied by Thee,
Joyless is the Day's Return,
Till thy Mercy's Beams I see;
Till they Inward Light impart,
Glad my Eyes, and wann my Heart.
3 Visit then this Soul of mine,
Pierce the Gloom of Sin, and Grief,
Fill me, Radiancy Divine,
Scatter all my Unbelief,
More and more Thyself display
Shining to the Perfect Day.

4O'fext from Baker. Representative Verse o/Charles Wesley. p. 19.
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"In Temptation" ("Jesu, Lover of my Soul"), stanzas 1, 2 and 541
Lover of my Soul,
Let me to Thy Bosom fly,
While the nearer Waters roll,
While the Tempest still is high:
Hide me, 0 my Saviour, hide,
Till the Storm of Life is past:
Safe into the Haven guide;
o receive my Soul at last.

JESU,

2 Otherl Refuge have I none,
Hangs my helpless Soul on Thee:
Leave, ah! leave me not alone,
Still support, and comfort me.
All my Trust on Thee is stay'd;
All my Help from Thee I bring;
Cover my defenceless Head,
With the Shadow of thy Wing.
5 Plenteous Grace with Thee is found,
Grace to cover all my Sin:
Let the healing Streams abound,
Make, and keep me pure within:
Thou of Life the Fountain art:
Freely let me take of Thee,
Spring Thou up within my Heart,
Rise to all Eternity!

41Text from Baker, Representative Verse of Charles Wesley, pp. 22-23.

African Methodism and Wesleyan Hymnody
Bishop Henry M. Turner in Georgia, 1896-1908
Dennis C. Dickerson*
From its beginning African Methodist Episcopal Church worship has been
anchored in Wesleyan hymnody. The Reverend Richard Allen as pastor of Bethel
African Methodist Episcopal Church in Philadelphia, published in 1801 A
Collection Of Hymns And Spiritual Songs, From Various Authors. He printed
another edition in 1808. Later as the first Bishop of the A.M.E. denomination
Allen in 1818 produced The African Methodist Pocket Hymn Book. Both vol
umes included numerous hymns which Charles Wesley composed. The Wesleyan
influence similarly shaped The African Methodist Episcopal Church Hymn Book
of 1837 and the Hymn Book Of The African Methodist Episcopal Church of
1876. 1
Reverend Henry M. Turner, the manager of the A.M.E. Book Concern from
1876 through 1880, compiled the denomination's fourth hymnal. This volume
drew from previous hymnals and Turner's own Wesleyan heritage. While the
hymnal included 1,115 selections, 461 were written by the Wesleys.
Contributions from Charles Wesley, John Wesley, Samuel Wesley, Jr., and Samuel
Wesley, Sr. respectively numbered 430, 25, 5, and 1.2
Additionally, Turner, a lifelong Methodist, insured a prominent place for
Wesleyan hymnody in the A.M.E. volume. In fact, Turner observed that the ] 876
hymnal "may be regarded as strictly a Wesleyan hymn book." Turner's immer
sion in Methodism drew from experience in two Wesleyan denominations, the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South and the African Methodist Episcopal Church.
Born free in Newberry Courthouse, South Carolina on February 1, 1834, Turner
attended various revivals between 1848 and 1851 where Methodist Episcopal
Church, South evangelists called sinners to repentance. These successes led con
verted blacks, both slave and free, to affiliate with M.E. Church, South congre
gations. Hence, Turner joined the Abbeville church in 1848, received an
exhorter's license in 1851, and authorization to preach in 1853. Under the aegis
of the denomination Turner functioned between 1853 and 1858 as a licensed
preacher to free black and slave communities in South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. He preached extensively in such cities as
Macon, Athens, Augusta, Montgomery, Mobile, and New Orleans. His audiences
often consisted of black Wesleyan congregations over which the M.E. Church,
South had jurisdiction. When he discovered the existence of the African
*Historiographer, African Methodist Episcopal Church; Stanfield Professor of History, Williams
College. Williamstown, Massachusetts.
I Jon Michael Spencer, Black Hymnody: A Hymnological History of the African American Church
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1992), pp. 4-7.
2Spencer, Black Hymnody, pp. 9-11.
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Methodist Episcopal Church in 1858, Thrner left behind the M.E. Church, South
and embraced a black Wesleyan denomination which offered him greater leader
ship opportunities. Pastorates in Baltimore and Washington, DC. launched his
rapid rise in the A.M.E. Church. After a chaplaincy in the Union Army, Turner's
pivotal role as a superintendent of A.M.E. missions in Georgia, as a state legisla
tor, and in later years as an African emigrationist made him an influential reli
gious and political leader among southern blacks. Election as manager of the
A.M.E. Book Concern in 1876 preceded his election in 1880 as the Twelfth
Bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. Bishop Thrner's thirty-five
years in the episcopacy put him in jurisdictions along the eastern seaboard, the
Gulf states, the midwest, the upper South, Canada, Bermuda, and Africa. He
presided the longest in Georgia where he served from 1896 to 1908. 3
The same missionary and revival efforts which drew Thrner to Methodism in
South Carolina also impacted blacks in Georgia. Notwithstanding a Georgia
black population of 465,698 in 1860, black members of the M.E. Church, South
numbered 27,385. After 1865 the northern based African Methodist Episcopal
Church initially drew its Georgia members from this nucleus of Wesleyan blacks.
Reverend James Lynch, for example, met with a local preacher among
Savannah's black Methodists and "made secret arrangements" to move, the con
gregation out of the M.E. Church, South into the A.M.E. Church. Similarly,
Reverend William Gaines convinced Wesleyan blacks in Macon, Columbus, and
Atlanta to embrace African Methodism. With beachheads established in major
Georgia cities A.M.E. preachers spread the denomination to other regions of the
state. In 1867 there were 30 pastoral appointments, but the number grew to 57 in
1868. 4 When Thrner returned as the Bishop of Georgia, this episcopal district in
comparison with the other thirteen was second only to South Carolina in size. In
1906, for example, Georgia had 139,284 members in 919 congregations. 5
Wesleyan worship practices in Turner's jurisdiction and throughout the
American South ranged between services which were folk and those which were
formal. Rituals, musical forms, and belief systems which derived from the
.1Stephen Ward Angell. Bishop Henry McNeal Turner and African American Religion in the South
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press. 1992), pp. 11-12,20.23,29,33; Richard R. Wright. Jr.,
The Bishops of the African Methodist Episcopal Church (Nashville: A.M.E. Sunday School Union,
1963), pp. 331-337. During his tenure in Georgia Bishop Turner attempted the establishment of
A.M.E. churches in Cuba and Mexico. See Dennis C. Dickerson, Religion, Race, and Region:
Research Notes on A.M.E. Church History (Nashville: A.M.E. Sunday School UnionlLegacy
Publishing, 1995), pp. 121-130. Between 1896 and 1900 Alabama was attached to Turner's jurisdic
tion.
4W E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (New York: Harcourt, Brace, & Company, 1935, p. 495;
Othal H. Lakey, The History of the CME Church (Memphis: The CME Publishing House, 1985), p.
105; Wesley 1. Gaines, African Methodism in the South Or Twenty-Five Years of Freedom (Atlanta:
Franklin Publishing House, 1890), pp. 5-6, 9-10, 13, 17.
5Benjamin W Arnett, editor, The Budget of 1904 (Philadelphia: Published by E. W Lampton and
1. H. Collett, 1904), pp. 161, 163.
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African religious heritage and from African American Christianity yielded a
black folk religion which many whites and some acculturated blacks viewed with
derision. This black folk culture created the spirituals, emphasized eschatologi
cal scriptures which stressed freedom from sin, death, and racial oppression, and
sanctioned ecstatic responses to sermons and songs which successfully sum
moned the Holy Spirit into worship services. 6 A.M.E. congregations in Georgia
and elsewhere possessed these characteristics, notwithstanding their strict adher
ence to Wesleyan doctrine and hymnody.
The annual conference, however, required a Wesleyan formality that Turner
and his other episcopal colleagues in the United States and abroad rigidly
enforced. Some hymn by Charles Wesley usually
And are we yet alive,
And see each other's face?
Glory and praise to Jesus give,
For his redeeming grace!
was sung at the opening of every annual conference over which Turner presided.
In 1897 at the start of the 1Wenty-Fifth Session of the North Georgia Annual
Conference at St. Mary's A.M.E. Church in Thomaston and with Bishop Thrner
"in the chair" the congregation sang '~nd are we yet alive." Reverend James A.
Lindsay, the keeper of the session minutes, noted that "this familiar hymn, which
has cheered the hearts of millions in the past, and dispelled clouds of gloom and
sorrow from many hearts, rolled up from our hearts with great earnestness,
bespeaking joy and gladness." '~nd are we yet alive" started the 1904 Macon
(Georgia) Annual Conference at Trinity, Warrenton, and "the Conference joined
in singing that most impressive hymn, dear to the hearts of the Methodist min
istry." The legacy of Charles Wesley surfaced again at the 1898 Southwest
Georgia Annual Conference at Talbotton Chapel in Thlbotton when Reverend
John H. Adams, presiding elder of the Albany District, "opened with religious
exercises using"
Forever here my rest shall be,
Close to thy bleeding side;
This all my hope, and all my plea,
For me the Saviour died.
At the 1906 North Georgia Annual Conference at Ebenezer in Cedartown the
congregation sang "Jesus thou great redeeming power." The hymn "was sung
with fervor and in an old Methodistic manner." Similar spirituality marked the
6Margaret Washington Creel, "A Peculiar People": Slave Religion and Community-Culture
Among the Gullahs (New York: New York University Press, 1988), pp. 276-322; Alonzo Johnson,
'''Pray's House Spirit': The Institutional Structure and Spiritual Core of an African American Folk
Tradition" in Alonzo Johnson and Paul Jersild, editors, "Ain't Gonna lAy My 'Ugion Down": African
American Religion in the South (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, forthcoming).
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opening of the 1906 Georgia Annual Conference at Gaines' Chapel Church in
Waycross as two Wesleyan hymns, "Jesus, great shepherd of the sheep" and "0
for a thousand tongues to sing," launched the forty-first yearly session of this
A.M.E. jurisdiction. 7
The continued growth of the A.M.E. Church required the North Georgia Annual
Conference to authorize in 1899 the establishment of the Atlanta (Georgia) Annual
Conference. Bishop Turner who arrived late to the 1901 session held at Mount
Zion in Newnan asked Reverend Joseph S. Flipper, the pastor of St. Paul Church
in Atlanta, to preside in his absence. As chair pro tempore, Reverend Flipper, a
future bishop, "made an earnest plea to the brethren to act in harmony with the
prayer, scripture lesson and the liturgic." Apparently, Flipper's "liturgic" sensibili
ties put a heavy emphasis upon Wesleyan hymns during those services over which
he presided. The first hymn at the evening session of the first day, for example, was
Happy the man who finds the grace,
The blessing of God's chosen race.
Wesley's legacy continued into the second hymn announced after the invocation,
Jesus the name high over all,
In hell or earth or sky.
After Reverend C. W. Newton of Bethel in Atlanta preached a "thoughtful, logi
cal, instructive" sermon on "Man the Limit of Infinite Thought or the Exaltation
of Man, the Work of the Gospel Ministry," Reverend H. W. Dodson "led in
singing," Wesley's "How happy every child of grace." Bishop Turner now in the
audience commended Reverend Flipper "for the able manner in which he
presided" including the Wesleyan "liturgic" which he placed into the worship.s
7Minutes of the Twenty-Fifth Session of the North Georgia Annual Conference of [the] A.M.E.
Church held in St. Mary A.M.E. Church, Thomaston, Georgia, Nov. 3rd to 9th, 1897 (Atlanta: The
Franklin Printing and Publishing Co., 1897), p. 9; Journal of the Twenty-Third Session of the Macon
[Georgia] Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Trinity A.M.E.
Church, Warrenton, Georgia, November 23-29, 1904 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and Publishing
Co., 1905), p. 25; Journal of Proceedings of the Second Session of the Southwest Georgia Annual
Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Talbotton Chapel A.M.E. Church,
Talbotton, GA., November 2-7, 1898 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and Publishing Co., 1899), p.
7; Minutes of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Session of the North Georgia Annual Conference of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Ebenezer A.M.E. Church, Cedartown, Georgia,
December 5-10, 1906, p. 18; The Journal of Proceedings and Yearbook of the Forty-First Session of
the Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Gaines' Chapel
A.M.E. Church, Waycross, Georgia, October 24-29, 1906 (Atlanta: The Franklin-Turner Printing and
Publishing Company, 1907), p. 24.
8Richard R. Wright, Jr., compiler, The Encyclopedia ofAfrican Methodism (Philadelphia: Book
Concern of the A.M.E. Church, 1947, p. 389; Minutes ofthe Seventh Session of the Atlanta [Georgia]
Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in St. Mary A.M.E. Church,
Thomaston, Georgia, November 14-19, 1906 (Atlanta: The Franklin-Turner Co., 1907), p. 96;
Minutes of the Second Session of the Atlanta [Georgia] Annual Conference of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church held in Mount Zion A.M.E. Church, Newnan, Georgia, Dec. 17-23, 1901 (Atlanta:
The Franklin Printing and Publishing Co., 1902), pp. 19; 22-23.
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Sessions of Georgia's annual conferences were serious and spiritually uplift
ing occasions. While anxieties about pastoral appointments were always present,
emotions ran high because the ministerial "roll was called, and many of the bat
tle-scarred heroes answered to their names." The challenges and difficulties of
the preceding conference year seemed unimportant once an appropriate hymn
was raised to affirm the faith and testify to what God had done through their
ministries. Hence, conference participants broadly sampled a vast pool of
Wesleyan hymns and sang them in these meetings. 9 Bishop Turner, now well
known as a hymnologist, often led his preachers in familiar Wesleyan renditions.
Just before he read the pastoral appointments in the 1897 Southwest Georgia
Annual Conference Turner "lined out the hymn, "And let our bodies part," which
was sung with much fervor." At the 1898 session of this same annual conference
the meeting "opened by all joining and singing, 'A charge to keep I have.'"
Bishop Turner then announced another familiar Wesleyan hymn, "Try us 0 God
and search the ground" which was sung "with much feeling." At an evening ser
vice of the 1898 North Georgia Annual Conference at St. Paul, Madison "the old
church was packed with people from far and near." A spiritually moving service
ensued. Bishop Turner introduced Reverend A. S. Jackson to preach. His ser
mon, "Wonderful Things," described "with much enthusiasm the coming won
ders of the great beyond and exhorted the great audience to continue the march
until these wonders are realized." The fervor with which the sermon was deliv
ered drew '''amens' and 'hallelujahs' which rolled out freely from many hearts."
Next an invitation was extended to "mourners who desired the prayers of God's
people." When "several fell at the altar begging for mercy," a preacher "besought
high heaven for mercy and grace for perishing sinners. Such was the earnestness
and enthusiasm at this hour that the Conference was indeed a revival scene." A
visiting women's missionary society official, at Bishop Turner's request, sang
"Some mother's child." This rendition "bathed" the congregation "in tears and
the old Methodistic fire evidently blazed in earnest upon the altar of our hearts.
It was a Pentecostal scene, and although it was time to close, Bishop Turner, fired
by his 'old-time fire,' marched down to the altar singing 'Come, sinners to the
gospel feast.'" This hymn by Charles Wesley was often raised to invite the
unsaved to accept Christ and join the church.
Come, sinners to the gospel feast,
Let every soul be Jesus' guest,
Ye need not one be left behind,
For God hath bidden all mankind.
As the congregation sang the stanzas of this hymn, the
of the church." and one Derson ioined. While Wesleyan

"opened the doors
for Turner Dut for

9Minutes of the Second Session of the Atlanta [Georgia] Annual Conference. p. 20.
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mality into A.M.E. annual conference proceedings, he also used them to bring to
a climax the spiritual fervor which often times occurred. 10
Sermons highlighted A.M.E. annual conferences. Hence, Bishop Turner or his
designee carefully chose sermon hymns which best prepared the congregation to
hear the preacher. Again, the audience often sang Wesleyan hymns during these
worship services. When Thrner invited Bishop Abram Grant to preach the ordi
nation sermon at the 1903 Atlanta (Georgia) Annual Conference at Big Bethel in
Atlanta, the choir sang "My hope is built on nothing less" just before he spoke.
The congregation, however, had already sung

o for a heart to praise my God,
A heart from sin set free,
A heart that always feels thy blood,
So freely spilt for me!
and
Jesus, great Shepherd of the sheep,
To thee for help we fly;
Thy little flock in safety keep,
For 0 the wolf is nigh!
After Bishop Turner presented Reverend F. R. Sims of St. Philip in Savannah to preach
at the 1904 Georgia Annual Conference at Bethel, Millen, the congregation sang
Hark, how the watchman cry,
Attend the trumpet's sound!
Stand to your arms, the foe is nigh;
The powers of hell surround.
Similarly, at the 1907 Southwest Georgia Annual Conference at Campbell
Chapel, Americus, Turner introduced Reverend William D. Johnson, a future
bishop, to deliver a sermon. Johnson himself had lined the hymn, "Jesus, the
name high over all."l1
10Journal of Proceedings ofthe First Session ofthe Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1897, p. 42; Journal of Proceedings of the Second Session of
the Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in
Talbotton Chapel A.M.E. Church, Talbotton, GA., Nov. 2-7, 1898 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and
Publishing Co., 1899), p. 8; Minutes of the Twenty-Sixth Session of the North Georgia Annual
Conference of the A.M.E. Church held in St. Paul A.M.E. Church, Madison, GA., November 9th to
15th, 1898, pp. 13-14.
IlMinutes of the Fourth Session of the Atlanta [Georgia] Annual Conference of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church held in Big Bethel A.M.E. Church, Atlanta, Ga, November 11-17, 1903
(Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and Publishing Company, 1904), p. 36; Journal ofProceedings of the
"hirtv-Ninth Session of the Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church
Bethel A.M.E. Church, Millen, Ga., December 14-19, 1904 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing
and Publishing Company, 1905), p. 18; Journal of Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Session of the
Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Campbell
Chapel A.M.E. Church, Americus, Ga., Nov. 13th-18th, '07 (Atlanta: Morris Brown College Electric
Print, (907), p. 27.
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While Wesleyan hymns dominated the order of service of Georgia's annual
conferences, Bishop Thrner also used other hymnwriters. Their songs had
become as much a staple in A.M.E. hymnals as those of Charles Wesley. The
works of Isaac Watts, for example, were well known to Georgia A.M.E.s. "How
did my heart rejoice to hear" opened the 1898 session of the Southwest Georgia
Annual Conference at Talbotton. In the same year at the Georgia Annual
Conference at St. Andrew's in Darien Bishop Turner "made instructive comments
on the first chapter of Jeremiah," and then "he rose and lined [the] hymn, Come
let us join our cheerful songs ... which was fervently sung by the assembled
brethren." After Father Henry Porter, a superannuated elder, "led the conference
in an earnest appeal to the throne of grace," Bishop Thrner bade the congregation
to sing "Come, ye that love the Lord." Additionally, Isaac Watts' "Not all the
blood of beasts" started the conference's fifth day morning session. At the 1906
Georgia Annual Conference at Waycross "Go Preach My Gospel" readied the
audience for the sixth day morning session. 12
A.M.E.s deemed as Wesleyan the works of Watts, and a few others like John
Newton and Philip Doddridge. As their hymns were sung in Georgia's annual
conferences, Bishop Turner and the state's A.M.E. ministers and members
affirmed their Wesleyan identity. At the 1898 Georgia Annual Conference in
Darien, for example, Charles Wesley's "Jesus, the name high over all" "was sung
with much fervor by the large congregation present." Then, after a prayer, John
Newton's "How sweet the name of Jesus sounds" was the sermon hymn. At the
fourth day session Watts' familiar ')\m I a soldier of the cross" started the con
ference proceedings. Watts' "Not al1 the blood of beasts" began the fifth day
morning session while the sermon hymn was Wesley's
Thou seest my feebleness;
Jesus, be thou my power,
My help and refuge in distress,
My fortress and my tower. IJ
A.M.E.s at the 1907 Atlanta (Georgia) Annual Conference at S1. Paul, Atlanta,
put together a similar set of hymns to make the meeting a thoroughly Wesleyan
occasion. The compositions of Charles Wesley played prominent roles in the pro
ceedings. The conference secretary noted that on November 20, 1907 "at eleven
o'clock, sharp, Bishop Henry McNeal Turner, no., LL.D, [n]C.L., senior Bishop
12J Journal ofProceedings ofthe Second Session of the Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of
the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1898, p. 15; Journal of Proceedings of the Thirty-Third
Session of the Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Sf.
Andrew's Chapel A.M.E. Church, Darien, Ga., Dec. 14-19,1898 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and
Publishing Co., (899), pp. 9, 28; The Journal of Proceedings And Yearbook ofthe Forty-First Session
of the Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1906, p. 54.
13Journal of Proceedings of the Thirty-Third Session of the Georgia Annual Conference of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1898, pp. 11,25,28.
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of the A.M.E. Church, and Chief Executive of the Sixth Episcopal District, in
company with Bishop C[harles] S[pencer] Smith, of Detroit, Mich[igan] associ
ating, took his place in the chair and sounded the gavel calling to order the
eigh[th] session of the Atlanta [Ga.] Annual Conference. Every eye of the
'Invincible Georgia Regulars' were fixed upon him and silence reigned supreme."
Then, "by request, Revs. J. E. Drake and T. J. Linton led in singing two old time
Methodist hymns." Next, Bishop Thrner asked his colleague, Bishop Smith, to
open formally the worship services with the singing of '~nd are we yet alive."
Other Wesley hymns included the familiar "0 for a thousand tongues to sing" and
the routinely sung "Try us, 0 God, and search the ground." The sermon hymn at
the Sunday service was
How can a sinner know,
His sins on earth forgiven?
How can my gracious Saviour show,
My name inscribed in heaven?
The final session of the annual conference adjourned to the People's Tabernacle
since S1. Paul, the host church, was too small to accommodate the huge crowd.
There "a vast throng ... gathered to witness the close and hear the appointments
read." Bishop Turner, accompanied by Bishop Smith and now by Bishop Levi J.
Coppin, "proceeded to the platform and took their seats." Bishop Turner then
"requested the whole congregation to stand and sing,
A charge to keep I have,
A God to glorify;
A never dying soul to save,
And fit it for the sky. J4
Watts' hymns added to the numerous Wesley compositions which were sung
at the 1907 Atlanta (Georgia) Annual Conference. Bishop Charles S. Smith
opened a session with Watts'
Let ~very tongue thy goodness speak,
Thou sovereign Lord of all.
During the time that Bishop Turner read the disciplinary question on whether any
members of the annual conference had died, another Watts' hymn was sung:
14Minutes of the Eighth Session of the Atlanta [Georgia] Annual Conference of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church held in St. Paul A.M.E. Church, Atlanta, Ga., November 20-25, 1907
(Publishing Committee: Revs. L. A. Townsley, E. K. Nichols, J. S. Flipper, John Harmon, W A.
Fountain, J. R. Fleming, E L. Fleming), pp. 16,29,30,34.
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Before Jehovah's awful throne,
Ye nations bow with sacred joy,
Know that the Lord is God alone;
He can create, and he destroy.
Another session began with "My Saviour, my almighty friend."
Doddridge's hymn,

Philip

Awake my soul, stretch every nerve,
And press with vigor on,
was announced on the first day evening session. After the scripture reading, "the
choir joined with the congregation in singing this old Methodist melody."ls
While Wesleyan hymns, whether written by the Wesleys, Watts, or others,
anchored A.M.E. worship services in Methodist tradition, blacks often adapted
them to their folk religious culture. Often these Methodist hymns were altered in
meter and tempo to reflect black musical tastes. Moreover, the singing of
Methodist music whether traditional or idiomatic stirred shouts of '~men,"
"Hallelujah," "Praise the Lord:' or "Thank You, Jesus!" Additionally, Bishop
Turner and other A.M.E. leaders believed that Wesleyan hymns should be sup
plemented with musical compositions by black hymn writers.
Bishop Turner, a traditional Methodist, never discouraged open emotional dis
plays either in preaching, singing, or in other aspects of worship. He agreed with
Presiding Elder 1. A. Lindsay of the Marietta District in the North Georgia Annual
Conference who commended the churches within his jurisdiction for "living in
the happy enjoyment of the Christian religion." He added that "the old Methodist
fire which characterized the church in the days of the Wesleys and Whitfields
[Whitefield] is still ablaze." Moreover, "this high classed formalism which has
been, yet freezing the church to death-sapping the life-blood of too many of our
city charges, has not made any perceptible degree (of progress) on the Marietta
District." Turner endorsed such sentiments. In commenting on the 1906
Southwest Georgia Annual Conference in Bainbridge the bishop observed that it
was a "grand session" because "the people shouted and praised God until they
were finally worked down in their demonstrations of praises and thanksgiving to
Almighty God." He remarked "that he had never seen anything just like it, or
equal to it, in all of his life."16
Turner's annual invitations to the missionary and singer, Sara 1. Duncan, to
attend his Georgia conferences showed his belief in traditional Wesleyan hymns
15/bid., pp. 19,21,24,26.
16Minutes of the Twenty-Seventh Session of the North Georgia Annual Conference of the A.M.E.
Church held in Allen Temple A.M.E. Church, Atlanta, Ga., November 8-14, 1899 (Atlanta: The
Franklin Printing and Publishing Co., 1899), pp. 51-52; Minutes of the Seventh Session of/he Atlanta
[Georgia] Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in St. Mary A.M.E.
Church, Thomaston, GA., November 14-19, 1906 (Atlanta: The Franklin-Turner Co., 1907), pp.

19-20.
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and black folk religious music. Both belonged in A.M.E. worship services and
each could enrich Methodism. Three years after Turner spearheaded in 1893 the
Women's Home and Foreign Missionary Society of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, he drew Sara 1. Duncan of Selma, Alabama into its presidency.
Because southern A.M.E. women primarily belonged to this missions group,
Duncan often traveled in the region to promote its programs. That objective
made her a frequent visitor to Thrner's Georgia meetings. Her musical ability also
made her a welcome participant in the proceedings of Turner's annual confer
ences. 17
Duncan sang twice at the 1903 Southwest Georgia Annual Conference at St.
James, Columbus. Her song "went to the depth of every heart." Again at the
1906 North Georgia Annual Conference at Ebenezer, Cedartown Duncan "ren
dered two beautiful songs." Sometimes her music consisted of traditional selec
tions or Wesleyan hymns. She sang "Jesus, keep me near the cross" at the 1899
Macon (Georgia) Annual Conference at Steward Chapel in Macon. At the 1901
Atlanta (Georgia) Annual Conference at Mount Zion, Newnan, for example,
Duncan sang "a beautiful poem." On other occasions her music used familiar
idioms, and often deeply emotional responses resulted. At the Macon Conference
in 1899 her rendition of "Some mother's child" caused one observer to say that
"no pen can picture the effect this song had on the Conference. A spiritual wave
swept over the entire audience in such a manner as we have never witnessed
before." In Warrenton at the 1904 Macon (Georgia) Annual Conference Duncan,
"the sweet singer and world-wide soloist, sung in sweetest tones, that most beau
tiful solo, 'Tell mother I'll be there' ... which like an Eolian harp, swept through
the sensibilities of each heart of the vast audience, as they remembered their
loved ones long since gone to the better land." "Some happy day" was her ren
dition at Nelson Chapel, Bainbridge at the 1906 Southwest Georgia Annual
Conference. "The melody of the song," wrote one observer, together with the
rich intonations of the voice of the singer, soon secured the attention, as well as
the admiration of the audience."18
I7Sara 1. Duncan, Progressive Missions In The South And Addresses (Atlanta: The Franklin
and Publishing Company, 1906), pp. 9-10; 12-14.
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Session of the Southwest
Methodist Episcopal Church held in St. James A.M.E. Church, L-UIUIlIUU1>,
GA., November 4th-9th, 1903 (Americus, Ga.: Press Publishing Co., 1903), p. 33; Minutes of the
Thirty-Fourth Annual Session of the North Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, 1906, p. 23; Minutes of the Second Session of the Atlanta [Georgia] Annual
Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1901, p. 39; Proceedings of the Macon
[Georgia] Eighteenth Annual Session of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Stewart
A.M.E. Church, Macon, Ga., Nov. 15-21, 1899 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and Publishing Co.,
19(0), pp. 15, 18; Journal of the Twenty Third Session of the Macon [Georgia] Annual Conference of
the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 1904, pp. 40-41; Journal of the Proceedings of the Tenth
Annual Session of the Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church held in Nelson Chapel A.M.E. Church, Bainbridge, Georgia, November 7-12,1906 (Atlanta:
The Franklin-Turner Company, 1907), p. 27.
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For Bishop Turner Methodist music had a dual function. In both the congre
gation and the conference the singing of Charles Wesley's "Jesus, the light of the
world" and "Father, I stretch my hands to thee" made A.M.E.s readily identifiable
as Wesleyans. If whites wondered or if blacks were unsure, they would no longer
have doubts when A.M.E.s routinely sang or recitedJesus, Lover of my
Let me to thy bosom fly,
While the nearer waters roll,
While the tempest still is high;
Hide me, 0 my Saviour, hide,
Till the storm of life is past;
Safe into the haven guide,
o receive my soul at last.
Nonetheless, Thrner encouraged and endorsed the blending of these Wesleyan
hymns into idioms that allowed blacks in general and A.M.E.s in particular to
pour meaning into the lyrics which reflected their special and singular experience
with God. As dignified African Methodists they could sing in conference "Jesus,
great Shepherd of the sheep," and later in a praise service participate in worship
in ways more informal and less structured. For example, at the 1897 North
Georgia Annual Conference at St. Mary's, Thomaston "before the hour for
preaching had arrived the vast congregation had gathered and engaged in one of
those old-time prayer-meetings and song service(s)." There was a similar occur
rence at the 1901 Southwest Georgia Annual Conference at St. Thomas in
Thomasville. 'i\nxiously awaiting the time of the arrival of the time for service,"
recorded one observer, "the people began crowding the church and were enter
tained by a song service." The following well-known spiritual songs were sung:
"Hallelujah, 'tis done" led by Rev. A. Beall; 'i\t the cross," led by Rev. C. C.
Bryant; "When I can read my title clear," led by Rev. S. Proctor." After the for
mal start of the worship service, "Blessed assurance," and a Watts hymn, 'i\m I a
soldier of the cross," and Wesley's "0 for a thousand tongues to sing," were sung.
Bishop Turner then introduced Reverend David L. Williams, "the blind poet,
evangelist and musician," who led in singing "Looking this way." After his
singing and exhortation, the congregation sang another Wesley selection, "Jesus
the light of the world." Williams returned to sing "I must die in the field." "The
people were so delighted with his enthusiastic singing," said a conference secre
tary, "till they desired him to sing another, which he did to the delight of all, using
that old familiar spiritual song, 'Free at last.'" When Williams came back to
another session, he sang the spiritual, "Go tell it on the mountain." After
Reverend R. V. Branch "preached a brief logical sermon eliciting much applause,
Williams sang "several plantation melodies." 'i\nd are we yet alive" and "Free
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at last" had a place in any Wesleyan conference over which Bishop Henry M.
Turner presided. 19
While Turner surely had his favorites among the many Methodist hymns
which he knew from memory, he did not believe that Wesleyan hymn writing was
over. He pointed out to the 1897 Southwest Georgia Annual Conference in
Cuthbert that there was "great value of the composition and music of the hymns
of the Negro." He "gave a very instructive lecture on hymnology and declared
that the time had come for the Negro to preserve and write his own hymns and
set them to music, in order to meet the demands of the age." Turner also made
remarks to the 1905 Georgia Annual Conference at Bethel, Quitman concerning
"the power of Negro music." These comments, said one minister, were "both
inspiring and encouraging to the Conference."2o Already, Turner had been
heeded. A black Methodist Episcopal Church pastor in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, Reverend Charles Albert Tindley, was writing hymns which
A.M.E.s were already singing. Sara J. Duncan sang Tindley's "Stand by me" at
the 1906 Atlanta (Georgia) Annual Conference in Thomaston. It was a "beauti
ful song," said the conference scribe. At the 1907 Atlanta (Georgia) Annual
Conference in Atlanta "By and by, when the morning comes" was sung. 21
Although Bishop Turner was best known as a Reconstruction politician and
African emigrationist, he was similarly committed to Methodist doctrine and
Wesleyan hymnody. As the Bishop of Georgia for 12 years he upheld the
Wesleyan musical tradition while he encouraged efforts to blend it with black folk
religious practices. As a result A.M.E. testimonies about salvation from sin and
divine rescue from racial oppression were expressed in Wesleyan worship rituals
anchored in Methodist tradition and African American religious experience.

19Minutes of the Twenty-Fifth Session of the North Georgia Annual Conference of the A.M.E.
Cizurch held in St. Mary's A.M.E. Church, Thomaston, Ga., Nov. 3rd-9th, 1897 (Atlanta: The
Franklin Printing and Publishing Co., 1897), p. 20; Journal of the Proceedings of the Fifth Session of
the Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in St.
Thomas A.M.E. Church, Thomasville, Ga., November 6th-11th, 1901 ,(Americus, Ga.: L. A. Morgan
& Co., 1902), pp. 14-15,28-29.
2°Minutes of the Fir,vt Session of the Southwest Georgia Annual Conference of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church. 1897, p. 7; Journal of Proceedings of the Fortieth Session of the
Georgia Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church held in Bethel A.M.E.
Church, Quitman, Ga., December 13-19, 1905 (Atlanta: The Franklin Printing and Publishing Co.,
1906), p. 38.
21See Ralph Jones, Charles Albert Tindley: Prince of Preachers (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1982); Minutes of the Seventh Session of the Atlanta [Georgia] Annual Conference of the African
Metlwdist Episcopal Church, 1906, p. 30; Minutes of the Eighth Session of the Atlanta [Georgia]
Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. 1907, p. 31.

Charles Wesley and the End of the World
Kenneth G. C. Newport*
A. Introduction l
Of all the books in the Bible it is doubtless the last, the Apocalypse of St. John,
that has gained the reputation for being the most conducive to religious extremity.
Indeed, some have judged the strange contents of that book to be so hazardous that
they have felt it necessary to warn others "beware of the Apocalypse which, when
studied, almost al ways either finds a man mad, or makes him SO."2 Such a judge
ment is, however, a relatively recent one, for it is clear that for much of Christian
history the task of interpreting the book of Revelation has occupied a key position
on the church's theological agenda. This seems particularly to have been the case
in post-Reformation England, where individuals from across the denominational
spectrum devoted themselves to a careful study of the prophecies held in that
book, convinced that the words in Revelation ]:] ("The Revelation of Jesus
Christ, which God gave unto him, to shew unto his servants things which must
shortly come to pass")3 were to be taken literally and with absolute seriousness.
The very considerable interest in the book of Revelation which existed during
this period is easy to document. Ever since the publication of John Bale's book,

The Image of bothe Churches after the moste wondeifull and heavenly
Revelacion of Sainct John the Evangelist (]548), a constant stream of works
devoted to the book of Revelation and an interpretation of the prophecies therein
poured from the English presses. Joseph Mede's Ciavis Apocalyptica (]627) was
perhaps the most influential, but there were many others such as Thomas
Brightman's Apocalypsis Apocalypseos (ca. ]600)4 and John Tillinghast's
*Liverpool Hope University College, Liverpool, England.
Abbreviations:
AM =Anninian Magazine
BJRULM Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester
MARC Methodist Archives and Research Centre
PW = George Osborn, ed., The Poetical Works ofJohn and Charles Wesley, 13 vols. (1868-1872).
WJW The Works of John Wesley, 14 vols. (London: Wesleyan Conference Office, 1872; repro Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, n.d.)
ISome few parts of this paper draw upon work originally published in The Baptist Quarterly, The
Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester and The Wesleyan Theological
Journal. 1 am grateful to the editors of those journals for granting me permission to make use of that
material here.
2Rainbow: A Magazine of Christian Literature, with Special Reference to the Revealed Future of
the Church and the World, 24 vols. (1864-87), 3.55.
3AII scriptural quotations given here are from the KJv.:
4Thomas Brightman, A Revelation of the Apocalyps (1611). The date of the writing of this work
is somewhat unclear. Froom notes that Latin editions appeared in 1609 (Frankfurt) and 1612
(Heidelberg), and gives 1615 as the earliest date for an English edition (see L. E. Froom, The
Prophetic Faith ofOur Fathers, 4 vols. [Washington DC: Review and Herald Publishing Association,
1946-54], 2.512 n. 18). However, there is in the John Rylands University Library of Manchester an
English edition published in Amsterdam dated to 1611 (ref. R 127410).
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Knowledge ofthe Times (1654). Shortly before the start of the eighteenth century
Samuel Petto, a Suffolk clergyman,S published his own study of Revelation (and
other biblical apocalyptic passages).6 The work was typical of the age in which
it was written: the end is coming and the prophetic "signs of the times" are
clearly discernible in the Church and in the world at large. Careful study of the
prophecies, especially those contained in the books of Daniel and the Revelation,
will give a clear insight into how long this world has yet to last and what must
happen before it comes to an end.
Many of the above mentioned works sought to locate the earth's present posi
tion on the map of world time, a sensible enough task given the preconception of
the book of Revelation as a panorama of the course of human and divine history.
Such an approach to the book of Revelation (and much of what is said in this con
text is applicable also to the book of Daniel) has become known as "world and/or
Church historicism," for it sees the course of history from the time of John the
Seer to the apocalyptic return of Christ (and even a little beyond) as being punc
tuated by prophetic fulfilment. 7 According to the historicist interpreter, time
5Froom, P rophe tic Faith 3.131.
6S. Petto, The Revelation Unvailed: Or, an Essay Towards the Discovering 1. When Many
Scripture Prophecies had Their Accomplishment and Turneth into History II. What Are Now
Fulfilling III. What Rest Still to be Fulfilled, with a Guess at the Time of Them. With an Appendix,
Proving, that Pagan Rome Was not Babylon, Rev 17, and that the Jews Shall be Converted (1693).
See also 1. Bachmair, The Revelation of St. John Historically Explained (1778); B. Blayney, A
Dissertation by Way of an Inquiry into the True Import and Application of the Vision Related in Dan
IX verse 20 to the End, usually Called Daniel's Prophecy of the 70 Weeks (1775); 1. Brown, Harmony
ofScripture Prophecies, and the History of their Fulfillment (1784); R. Clark, A Warning to the World;
or the Prophetical Numbers of Daniel and John Calculated (1759); R. Clayton, A Dissertation on
Prophecy, wherein the Coherence and Connexion of the Prophecies in both the Old and New
Testament are Fully Considered; together with an Explanation of the Revelation of St. John (1749).
Little can be gained here from a mere listing of sources. However, these few are noted in support of
the claim that historicism was a significant force in English exegesis in the eighteenth century. David
Brady, The Contribution of British Writers between 1560 and 1830 to the Interpretation of Revelation
13.16-18 (The Number of the Beast): A Study in the History of Exegesis (Tiibingen: 1. C. B. Mohr
[Paul Siebeck], 1983) lists many more.
7Historicism has a long and complex history in the development ofthe biblical-interpretative tradi
tion. By the eighteenth century historicism was the standard interpretative paradigm and it hence comes
as no surprise to find that it was the approach adopted by Charles. Historicism may be contrasted with
two other schools of interpretation which existed in the eighteenth century: preterism and futurism.
According to the preterist scheme (which was a forerunner of modern critical contemporary-histori
cal interpretations) most of the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation have already been fulfilled in the
past (see Arthur W Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse [Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993], pp.
63--66 and 1. A. Oddy, "Eschatological Prophecy in the English Theological Tradition, ca. 1700-ca.
1840" [University of London Ph.D. Thesis, 1982], pp. 46-48). A good early example of this view is
Henry Hammond (1605-1660), who argued that the bulk of the prophecies contained in Revelation
were fulfilled before the conversion of Constantine to Christianity at the beginning of the fourth cen
tury (Henry Hammond, A Paraphrase, and Annotations upon all the Books of the New Testament
[1653]). The millennium, on this scheme, extends from ca. 300 to ca. 1300 and hence the period after
that is the period of the last judgment immediately before the end of the world. According to the futur
ists, on the other hand, most of the prophecies in Daniel and Revelation have yet to occur. So, for
example, the Antichrist (taken as prefigured in Daniel 7-8 and Revelation 13) is a literal figure who
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moves on to its predetermined goal and the book of Revelation (together with
Daniel) previews that course. The images and symbols contained therein are thus
milestones which are able to give the traveler some reasonably clear indication of
how far he has come and how much further he has yet to go.
As might perhaps be expected, such works most often resulted in the adoption
of the view that the writer's own period was the one perched on the brink of the
apocalyptic conclusion of the present age. There were of course exceptions (of
which John Wesley was one),8 but many who did attempt to set a date for the
dawn of the eschatological kingdom put the event at no great distance from their
respective presents. Such speculation was widespread. Neither was it limited to
those on the religious margins or of questionable intellectual ability. Indeed, even
such intellectual giants as the unorthodox Presbyterian minister (and "discoverer"
of Oxygen) Joseph Priestley9 turned their hands to the task of prophetic interpre
tation, as did the eminent scientist Sir Isaac Newton. lO
This list of biblical-apocalyptic interpreters could easily be extended. lI It
might, for example, be driven back to the work of the twelfth-century Abbot
Joachim of Fiore who is often credited with founding the "historicist"12 interpre
will reign for 3 and a half yean;!! 260 days/42 months etc. and the judgments, vials, seals of the book
of Revelation still await their future fulfilment. For a brief discussion of futurism see Wainwright
Mysterious Apocalypse 61-63. More extensive is Oddy, "Eschatological Prophecy," pp. 94-179. It
was largely in Catholic circles that futurism was expounded and was developed as a counter-argument
to the almost universal Protestant view that the Pope and/or the Catholic Church in general was the
Antichrist depicted in the prophetic books (see Kenneth G. C. Newport, "Revelation 13 and the Papal
Antichrist in Eighteenth-Century England: A Study in New Testament Eisegesis" BJRULM 79[1997]
91-103); idem. "Catholics and the Antichrist: Futurist Exegesis in Eighteenth-Century England"
(forthcoming). Neither preterism nor futurism appears to have played a part in the fonnation of
Charles's eschatological views.
8See below, pp. 36-37; fn. 16.
9See for example Joseph Priestley, The Present State of Europe Compared with Ancient
Prophecies (1794) and his notes on the books of Daniel and Revelation in The Theological and
Miscellaneous Works of Joseph Priestley. 25 vols. (1817-1831), 12:309-343; 14:442-515.
IOSir Isaac Newton, Observations on the Prophecies (1733). See also the work of Thomas
Goodwin (1600-1680) who was head of Magdalene College, Oxford from 165(}-1 660. Goodwin
wrote many works dealing with the general topic of prophetic interpretation including a series of ser
mons preached in Holland in 1639. These were published posthumously in 1683 under the title
Exposition upon the Book of the Revelation. See further Brady, Number of the Beast pp. 181-182.
liThe extent of the literature devoted to the book of Revelation in post-Reformation England is
easily underestimated. Some of the eighteenth-century sources have been noted above (see note 6).
In addition to Brady, Number of the Beast, the bibliographical sections in Richard Bauckham, Tudor
Apocalypse (Abingdon, Oxford: The Sutton Cortenay Press, 1978) and the second volume ofLe Roy
Edwin Froom, The Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers, 4 vols. (1946-1954) give some further illustra
tion of the richness of the materials available.
12As noted above (fn. 7) the historicist method of prophetic interpretation has a long history in
western exegesis. However, as Wainwright correctly notes (Mysterious Apocalypse, pp. 49-53), it
was largely as a result of the influence of Joachim of Fiore (ca. 1135-1202) that this approach gained
a finn foothold on scholarship. See further Bernard McGinn, The Calabrian Abbot: Joachim of Fiore
in the History of Westem Thought [New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, 1985], pp. 145-160.
A full and detailed study of Joachim and his legacy is to be found in Mrujorie Reeves, The Influence
of Prophecy in the Later Middle Ages: A Study in Joachimism [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969]).
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tative school to which Newton, Priestley, Brightman, Mede, Bale, and others
belonged. Alternatively the tradition could be brought forward to the present
where it continues to live on, if not in academic circles, at least in ecclesiastical
ones. 13 However, while the kind of historicist biblical-apocalyptic interpretative
scheme briefly outlined above does have a tradition which stretches at least from
Joachim to the present day, it was during the period from the Reformation to
about the middle of the nineteenth century that the influence of the school was at
its height. It was hence the paradigm for eighteenth-century biblical interpreters
in general, and therefore the paradigm for Charles Wesley in particular, and, as is
noted below,14 that paradigm informs much of Charles's work in this area.

B. Early Methodists and Millennial Expectation
It is perhaps of little surprise, then, given what would appear to be an almost
Ubiquitous interest in things future and the decoding of Revelation's encrypted
message relating to them, that evidence of an interest in the fulfilment of biblical
prophecy among the early Methodists is not difficult to find. I have discussed this
issue at length elsewhere 15 and it will hence be enough here simply to note a few
of the more salient points. Even such a brief sketch is, however, necessary if
Charles Wesley's exegesis of Revelation and other written comments on apoca
lyptic matters are to be seen in their proper context.
That eschatological speculation was an area in which some eighteenth-century
Methodists actively engaged is suggested by a remark made by Luke '!Yerman,
one of John Wesley's earliest biographers. According to him "there can be no
doubt, that Wesley, like his father before him, was a millenarian."16 In fact it is
clear from the context of this remark that Tyerman is suggesting that Wesley was
not simply "a millenarian," but a premillennialist, that is he looked for the sud
den appearance of Jesus upon the clouds of heaven and the inauguration of
Christ's personal reign upon earth before the onset of the 1000 years of peace
described in Revelation 20. 17 Such a position is in fact affirmed by John Wesley
himself, who in a letter to Thomas Hartley (1764), wrote of the latter's presenta
l3See further Paul Boyer, When Time Shall be no More: Prophecy Belief in American Culture
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992) and Timothy P. Weber, Living in the Shadow of the
Second Coming: American Premillennialism, 1875-1982 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1987).
14See below, p. 39f.
15Kenneth G. C. Newport, "Methodists and the Millennium: Eschatological Beliefs and the
Interpretation of Biblical Prophecy in Early British Methodism," BJRULM 78(1996) 103-122.
16Luke Tyerman, The Life and TImes of the Rev. John Wesley, M.A., 3 vols. (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1870-1871), 2.52~. This is not the place to explore in great detail the claim that John
Wesley was a premillennialist. Much of the literature relevant to that discussion is referred to in
Kenneth 0. Brown, "John Wesley-Post or PremilIennialistT', Methodist History 28(1989) 33-41.
17According to the premillennial position (the holders of which were in a minority in the eigh
teenth century) Christ appears suddenly and unexpectedly to execute judgment on a wicked world.
Following this appearance and judgment, the millennium, a period of one thousand years during
which Christ reigns upon earth, begins. Premillennialism, which was relatively uncommon in the
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tion of his clearly premillennial beliefs "I cannot but thank you for your strong
and seasonable confirmation of that comfortable doctrine: of which I cannot
entertain the least doubt, as long as I believe the Bible."18 Similarly, though John
may not have agreed with all he read in the prophetic interpretative works of 1. A.
Bengel (who thought that a millennium would begin in 1836),19 he seems never
theless to have felt the work of that scholar to be sufficiently important to warrant
translation and reprint in his own Notes upon the New Testament (1754). Indeed,
John even prints Bengel's apocalyptic time chart. 20 That John's interest in
Bengel's work was more than simply a passing one is however confirmed by a
report in the London Chronicle for 3 June 1788. The headline reads "Wesley in
Bradford-World to end in 1836."21 Charles also appears to have had a keen
interest in Bengel's theories, a fact suggested by a lengthy letter discussing them
written by Dr. John Robertson and sent to Charles in 1747.22
Another leading early Methodist whose work reflects intense eschatological
concern was John Fletcher who wrote a letter to John Wesley in 1755 on the sub
ject of the prophecies. 23 In the course of the letter Fletcher makes it clear that he
eighteenth century, is often shackled to a basically negative view of humankind, for those who adhere
to it hold that humankind and human society are rotten to the core and that this state of things can be
overcome only by the direct intervention of God. Those who hold the opposing view, on the other
hand, the postmillennialists, suggest that Christ will appear only after the 1000 year period. Indeed,
it is during this period that the ground is prepared for the Lord's return by means of a radical and hith
erto unprecedented spreading of the gospel. It was to this latter group that the majority of Charles
Wesley's contemporaries belonged. The classic '~ugustinian" view (the millennium is the period of
the church) had largely run out of steam by Charles's day.
ISJohn Wesley to Thomas Hartley, March 27, 1764, Arminian Magazine (hereinafter AM) 6( 1783)
498-500. Note also the criticism launched against Wesley by Bishop Lavington, according to whom
the young John Wesley, like the French Prophets and the Fraticelli before him, spoke frequently and
unequivocally of the nearness of Christ's second coming (Bishop Lavington, Enthusiasm of
Methodists and Papists Compared, 2 vols. (1749), 1.80, 125 (Methodist Archives and Research
Centre [hereinafter MARC] ref. MAW GA 213); R. A. Knox, Enthusiasm: A Chapter in the History
of Religion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1950), p. 546.
19The term "a" rather than "the" millennium seems more appropriate here since Bengel's scheme
is highly complex and involves two millennia. See further Brady, Number of the Beast, pp. 218-221.
2°John Wesley, Explanatory notes upon the New Testament (1754),932, 1051-1052.
21London Chronicle, June 3,1788, p. 3 col. 3. The article goes on to report that Wesley's text was
"The end of all things is at hand: be sober, and watch unto prayer. . .. He enforced this awful doc
trine with uncommon energy, assuring the audience that the world would be at an end in 1836" (cf
The Works ofJohn Wesley, 14 vols. [London: Wesleyan Conference Office, 1872; repro Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Zondervan, n.d.], 4.416, hereinafter WJW); cf Henry Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John
Wesley and the Rise of Methodism (London: Epworth, 1989), p. 475, who notes that in the Notes
Wesley was himself rather non-committal regarding Bengel's chronology.
22J. Robertson to C. Wesley, September 23, 1747. The letter, which is held in the MARC, is not
catalogued, but may be found in the volume entitled "Letters chiefly addressed to the Rev. C. Wesley,"
leather vol. 6, p. 67. In the letter Robertson discussed various details from Bengel's work and sug
gests that in fact the (or possibly "a" [see above n. 19]) millennium will begin on Sunday, June 18,
1836. It is perhaps a fair guess (though no more) that Robertson knew of Charles's own interest in
the prophecies, including his acquaintance with the works of Bengel, and for that reason wrote to him
on these matters.
23Letter of John Fletcher to John Wesley, November 29, 1755. Printed in AM 16(1793) 370-376,
409-416.
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expects the end of all things to come in the near future. Indeed, says Fletcher, the
year 1750 may already have seen the close of the 2300 day prophecy of Daniel
8:14 (calculated on the widely accepted, at least in Protestant circles, "year-day"
principle as equivalent to 2300 years); the sanctuary has begun to be cleansed and
the final consummation is near indeed. 24 It was in this context that Fletcher once
wrote to John Wesley:
Give me leave here, Rev. Sir, to propose to you, a thing that many will look upon
as a great paradox, but has yet sufficient ground in Scripture to raise the expecta
tion of every Christian, who sincerely looks for the Corning of our Lord; I mean,
the great probability, that in the midst of this grand Revolution, our Lord Jesus will
suddenly corne down from Heaven, and go himself, conquering and to conquer.25

The list goes on: a somewhat vague but definite reference to the end is found
from the hand of Vincent Perronet who wrote to his son William remarking that
"the end of all things is at hand";26 George Bel1 (and probably Thomas Maxfield)
thought that the world was going to end on 28 February, 176327 and in this seems
to have gained a significant following among the early Methodist movement. 28
An intense belief in the literal, visible second advent of Jesus is seen also in four
sermons on the theme by Joseph Benson. 29 According to Benson, the promised
second coming "will not be long deferred" and "will be sudden and unexpected."30
24Fletcher is basically premiIlennialist, though his work shows some variation on the premillen
nial theme. In his scheme there are three advents not two (and he criticizes those who "confound our
Lord's second with his third coming" [AM 16(1793):411]). The third coming will be at the end of all
things (that is at the end of the millennium). See further Newport, "Methodists and the Millennium,"
pp. 105-106.
25AM 16(1793):411 (the reference is most probably to Rev. 6.2).
26Letter of Vincent Perronet to William Perronet. The letter is dated December 9. No year is
given, but the contents suggest 1750-1755. The letter is uncatalogued but may be found among a col
lection of loose materials held together in the MAB section of the MARC in a folder marked simply
HVP''' In the course of the letter Perronet remarks that
The season is by no means healthy: your B. Briggs has been ill at Canterbury; poor Charles,
at the foundry; and poor Jacky at Shoreham. It is no wonder that individuals are in disorder;
when all nature seems to be in confusion. Indeed we are only at the beginning of alarming
providences; a few years will produce still greater events. Happy would it be for a sinking
world if they could see that the end ofall things is at hand; and would therefore grow sober
to watch unto prayer!
27Quite where Bell got the date of the end of the world is not clear in the sources. However, there
is some slight evidence to suggest that it was not a date plucked at random out of the air, but was rather
based upon a historicist reading of the book of Revelation. See further Kenneth G. C. Newport,
"George Bell, Prophet and Enthusiast," Methodist History 35(1997) 95-105.
28The size of Bell's following is difficult to gauge and the number of those who believed his apoc
alyptic predictions (as opposed or in addition to his perfectionist proclamations) is even more uncer
tain. Some attempt to calculate the size of the movement is found in Kenneth G. C. Newport and
Gareth Lloyd, "George Bell and Early Methodist Enthusiasm: A New Manuscript Source from the
Manchester Archives" (BJRULM forthcoming).
2?Joseph Benson, Four Serm~ms on the Second Coming of Christ and the Future Misery of the
'Wicked (1781) MARC, ref. MAB' M703.
30Benson, Four Sermons, p. 11.
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Indeed, Benson is apparently of the belief that he will see the Lord's descent him
selpl and it is hence not surprising that his first sermon ends on a note of escha
tological warning for his hearers to prepare for the dreadful days ahead. 32
It would be easy to extend this list and to give further examples of vivid and
apparently premillennial belief in early Methodist circles. Such, however, seems
unnecessary for the point has already been made. Early Methodists were not at
all immune from some of even the more extreme forms of eschatological expec
tation. Often these expectations were built upon highly complex interpretations
of biblical texts, most particularly Daniel and the Revelation, and in this the early
Methodists expressed the common exegetical assumptions of their day.33
C. Charles Wesley's Eschatology
Apocalyptic expectation was then very much alive and well in the eighteenth
century generally and evidence for its existence among the early Methodists is
not wanting. With this general context in mind, we may now turn to examine the
eschatological views of Charles Wesley in particular and here we shall note that
he, like so many of his contemporaries (Methodist, Anglican, and more gener
ally), had very definite views on the matter. Indeed, Charles once wrote that the
world was due to end in the year 1794. 34
The evidence from Charles's works supportive of the view that eschatological
expectation was a significant force in his theological world-view is set out below.
In setting out this evidence a particular attempt has been made to avoid placing
undue stress upon any single period of Charles's life (for example, it would be
easy to amass material from the period immediately following the earthquakes of
the early 1750s). Rather a general survey is here presented in an attempt to
answer the question "what were Charles's general views regarding the end of the
world?" Obviously, since Charles's literary career lasted in excess of 50 years, it
would be unwise to expect absolute consistency. However, it is argued here that
some general picture does seem discernible in the surviving literary deposits. In
the period ca. 1750-1760 in particular there is substantial evidence to suggest
that Charles's eschatological views were a very distinctive and vibrant force in his
overall theological development. Charles's views in the period before 1750 seem
31Note for example the following words which Benson wrote after describing John's vision of
Christ in Rev. 19 .tt ff:
But ah! how much more will the representation strike us when it is made by Christ in person,
and we shall see him as he is !-Shall see heaven open, and the Son of God in the pomp of
Majesty ineffable descending! (Benson, Four Sermons, p. 15).
32')\,wake! awake! ye sleepy sinners! shake off your fatal slumbers! Arise from the bed of sloth,
and the lap of enchanting pleasures! Haste, haste, and flee for shelter from this day of wrath and unre
lenting fury!" (Benson, Four Sermons, p. 23).
33See further Newport, "Methodists and the Millennium," pp. 108-120 where the highly complex
interpretative schemes of several prominent early Methodists are examined.
34Below, Appendix, p. 58, par. 4.
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to have included a less obvious, but still identifiable, eschatological element. The
situation in the period after 1760 is difficult to judge since much of the necessary
documentary evidence is lacking.
There has obviously been a need to be highly selective (a process which car
ries obvious dangers and of which the reader is here warned). However, some
attempt has here been made to give at least a broadly representative sample of the
materials available. One point, however, needs to be made clearly by way of dis
claimer: Charles's hymns and other poetical compositions do not here receive the
kind of attention they most certainly deserve. This comparative neglect is partly
due to the sheer quantity of poetical material to which Charles gave rise, a corpus
which would be extremely difficult to master. In part, however, it is also a delib
erate attempt to highlight I the indisputable value of Charles's surviving prose
materials, which, in compabson with the hymns and poems, have generally been
significantly under researched.
1. The Journal Evidence

Almost all of Charles's prose material falls into three basic categories: the
journal, the letters, and the sermons 35 and material relevant to the present discus
sion is found in each.
A fair number of Charles's journal entries could be explored here with profit.
Some of these I have discussed elsewhere,36 but to these may be added several
more. For example, part of the long entry for March 25, 1736 reads:
About noon, in the midst of a violent storm of thunder and lightning, I read the
eighteenth Psalm, and found it gloriously suited to my circumstances. I never felt
the Scriptures as now. Now I need them, I find them all written for my instruction
and comfort. At the same time I felt great joy in the expectation of our Saviour
thus coming to judgement, when the secrets of all hearts shall be revealed, and God
shall make my innocency as clear as the light, and my just dealing as the noon
day.3?

The point of the passage seems plain enough: Charles has been falsely
accused (in view, of course, are the various charges brought against him
Lawley, Hawkins, and Welch), but looks forward to the time when the Saviour
will come and make the truth known. His attention is turned to Psalm 18, a text
which needs to be kept in mind as we read Charles's journal entry. In Psalm
18:7-10 we read:
35Charles also wrote a small number of prose pamphlets, but these are of little use in the present
context. See further Thomas R. Albin, "Charles Wesley's Other Prose Writings" in S T Kimbrough,
Jr., ed. Charles Wesley: Poet and Theologian (Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 1992), pp. 91-93.
36Kenneth G. C. Newport, "Premillennialism in the Early Writings of Charles Wesley," Wesleyan
Theological Journal 32(1997) 85-103.
37Thomas Jackson, ed. The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A., 2 vols. (London: 1849,
[hereinafter CWJ]), 1.10.
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Then the earth shook and trembled; the foundations also of the hills moved and
were shaken, because he was wroth. There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and
fire out of his mouth devoured: coals were kindled by it. He bowed the heavens
also, and came down: and darkness was under his feet. And he rode upon a
cherub, and did fly: yea, he did fly upon the wings of the wind (Psa 18.7-10).

Care must be taken, of course, not to press the journal entry too far. However,
when the passage is read in the context of the Psalm to which he refers, his think
ing seems plain enough. Christ would one day return to this earth as judge and
that coming would be a magisterial and literal event.
Similar in its direct affirmation and expression of hope in the coming Lord are
the entries for May 12-13, 1738. Here we find Charles discoursing, praying and
singing with others, and on more than one occasion giving voice to the hope of
Christ's soon appearing. So powerful, for example, was the effect of the prayer
which Charles and Bray prayed on May 12, that Charles "almost thought Christ
was coming that moment,"38 a statement which is suggestive of an expectation of
a literal, sudden and unexpected appearance of the Lord. Charles goes on to note
that the afternoon of the following day was spent with friends "in mutual exhor
tation to wait patiently for the Lord in prayer and reading"39 and that
At night my brother came, exceeding heavy. I forced him (as he had often forced
me) to sing an hymn to Christ, and almost thought He would come while we were
singing: assured He would come quickly.40

Again the biblical context of Charles's remarks need to be kept clearly in mind.
The words "come quickly" are most obviously linked to Revelation 22:20 which
reads, in the KJv, "He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly.
Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus." Charles was later to voice the view that the
book of Revelation was to be read in the standard eighteenth-century Protestant
way, i.e., from an historicist biblical-interpretative perspective. This being the
case, the words recorded here in the journal would seem to take on a definite pre
millennial significance. Christ, Charles is assured, will come "quickly." Not, we
must therefore presume, after a lengthy period during which the gospel would be
spread throughout the world; not after the millennium, but before it.
Several other examples could be given. The journal entry for February 11,
1744 reports that Charles preached at Adwalton "on our Lord's final coming"41
and part of the entry for July 24, 1743 reads:
The Society came. Our hearts danced for joy, and in our song did we praise him.
We aU longed for his last glorious appearing, and with an eye of faith saw the Son
of man, as coming in the clouds of heaven, to confess us before his father and the
holyangels. 42
38CWJ
39CWJ
4lJCWJ
41CWJ
42CWJ

1.87
1.87
1.87
1.351
1.327
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The entry for February 1, 1745 might also be noted. Here, Charles notes, '1\t
our watchnight I described the new Jerusalem; (Rev. xxi.;) and great was our
rejoicing before the Lord."43
Such material does not stand alone in the early portion of the journal,44 though
it is unnecessary to present more of the evidence here. The journal for this period
seems indicative of Charles's belief and expectation that Christ would one day
come again in judgment and to claim his own. This is a not a view to which
Charles gave only lip service. It was a doctrine he preached and encouraged oth
ers to take extremely seriously.
It is noticeable also in the early part of the journal that the book of Revelation
was a source upon which Charles appears constantly to have reflected and often
drawn. In this context it is perhaps not surprising to discover that Charles was
later to write that while Luther might well say in times of trouble45 "Come, let us
sing the forty-sixth Psalm," Charles would rather say "Let us read the Revelation
of Jesus Christ," for
What is any private or public loss, or calamity; what are all the advantages Satan
ever gained or shall gain, over particular men or churches; when all things, good
and evil, Christ's power and Antichrist's, conspire to hasten the grand event, to ful
fil the mystery of God, and make all the kingdoms of the earth become the king
doms of Christ?"6

During the 1750s Charles's interest in things apocalyptic seems to have been
increased. This may in part have been due to the earthquakes of that decade, a
topic upon which Charles wrote a sermon and several hymns. We shaH return to
this below. The apparent increase in eschatological expectation on Charles's part
is reflected also in the journal from this period. Again there are numerous pas
sages which might be quoted at this point. Mention is made of just two or three.
On December 3, 1753 Charles preached on the coming of Christ to "reign
before his ancients gloriously"47 and for October 20, 1756 Charles wrote:
The rain quickened our pace to Manchester. I took up my lodgings at Mr. Philips's.
My subject at night was, "When there things begin to corne to pass, then look up."
Many Arian and Socinian Dissenters were present, and gnashed upon me with their
teeth, while I preached the corning of Jesus Christ, the one eternal self-existing
God, to take vengeance on them, and on all his enemies, who would not have him
to reign over them.48
43CWJ 1.393
44See further October 31, 1747 ("preached for the last time in Marlborough-street, on, "These are
they that came out of great tribulation, and washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of
the Lamb." It was a time of solemn rejoicing in hope of His coming to wipe away all tears from our
eyes" [CWJ 1.464 cf Rev 21.4]).
45The trouble in question, in Charles's case, was of course the severe sickness of his brother, who
was "far gone in a galloping consumption" and of whose recovery Charles was far from confident
(CWJ 2.96).
46CWJ 2.98
47CWJ 2.98
48CWJ 2.129
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In Leeds on September 26, 1756, reports Charles,
The room was excessively crowded, both within and without. I was very faint, as
I mentioned my text,-"When these things begin to come to pass, then look up,"
&c. My little strength I increased by using it; and the word refreshed both soul and
body. The hearers were variously affected. 0 that all may be found watching!49

The biblical imagery here is plain; "When these things begin to come to pass"
is taken from the eschatological discourse of Matthew 24 and the reference to
being "found watching" is based on verse 46 of that chapter.
On several further occasions Charles reports that he had warned the people of
God's impending judgments.5o As we know from another source, these "judg
ments" were understood by Charles as the terrible punishments that were to come
upon the wicked before the end. 51 As is typical in premillennialism, the glorious
end is seen by Charles as necessarily preceded by a time of unparalleled wicked
ness and finally judgment. It will be a time that few will survive. In this context
it is perhaps of little surprise to find that Charles's favourite subject during this
period (as he himself states) was "I will bring the third part through the fire" (cj.
Zechariah 13:9). This "fire" of which Charles spoke so frequently during this
period is none other than the fire of tribulation which is to be faced by the faith
ful in the last days, for where the phrase appears in the journal it is most often in
the context of eschatological warning. The entry for October 11, 1756 is not
untypical.
They forced me to preach first; which I did from Zech. xiii.: "The third part I will
bring through the fire." My brother George seconded me in the words of our Lord:
"I say unto all, Watch." The prayers and hymns were all attended with a solemn
power. Few, if any, I hope, went unawakened away. 52

Note also the entry for September 22, 1756 which reads
I warned them of the impending judgements, and left them standing on the watch
tower. We passed a profitable hour at Donington-Park, with Mr. H. Mr. lanson
attended us five or six miles on our way to Nottingham, which we reached by two.
I spent the afternoon in taking down the names of the Society, and conversing with
them. We rejoiced to meet once more after so long a separation. My subject, both
49CWJ 2.117
50See for example the entry for September 22, 1756 (quoted below), and part of the entry for
February I, 1747 reads:
I warned the hardened sinners at Sheffield from those awful words, "Except the Lord of hosts
had left us a very small remnant," &c. He filled my mouth with judgements against this peo
ple, except they repent, which I trembled to utter. So did most who heard, particularly some
of our fiercest persecutors. I found relief and satisfaction in having delivered my own soul,
whether they will hear, or whether they will forbear.
I repeated my warnings to the Society, and believe they will escape into the ark, before the
flood comes (CWJ 1.441).
51See below, pp. 50-51.
S2CWJ 2.124--125
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at night and in the morning, was, "I will bring the third part through the fire." It
was a time of solemn rejoicing.53

The journal for this period, then, seems positively to support the view that
Charles was of the opinion that the apocalyptic end of this world was nigh.
Indeed as the surviving MS journal draws to a close the references to the "third
part" and the coming judgments become even more common. The last few
entries give a picture of an individual increasingly concerned with warning oth
ers of the impending doom. Part of the last but one entry in the journal
(November 4, 1756) reads "I described the last times to between forty and fifty at
our sister Blackmore's; rnd it was a solemn time of refreshing."54
Many of the hallmarKS of premillennialism, the sudden appearing of Christ, the
judgments, the precursory slide into chaos and destruction, also seem discernible
in the journal. The entries are terse and ought not to be pressed too hard for infor
mation they do not actually contain. They are, however, clearly suggestive.

2. The Evidence from the Letters
A number of the letters from the early part of Charles's ministry are also of
importance in this context. The lengthy letter to Charles written by John
Robertson has already been referred to briefly above. 55 In this letter the detailed
apocalyptic-exegetical scheme of Bengel is critically discussed in such a way as
to suggest that the author knew of Charles's interest in such matters. Here, then,
is a letter coming in to Charles suggestive of the recipient's apocalyptic interests.
To be noted also is a letter written by Charles from Dublin on December 18
[1747] in which he assures "Sally" (Sarah Whitham) that "Yet a little while, and
he that shall come, will come, and take us all into everlasting habitations."56 This
reference is short but to the point and its implication unmistakable. Charles is
expecting the return of the Lord in "yet a little while."
In a later letter Charles set out his thoughts on just how long that "little while"
would be, and it is this document that provides the clearest evidence of all regard
ing Charles's eschatological views. It was written by Charles to an unknown cor
respondent on April 25, 1754. 57 I have discussed the content of this letter exten
sively elsewhere58 and need therefore to make only relatively brief further
reference to it here.
5JCWJ 2.115; similarly on September 25, 1756, Charles wrote:
I encouraged them by that precious promise, "I will bring the third part through the fire;" and
parted in great love. At eight I preached on the same subject at Barley-hall; and found there
the never-failing blessing (CW J 2.117).
54CWJ 2.139
"Above, p. 37; fn. 22.
56MARC ref. DDCW 1116.
57MARC ref. DDCW 1151.
58Kenneth G. C. Newport, "Charles Wesley's Interpretation of Some Biblical Prophecies accord
ing to a Previously Unpublished Letter Dated 25 April, 1754," BJRULM 77(1995) 31-52.
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In the letter Charles outlines his vision of the future course of world events
and his conclusion is startling: the world will end in 1794. Before the end, how
ever, much will happen. Charles is writing in 1754 and is expecting the begin
ning of the terrible last judgments of God at almost anytime ("tho they should
begin this very year, it would be no way inconsistent with the scripture-prophe
cies" [§ 8]). Certainly these judgments will have begun by 1761 or 1762, which
is the date given by Charles for the conversion of the Jews 59 since, he argues, in
prophecy the conversion of the Jews and the final judgment go hand in hand. The
conversion of the Jews leads to their return to their homeland where they set
about restoring the temple. However, in 1777 or 1778 they are once again
attacked, their newly appointed "prince" is "cut off" and they are expelled.
Following their expUlsion from their land and the destruction of their city and
temple, the Jews (and the rest of the saved) are then "under a cloud" for a time,
that is, they must suffer a little of the plagues which have come upon the world.
The last judgments fall. Fire, hail, and blood rain down from heaven, the sea is
turned to blood, rivers are turned to poison, locusts which sting like scorpions
swarm the earth. Upon the followers of Antichrist (Rome) come even more ter
rible things. As a result of these judgments two thirds of the population dies.
Suddenly angels appear to save those destined for salvation. These angels take
the saved to a place of safety where they are nurtured by God. The remaining
wicked, however, are slain by massive hailstones which fall from heaven. This
final plague marks the end of the judgment and the beginning of the millennium.
Christ returns and rules in person on Mount Sion. 60
The contents of this letter are, then, strange and many may be more than a lit
tle surprised by it. For this reason it is worth pointing out that the authorship of
the letter is not in dispute; the handwriting (including a short-hand note at the
very end) clearly indicates its authenticity, and there is no reason to doubt the
comment of the one who wrote on the paper cover into which the letter has been
stitched that it is a letter of Charles Wesley to an U[nknown] C[orrespondent].
Thus while there are several other letters here which could usefully be mentioned
it is this MS from April 1754 which, above all, gives a view of Charles the
"expectant pilgrim." Here we get a reasonably clear view of one eagerly awaitthe return of his Lord and seeking to discern from Scripture when that glori
ous event was to come about.
The developmental pessimism which runs throughout this letter, so typical of
premillennialism generally, is worth noting carefully. Consider for example the
following passage.
59'fhe view that the Jews would be converted before the end was a commonplace of eighteenth
century English eschatological thought. See further Christopher Hill, "Till the conversion of the
Jews" in Richard H. Popkin, ed. Millenarianism and Messianism in English Literature and Thought
1650-1800 (Leiden: E.1. Brill, 1988), pp. 12-36.
WA full transcription of the letter is found in the appendix.
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But O! dreadful days that are coming on the earth before the last of the above men
tioned events, I mean before the long and blessed period takes place. There is a
long train of dreadful judgments coming on the earth, more dreadful that ever it yet
beheld. 61

To this passage we might add one further example. Speaking of expected per
secution at the hands of the Roman Church (which was generally identified as
Antichrist in this period)62 Charles notes that that idolatrous entity has as yet
"gained but a small increase in comparison of what it has yet to gain."63 The final
destruction of the Romish Antichrist is certain, but
before she shall be brought to her final ruin, power shall be given her to distress the
Protestant Churches by wars and persecutions, and many of Christ's faithful ones
in those days shall be tried and purified and made white. 64

In 1754, then, it would appear that Charles looked forward over the course of
the next few decades with both hope and distress. God's kingdom would finally
come (in 1794). However, before that event there would be a time of trouble that
only few could expect to survive.
A few further letters from the period are worth noting here. Some two years
after the 1754 letter, Charles wrote to William Perronet urging the latter to
"watch and pray always that you may be counted worthy to escape the judg
ments coming on the world, and to stand before the Son of Man,"65 words which
seem to voice clearly enough a premillennialist position. The words "watch and
pray" are part of a biblical injunction which appears more than once in Charles's
writings. The precise biblical reference is unclear and there are several possi
bilities (of which Luke 21:36 is perhaps the most likely). However, whichever
text is in view the point of the injunction is much the same: the believer must
be always vigilant since the return of Christ will come when least expected (cf
Mark 13:35,14:36; Matthew 24:42-43, 25:13; Luke 21:36 [cf Luke 21:34]).
We have noted above that "judgments" playa key part in the April 25 letter (e.g.,
the "long train of dreadful judgments" which are to come upon the earth).
Charles's letter to Perr~met probably refers to the same expected cataclysmic
events.
Similarly in 1750 Charles wrote to Mrs. Jones at Fonmon castle at a time
when she was evidently suffering some "fresh troubles" and afflictions. Charles's
advice, which he gives in the first line of the letter, is simple enough and linked
to an expected chronological framework: "bear up under your burthen, till the
everlasting comforter comes."66 Also from 1750 (August I Q) comes a letter
6lS e e

appendix paragraph 5.
further Newport, "Roman Antichrist."
63S ee appendix paragraph 1.
64See appendix paragraph 6.
65MARC, ref. DDCW 1I15a.
66MARC, ref. DDCW 1132.
62S ee
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Charles wrote to John Bennet where again the premillennial views of its author
seem plain enough; "We see our calling," writes Charles to Bennet, "which is to
suffer all things; disrespect and ingratitude in particular from those we serve in
the Gospel. But we expect no reward, 'till the great shepherd comes.'" Only the
coming of Christ then, will bring the reward. Does Charles perhaps have in mind
Matthew 16:27 "For the Son of Man shall come in the glory of his Father with
his angels; and then he shall reward every man according to his works"? On the
same MS as this letter to Bennet, Charles adds a note to Grace [Murray] which
includes the words
Fear not: in six troubles the Lord hath saved you. A little more suffering, and the
end cometh, and the Lord and bridegroom of our souls. 67

No more evidence need be presented here (though such is not lacking in the
materials themselves), for the case seems reasonably clear already: the letters
strongly suggest that in the 1740s and 1750s at least Charles's eschatology was
imminent and premillennial. This world would not get better. The end to trou
bles would not come in this present age and rewards cannot presently be
expected. Rather when "the great shepherd comes" rewards will be given and at
the coming of the Lord and bridegroom troubles would cease. The letter of 1754
is again clearer, but indicative of the more general situation and in this source the
situation is outlined without possibility for misunderstanding: trouble, not joy,
lies ahead and things will get worse not better. Only the coming of Christ will
bring sin and evil to an end.
The main beams of the premillennial theological structure therefore seem to
be in place in the letters quoted above. Things will get worse rather than better
and the end to trouble will come instantaneously with the literal advent of Christ,
not gradually with the spread of Christian social-ethical standards. This letter
evidence confirms and complements that gleaned from the contemporary journal
entries.
3. The Evidence from the Sermons
Assessing the evidence of Charles's surviving sermon corpus is difficult
indeed. This problematic situation is largely the result of the confusion that
surrounds Charles's sermon MSS. As is well known, a collection of twelve ser
mons attributed to Charles was edited and published in 1816,68 but it is now
clear that at least seven of these were not in fact written by him, but were
copies made from his brother's MSS.69 On the other hand, two of Charles's ser
mons are found in John Wesley's works, and of these only one (Ephesians
67MARC, ref. DDCW 1/37.
68Sermons by the Late Rev. Charles Wesley, A.M. Student of Christ-Church, Oxford. With a
Memoir of the Author, by the Editor (London 1816).
69See Richard P. Heitzenrater, "John Wesley's Earliest Sennons," Proceedings of the Wesley
Historical Society 37(1969-1970) 112-113.
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5:14)70 is clearly labeled as being by Charles.7I In addition, several other MS ser
mons have fairly recently come to light. The six shorthand sennons are now well
known;72 some few other MSS (including one completely unpublished sennon on
John 4:41) have, however, received less attention. This is not the place to discuss
in detail these problems of authorship and authenticity. However, the following
material at least does seem relevant to the present investigation.
a. Sennon on Philippians 3:13, 14 (1735)13
On October 21, 1735 Charles either preached or wrote (or both) 74 a sennon on
board the Simmonds, the ship upon which he sailed to America. Charles's text
was Philippians 3:13-14 and the central point of his sennon is the need for
Christians to move constantly onward and grow in spiritual maturity and moral
rectitude. Several times in the course of this sennon Charles urges his hearers to
"watch and pray," but does not finish the quotation, though its context is signifi
cant (" ... for you know not the hour in which your Lord cometh" cf. Mark 13:35;
Matthew 24:42-43; Luke 21:36 etc.). In one passage, however, Charles's think
ing does emerge clearly enough. The relevant section reads
Caution and watchfulness is a necessary characteristic of a true Xtian. It is
enjoined by our blessed Lord himself frequently to his disciples, and by them the
obligation to it extended to all mankind; "what I say unto you I say unto all,
watch". None you see excepted from the duty, no excuse can be urged for not per
70')\ Sermon preached on Sunday, April 4th, 1742, before the University of Oxford. By Charles
Wesley, M.A., Student of Christ Church" (London: n.d.). The second edition indicates that it was
printed by W Strahan in 1742. It was included as sermon 3 in John Wesley's Sermons on Several
Occasions from the 1746 edition of volume 1 onwards (Sermons on Several Occasions. In Three
Volumes. By John Wesley M.A .• Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. Vol. I [London: 1746]) and is
Reprinted in Albert C. Outler, ed. The Works of John Wesley, vols. 1-4 (Nashville, TN: Abingdon,
I
1984-1987), 1.142-158.
71The other is "The Cause and Cure oflEarthquakes" on which see below pp. 50-52.
nOliver A. Beckerlegge and Thomas R. Albin, Charles Wesleys Earliest Evangelical Sermons:
Six Shorthand Manuscript Sermons Now for the First TIme Transcribed from the Original (Ilford:
Wesley Historical Society, 1987).
73The sermon is printed as number 11 in the 1816 edition (pp. 186-206). The MS of this sermon
(which has been edited significantly in the 1816 edition) is now held in the MARC, ref. CW Box V
As noted briefly above, it is difficult to a<;sess the probability that this sermon was composed by
Charles himself. Thomas Albin, for example, thinks that the case is "exceedingly weak" (Thomas R.
Albin, "Charles Wesley's Other Prose Writings" in S T Kimbrough, ed. Charles Wesley: Poet and
Theologian [Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 1992, p. 89]) stating that the only evidence is that the
MS is in Charles's own hand. However, this evidence is surely not to be ignored. The fact that
Charles took care to indicate (in Byrom's shorthand) that he had copied some of the sermons from his
brother or some other unspecified source (as is the case with a sermon on Luke 16.8 [MARC, ref. CW
Box V; printed in Outler, Sermons 4.361-370) suggests that (counter evidence to the contrary being
lacking) those that are not specifically said to be copies are original compositions.
74The MS does not indicate whether the sermon was preached on October 21, 1735 or merely
written (or copied) on that day. Charles's journal does not begin until March 1736 and so cannot be
called upon to shed light. John's journal for October 21, 1735 indicates only that Charles ''writ ser
mons" and does not say if Charles preached on that day (WJW 1.18). If Charles did preach the ser
mon on October 21 it may well have been the first sermon he had ever preached, since he had been
ordained only three weeks before.
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forming it. Watch therefore for the coming of your Lord, for you know neither the
day nor hour of his coming. "Let your loins be girded, your lamps burning and ye
yourselves like unto men that watch for their Lord that they may be ready to enter
in with him when he cometh. For blessed are those servants whom his Lord when
he cometh shall find so doing."75

Such words seem fairly plain, though one might argue, of course, that what
Charles had in mind was a spiritual coming of Christ into the heart of an individ
ual believer at conversion or at the moment of death. Such is not, however, the
most obvious way to read the passage, and especially so when its eighteenth-cen
tury context is kept in mind. Similarly, as is argued here at some length, it appears
from other sources that Charles did have premillennial views. This being so the
most obvious reading of this passage from the sermon on Philippians 3 is in the
context of Charles's demonstrable premillennialism. The passage is not
addressed to unbelievers who are to expect the coming of Christ into their hearts
at conversion, or to those who must, in Charles's view, prepare for the hour of
their unexpected deaths. Rather Charles seems here to be urging his believing
hearers never to slacken from their task of reaching Christian perfection (even if
it can never be attained), lest the Lord return unexpectedly and catch them idle in
their duties.
b. ''Awake, thou that Sleepest" (1742)76
The tone of Charles's sermon ''Awake, thou that sleepest" is well known. In
this sermon Charles calls the slumbering sinner to awake. The theme ofjudgment
runs throughout the sermon. Charles does indeed call the sleeper to awaken, and
part of the force of his sermon on the matter is his appeal to the threat of coming
Thus for example, at a fairly early stage of the sermon's development
Charles refers to those who disregard "the warning voice of God 'to flee from the
wrath to come.'''77 Elsewhere in the sermon the threat of the coming judgement
hangs heavy. Towards the end of the sermon Charles is speaking of the deplorable
condition into which mankind has slipped and the need for Christians to rise
above it. It is in this context that he warns:
And shall not I visit for these things? saith the Lord. Shall not my soul be avenged
on a nation such as this? Yea, we know not how soon he may say to the sword,
"Sword, go though this land!" He hath given us long space to repent. He lets us
alone this year also. But he warns and awakens us by thunder. His judgments are
abroad in the earth. And we have al1 reason to expect that heaviest of all, even "that
he should come unto us quickly, and remove our candlestick out of its place, except
we repent and do the first works".78
75 1 have used the original here (MARC, ref. CW Box V). The fonn in the 1816 edition is a little
different (pp. 196--197).
76See above, p. 48; fn. 70.
770utIer, Sermons 1.143.
780utler, Sermons 1.157-158.
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And the whole sermon rounds off with a passage which begins with the words:
My brethren, it is high time for us to awake out of sleep; before "the great trumpet
of the Lord be blown", and our land become a field of blood. 0 may we speedily
see the things that make for our peace, before they are hid from our eyes! "Tum
thou us, 0 good Lord, and let thine anger cease from us." "0 Lord, look down
from heaven, behold and visit this vine"; and cause us to know the time of our vis
itation. 79

Taken together and within the more general context of the sermon these pas
sages provide an interesting insight into Charles's expectations. This world, for
Charles, was not set to improve with a gradual spreading of the kingdom of God
through the preaching and acceptance of the gospel. Rather the future has a def
inite apocalyptic climax which will itself bring the age to a close. Things are bad
and will get worse. Even professed Christians are slipping into perdition
unawares. But though the Lord has spared the earth "this year also" the space to
repent is getting ever smaller. Indeed, the time will come when "the things that
make for our peace" will be hidden and it will be too late. Then the Lord will say
"Sword, go though this land." the "wrath to come" will have come and unpleas
ant indeed will it be for those who have not fled from it. While the whole escha
tological scheme is not spelled out in detail in this sermon, the general picture is
distinctly and unmistakably premillennial and in this '1\wake, thou that sleepest"
agrees with the thrust of the evidence brought to bear above.
c. "On the Cause and Cure of Earthquakes" (1750)80
Charles's sermon on earthquakes also needs mention here. The earthquakes
which hit London in 175081 did give rise to a general upsurge in warnings of
impending apocalyptic doom and Charles was not alone in seeing in them the
hand of God. 82 One might wish to argue, then, that this one sermon may have
been relatively uncharacteristic of Charles's general frame of mind. (Though, of
course, he also wrote at least fighteen hymns on the same subject).83 As has been
argued here, however, premiUennial, pessimistic apocalypticism and the expecta
tion of the coming wrath of God is not by any means uncharacteristic of Charles's
work and this sermon on earthquakes is hence not untypical. Consequently it
790utler, Sermons 1.158.
8O'fhis sennon was printed in WJW 7.386-399.
81 An account of the earthquake is found in John Wesley's journal for March 8, 1750 (WJW 2.175)
with a briefer note on the earlier shake on February 8 (WJW 2.172-173). Charles records on February
8 simply that "there was an earthquake in London" (JoumaI2.67). Charles's journal has no entry for
March 8, but the entry for March 10 records how Charles preached on Isa. 24, "a chapter I had not
taken much notice of, till this awful providence explained it." See also '!Yennan's account of the
events and its effect on the Wesleys (Life 2.71-74) and that of Thomas Jackson (Thomas Jackson, The
Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A., 2 vols. [1841], 1.549-556).
82Brief details of this eighteenth-century interest are found in Outler, Sermons 1.357 n. 6.
83Charles Wesley, Hymns Occasioned by the Earthquake March 8, 1750, Parts I and II (1750);
reprinted in George Osborn, ed. The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley, 13 vols.
(1868-1872, hereinafter PW), 6.17-52.
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may be used as further evidence in support of the general argument here
advanced.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of Charles's sermon on the cause and cure
of earthquakes in the context of the present discussion is that of its theological
pessimism. In this the sermon echoes premillennialism in general: society will
continue to slide downwards into a moral and spiritual abyss until the great
eschaton, the coming of Christ, sets all things right. The wicked are finally
destroyed and the good rewarded. In this sermon on earthquakes Charles seems
to express just this kind of thinking. To be sure it is his task to call those who will
respond to escape the coming wrath, but this faithful remnant is not typical of the
whole. Neither is man able on his own to come to repentance or even see the dan
ger he is in. Rather, thinks Charles, the gracious God has sent now (and the pre
sent earthquake is but one in a sequence) a sign of what is to come in an effort to
awaken the sleeping sinner. Earthquakes are a "call to repentance."
In the name of the Lord Jesus, I warn thee once more, as a watchman over the
house of Israel, to flee from the wrath to come! I put thee in remembrance (if thou
hast so soon forgotten it) of the late awful judgment, whereby God shook thee over
the mouth of hell!84

Such predictions of woe run throughout the course of the sermon. The present
earthquakes are but a timely reminder of more awful things to come.
He hath spared thee for this very thing; that thine eyes might see his salvation.
Whatever judgments come in these latter days, yet whosoever shall call on the
name of the Lord Jesus shall be delivered. 85

Perhaps not surprisingly the sermon concentrates on the possibility of escape
from these judgments and wrath. Charles is in the business of seeking to save
those he can from falling headlong into the apocalyptic abyss. No details of the
expected apocalyptic timetable are immediately obvious from the content of this
sermon, but, as has been said, its vision of doom is more characteristic of pre
millennialist pessimism than postmillennialist optimism. Some might be saved,
but the outlook for many is grim indeed. 86
With regard to Charles's preaching, one further scrapof information is worth
noting here. The full content of the sermon which Thomas Illingworth heard
Charles preach in October 1756 is unknown. However, Illingworth's report is
worth noting. He writes
84WJW 7.397-398.
85WJW 7.399.
86Note further the hymn "Tremendous Lord of earth, and skies" (PW 6.21-23), the sixth verse of
which begins
If earth its mouth must open wide,
To swallow up is prey,
Jesu, Thy faithful people hide
In that vindictive day
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He [Charles Wesley] spoke much concerning the end of the World, telling us the
Signs foretold were so fully accomplish'd as demonstratively shew'd its
Dissolution near. 87

The sennon evidence, then, in so far as it can be reconstructed from the small
amount of homiletic material that has survived, seems to point in the same direc
tion as Charles's journals and letters. Charles looked forward with hope for the
future. However, his hopes were pinned not upon a gradual spread of Christian
ethics and a consequent improvement in the individual's and society's lot.
Individual Christians may grow in spiritual awareness and moral rectitude, but
the world at large was doomed. Only at the sudden appearance of Christ would
evil be fully dealt with, and only then and in that way would humankind's pris
tine condition be restored.
I

D. Conclusion
In this article some of the evidence supportive of the suggestion that Charles's
views regarding the end of the world were definite, reasonably consistent, and
premillennial has been presented. In conclusion four separate observations are
made. The first three of these observations are conclusions in a more traditional
sense in that they are apparently accurate deductions made upon the basis of the
evidence presented. The fourth point, however, is more by way of identifying
some of the resultant questions that need now to be answered as a result of some
of the issues here raised.
First, it has been shown that the surviving MS evidence suggests that Charles
was interested in eschatological matters and that the fonn of that eschatology
bears the hallmarks of premillennialism (which was in fact the minority opinion
in the eighteenth century). This interest was no passing fad. Rather, the evidence
from the journal and the letters suggests that Charles's interest in this area is dis
cernible from an early stage and ran throughout the course of his documented
career. While there does seem to have been something of an increase in the height
of expectation in the 1750s (perhaps explained by the earthquakes), Charles was
interested in such matters well before that time. We know for certain that he had
been attempting to interpret "the scripture prophecies" since at least 1746 because
he says so. In the 1754 letter he writes:
87As quoted in Frank Baker, William Grimshaw 1708-1763 (London: Epworth, 1963), p. 195; cf
Charles's journal entries for October 1756, many of which could be quoted here with profit. On
October 7-9, for example, Charles appears to have spoken several times to different audiences on
Luke 21 (the apocalyptic discourse) and concluded "I have no doubt but they will be counted worthy
to escape, and to stand before the Son of Man" (cf Luke 21.36). Later on October 9 he warned his
audience of the "impending storm." On October 10, writes Charles, "between four and five thousand
were left to receive my warning from Luke xxi" and later he judged those to whom he spoke to be
"like men prepared to meet the Lord." As noted above, the remainder of the journal continues in this
vein right up to the last few entries.
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The first time I began to attempt the scripture calculations relating to the conver
sion of the Jews, the fall of Antichrist and the introduction of the fulness of the
Gentiles was in the year 1746. And having made myself master of an antient
chronology, I did then make such calculations as happened become pretty near to
what I now find to be the truth.

Further, the 1754 letter itself suggests that Charles had spent considerable time
in his attempt to interpret the prophecies; he speaks of other prophetic inter
preters, whose works he has evidently read, and seems to have been acquainted
even with the highly influential, and highly complex, prophetic scheme proposed
by Bengel. In 1754, then, his interest is fairly intense. The first conclusion is,
then, that Charles Wesley did have a definite premillennial view regarding the end
of the world.
Second, throughout this study an attempt has been made to make extensive
use of sources which have been generally all but neglected in early Methodist
research, namely Charles's prose works. For many the fact that the hymns and
poems have been mentioned only infrequently (and in footnotes) will be a cause
for great concern, and properly so. No adequate account of Charles's theologi
cal views can be given without making reference to the poetical corpus, which
must remain central in Charles Wesley research. The point is so obvious it
hardly needs mention. It would in fact have been very easy to have peppered
this paper with references to hymns: "Lo he comes with clouds descending,"88
"Lift your heads, ye friends of Jesus,"89 and "He comes! He comes! the judge
8gPW 6.143-144.
89PW 6.144-145. While there has been an attempt here to use the prose materials rather than the
hymns, this one example may be quoted here in full as indicative of the kind of material that could be
brought to bear from the poetical corpus.
I. Lift your heads, ye friends of Jesus,
Partners in his patience here,
Christ to all believers precious,
Lord of lords, shall soon appear:
Mark the tokens
Of his heavenly kingdom near!

4. Sun and moon are both confounded,
Darken'd into endless night,
When with angel-hosts surrounded,
Is his Father's glory bright
Beams the Saviour,
Shines the everlasting Light.

2. Hear all nature's groans proclaiming
Nature's swift-approaching doom!
War and pestilence and famine
Signify the wrath to come;
Cleaves the centre,
Nations rush into the tomb.

5. See the stars from heaven falling;
Hark on earth the doleful cry,
Men on rocks and mountains calling,
While the frowning Judge draws nigh,
Hide us, hide us,
Rocks and mountains, from his eye!

3. Close behind the tribulation
Of these last tremendous days,
See the flaming revelation,
See the universal blaze!
Earth and heaven
Melt before the Judge's face!

6. With what different exclamation
Shall the saints his banner see!
By the monuments of his passion,
By the marks received for me
All discern him,
All with shouts cry out, 'Tis he!
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severe,"90 to name but three that could have been quoted here with
However, as noted above, one of the purposes of this paper has been to seek to
highlight the wealth of information that is to be found in the prose materials and
thereby to encourage scholars working in this area to take them more thoroughly
into consideration. Before that can be done, however, they must be made avail
able to the scholarly guild.
Third, it has been suggested that Charles had very definite eschatological views
for which he sometimes pre$ented extended argument. Indeed, in the 1754 letter
Charles refers to a book which, it seems, he is planning to write on the topic, though
the words here are ambiguous and may refer to a work written by someone else.91 A
more extensive study of the 1754 letter would have indicated further the extent to
which Charles was able to argue his own case and come to his own conclusions. In
fact, as I have noted elsewhere, some of what Charles has to say in the 1754 letter is
highly distinctive, for example his interpretation of the mystical number "666" and
his view that the "Prince" of Daniel 9:25ff was someone other than Jesus.92 As one
follows Charles along his exegetical pathways one is aware that here is an individual
well conversant with the prophetic-exegetical thinking of his day. In places his exe
gesis is highly unusual, even novel, and his reasoning is tight and mature. The con
tents of the letter, and to a lesser extent the sermons, suggest clearly enough, then, that
when it came to eschatology Charles was much more confident that he could decipher
the imagery of the book of Revelation than was his brother John, who once lamented:
Oh how little do we know of this deep book! At least, how little do I know! I can
barely conjecture, not affirm anyone point concerning that part of it which is yet
unfulfilled.93

Charles was, then, a theologian and a biblical interpreter able to develop a
distinctive position independently of his brother. 94 This distinctive position has
7. Lo! 'tis he! our heart's Desire
Come for his espoused below,
Come to join us with his choir,
Come to make our joys o'erftow:
Psalms of victory,
Crowns of glory to bestow.

8. Yes, the prize shall now be given,
We his open face shall see;
Love, the eamest of our heaven,
Love our full reward shall be,
Love shall crown us
Kings through all eternity!

90PW 6.141.
9tSee appendix paragraph 15. "What I have now hinted is only a small part of the scripture-evi
dences relating to the subject, which you must be content with till the book comes out."
92See Newport, "Biblical Prophecies," pp. 46-49.
93Nehemiah Curnock, ed. The Journal o/the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., 8 vols. (1909-1916), 4.540.
94In this same context we might have noted the sermon on Acts 20.7 (MARC, ref. DDCW 9114
[printed in John C. Bowmer, The Sacrament a/the Lord's Supper in Early Methodism (London: Adam
and Charles Black, 1951, pp. 225-232)]), which again shows clearly enough that Charles had the abil
ity to argue and reason a case using logic which, while foreign to us, would have appealed to his eigh
teenth-century contemporaries. In fact Charles notes in the MS that it is his intention to mount a sig
nificant, three-part defence of the view that the sacmment must be administered at least every Lord's
day. However, of the three areas he plans to cover in the sermon (or "treatise"-the genre is not alto
gether clear) only the first receives attention.
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been developed in prose (though it is also there in the hymns and poems) and
on the basis of an appeal to the head rather than to the heart. Charles can appeal
to standard eighteenth-century exegetical logic in support of his views and not
religious sentiment and the reader of the 1754 letter is asked not so much to hear
the whisper in the heart as to discern with the eye of reason the self-evident,
logically-derived truth on the basis of the
that Charles has presented.
Thus Langford can be challenged. Charles can be shown to be working with the
head and to develop a view that is distinctive. 95 Further studies into this non
poetic expression of Charles's theology are needed. These, however, will be
frustrated, first by the fact that much of Charles's prose material appears not to
have survived (this can be demonstrated in the case of the sermons where there
is a discouraging discrepancy between the register as reconstructible from the
journal and the surviving MSS), and secondly by the fact that even that mate
rial which has survived is not in a form readily accessible by scholars working

in the field.
The fourth and final point that needs to be noted is that this article has
been all too brief and has raised many more questions than it has answered.
In particular a major study is needed of the relationship between Charles's
eschatological views and the rest of his system, especially his social theology.
This is so since, as David Hempton% and, much earlier, Harris Franklin Rall97
have noted, imminent premillennialism sits not at all well with the view that
it is through human institutions that God is planning to transform human soci
ety and the world as a whole. "How will the kingdom of God come upon
earth?" is the question, to which the premi1lennialist will answer "by the sud
den apocalyptic appearance of Jesus Christ, who will, in a stroke, put all
things right." The present evil age, then, according to the premillennialist,
will go out with an apocalyptic bang and not an evolutionary whimper.
According to RaIl this is not the Methodist view and never has been. Rather,
he states, John Wesley himself, in bringing the gospel to "the brutish and
besotted peasantry of his England," bore witness to his faith that it was
through "the power of the Spirit of God" that "God purposed to make a new
world."98
Though RaIl can be challenged factually, on one main point he is right: those
who think that there is a new world just around the next chronological comer
95Thomas A. Langford, "Charles Wesley as Theologian" in Kimbrough, ed. Charles Wesley: Poet
and Theologian, pp. 97-105 (who is quoting Rattenbury, who is quoting E. H. Sugden).
960. N. Hempton, "Evangelicalism and Eschatology," Journal ofEcclesiastical History 31 (1980)
189. Hempton makes the same basic point in his Methodism and politics in British society 1750-1850
(London: Hutchinson, 1984), pp. 77, 95.
97Harris Franklin Rail, "Methodism and Premillennialism," Methodist Review, fifth series,
xxxvi(l920):209-219 (Rall was also the author of Modern Premillennialism and the Christian Hope
[New York: Abingdon, 1920]).
98Rall, "Premillennialism," pp. 211-212.
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often99 show little interest in cleaning up this one. Premillennialists generally see
themselves as trumpet blowers announcing the coming of the king, rather than
social activists seeking to put right some of the world's ills. The same point was
noted by Hempton. If it can be shown, then, that Charles was basically premil
lennial and expected the rtfturn of Christ sooner rather than later, and I think it
can, how did such a view affect his social theology? That question has been left
unanswered.
Just how dominant Charles's eschatological views were within the wider con
text of this theology as a whole, then, remains to be seen. First indications are,
however, that somehow he was able to hold in balance with one another his con
cepts of human freedom, individual responsibility, moral progression, ecclesio
logical endeavor, divine omnipotence and righteousness, and an acute awareness
of the reality and durability of sin. No doubt the system would reveal cracks, if
placed under sufficient philosophical strain. However, this is not to underesti
mate the breadth or integrity of Charles's vision, but simply to acknowledge that
he, like theologians generally, was better able to see the constituent parts, than he
was definitively to describe the whole.

99As a counter example to the general rule, the activities of the Millerites, a group of mid nine
teenth-century date-setting premillennialists who expected Christ to return on October 22, 1844,
might here be noted. Some Millerites took a very firm stance on slavery and notwithstanding the
expected dawn of the perfect millennial kingdom, sought actively to rid the present society of this per
ceived ill (see Ronald D. Graybill, "The Abolitionist-Millerite Connection" in Ronald L. Numbers and
Jonathan M. Butler, eds. The Disappointed: Millerism and Millenarianism in the Nineteenth Century
[Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1987), pp. 139-152).
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Appendix
Letter of Charles Wesley to an Unknown Correspondent
April 25, 1754 100
St Mungo, 25 April 1754 101
Dear Sir
The answer of many prayers is at hand; I mean the kingdom of our Lord in its
fulness upon earth. What of that kingdom has hitherto taken place since the
days of the apostles, is only the first fruits of it, and what the scriptures call
the day of small things. The fulness of that blessed kingdom, and the day of
its great things, is yet to come, and is now at such a small distance of time that
you yourself may, by the course of nature, live to see it. The stone that was
cut out of the mountain in the apostles' days, without hands, by an heavenly
divine power and was separated from the idolatrous Roman Empire (which
hitherto has gained but a small increase in comparison of what it has yet to
gain) will soon become a great mountain, that is a great kingdom and fill the
whole Earth; and the kingdoms of the world will become one great and united
kingdom of GOD and his Christ.
2 GOD has been pleased to lead me this winter, as it were by the hand, thro the
labyrinth of the scripture prophecies relative to the latter times. The scrip
tures say expressly that a great part of the contents of these prophecies, and
more especially what relates to their accomplishment, was to be shut up and
sealed unto the time of the end; that is, until the very beginning of those days
when they are to be fulfilled. And now these days are begun. He who hath
the key of David, who shuts so as no man can open, and opens so as no man
can shut, hath taken off the seals, and opened to unworthy me in a very great,
tho' not yet in a full, measure, not only the nature of these awful and glorious
events which the scriptures say are to be brought to pass in the latter times,
but also the very times which the scriptures point out for their accomplish
ment.
3 As for the events themselves it is only proper at this time to mention in gen
eral, that they are the conversion of GOD's antient people the Jews, their
restoration to their own land; the destruction of the Romish Antichrist and of
all the other adversaries of Christ's kingdom; the inbringing of the fulness of
'OOMARC, ref. DDCW 1151. This transcription first appeared in BJRULM 77(1995) 33-37.
IOIThe reference here to "St Mungo" is problematic, for it is not apparent where this place was.
Charles's own journal gives no information, since it was either not kept or (more probably) has been
lost for the period December 11, 1753 - July 8, 1754 (Jackson's published edition ends this section
December 6, 1753, but see also John R. Tyson, "Charles Wesley, Pastor: A Glimpse inside his
Shorthand Journal," Quarterly Review 4[1984]:9-21, which provides additional information for the
period December 4-11, 1753). According to John Wesley, Charles was in London in late February
1754, though on the 27th he visited John in Hot Well near Bristol (Journal 4:92). In July 1754 he was
again with his brother, this time in the neighborhood of Norwich (Journal 4:96). Where he was
between these times, however, is not clear.
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the Gentiles, and the beginning of that long and blessed period when peace,
righteousness and felicity, are to flourish over the whole earth. Then Christ
the Lord of hosts shall reign in Mount Sion, and in Jerusalem and before his
elders gloriously.
4 It will appear a Paradox to affirm that all these events will be accomplished
in FORTY years time counted from this present year 1754; and the first and
second of them, viz the conversion of the Jews and their restoration to their
own land, within the short space of seven or eight years time; but what with
men is impossible, is both possible and easy with GOD.
5 But O! dreadful days that are coming on the earth before the last of the above
mentioned events, I mean before the long and blessed period take place.
There is a long train of dreadful judgments coming on the earth, more dread
ful that ever it yet beheld; more especially upon these nations, upon whom
Christ's name is called, for their neglect and contempt of his glorious gospel.
And above all, Babylon shall have her double cup, and be made drunk with
the wine of the fierceness of the wrath of GOD as his holy prophets and apos
tles have foretold long ago.
6 Howbeit, before she shall be brought to her final ruin, power shall be given
her to distress the Protestant Churches by wars and persecutions, and many of
Christ's faithful ones in those days shall be tried and purified and made white.
7 0 the blessed meaning of that expression made white! It means no less than
that in these trying times they shall be enabled to stand with firmness and con
stancy to the cause of Christ and the testimony of his word; and shall be hon
oured to die the martyr's death and get the martyr's crown and those white
robes and palms mentioned in the book of the Revelation and be made par
takers of that glorious reward which the same inspired book calls the First
Resurrection.
8 The scriptures point out the time when the judgments shall end and when the
blessed days shall begin, but do not, so far as I have yet observed, point out
the precise year when the judgments are to commence; only it is clear from
scripture that they will begin before the end of SEVEN years hence. And tho'
they should commence this very year, it woud be no way inconsistent with the
scripture-prophecies, but when once they are begun, they will go on in a con
tinued train of one judgment on the back of another, till the end of the FORTY
years, counting from this present year. War, famine and pestilence shall be but
the beginning of sorrows; for besides and on the back of all these, shall fol
low all the woes contained under the seven trumpets and seven vials; only that
the vials (the last excepted which extends to the wicked in general over the
whole earth) seem chiefly, if not only, for the beast and his followers.
9 The whole prophecies relating to the latter times, (which make up by far the
largest part of the prophetical books of the Old Testament), are full of judg
ments which are to be executed upon the earth in these days, and of the bless
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ings which are to be poured forth upon the earth and its inhabitants, and more
especially upon GOD's antient people, when once these judgments are over:
and when that people are to be made blessed themselves, all the nations of the
earth are at the same time to be blessed in them, and along with them, in their
national capacity. Read over the prophets once more and you will find them
full of the judgments and blessings that are to be poured forth in the latter
times; and you will be led at the same time to take notice that generally there
is some passage or circumstance which points out the judgment to be about
the time of the deliverance of GOD's antient people. The year of his
redeemed, the day of his great wrath, and the year of his recompense for the
Controversy of Sion, and the destruction of Babylon, go together; and the
blessings are to be made good at that time when Israel's light is come, and the
glory of the Lord arisen upon them. Then, say the scriptures, shall the
Gentiles come to Israel's light and kings to the brightness of their rising. And
the apostle expressly says, that GOD's receiving again of the Jewish people
shaH bring the world and its inhabitants, as it were, life from the dead.
10 But to return to the judgments: the scriptures expressly say that by these
judgments which are coming on, two thirds of the whole number of mankind
on the face of the earth will be cut off, and that a third part will be made to
escape and will be refined as silver and be tried as gold is tried. Yet the last
judgment that is to be executed on the earth in these times shall be of such a
dreadful and extraordinary nature, that none can escape being cut off by it, but
by the preternatural assistance of angels, whom GOD will send forth to gather
his elect from the 4 corners of the earth, unto a place of safety on the earth,
where he will provide for them. And where that place is to be is also
expressly mentioned in scripture, and then shall be fulfilled that word of the
Lord Luk. 18:26 etc, that two men shall be in one bed, the one shall be taken
and the other left; and the one shall be taken to a place of safety by the angels
of GOD, and the other left to destruction. And two women shall be grinding
together at the same mill, and in like manner, the one shall be taken and the
other left; and two men shall be working together in the field, at one and the
same work, the one shall be taken and the other left.
11 But let not them who fear GOD and tremble at his word be afraid beyond
measure of these days of judgment which are coming, for many are the
promises scattered up and down the word of GOD, for their encouragement.
Yea, they will be sealed in their foreheads, with the seal of the living GOD, so
that the preternatural judgments will scarcely, if at all, be allowed to touch
them; and as to the natural ones of famine, sword and pestilence, they will
only be allowed to touch the people of GOD so far as may be for their vastly
greater good. The 46 and 91 Psalms are intended in a particular manner for
the comfort of GOD's people in these times. Let them also comfort them
selves in this, that the days of judgment, distressful as they are, yet are noth
ing when compared with the long and glorious period of universal peace,
righteousness and blessedness which is to follow immediately on the back of
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the judgments. And as by the oeconomy of nature, silver cannot be brought
out of ore, but by means of the furnace, so by oeconomy of Providence, the
day of blessedness cannot be brought about, but by the means of the preceed
ing days of judgment. 'Tis quite vain and inconsistent with the word of GOD,
to expect the blessings to be poured forth upon the earth in any other shape.
The numbers and periods mentioned in Daniel and the Revelation, when
rightly understood and compared together, do point out the time when these
things shall be fully accomplished, so as it may be calculated without hazard,
and without erring above a year or so.
12 The first time I began to attempt the scripture calculations relating to the con
version of the Jews, the fall of Antichrist and the introduction of the fulness
of the Gentiles was in the year 1746. And having made myself master of an
antient Chronology, I did then make such calculations as happened to become
pretty near to what I now find to be the truth: but I afterward saw that my
then calculations could not be depended upon, because I did not then observe
any scriptures which seemed to fix the year from whence any of the periods
assigned in Daniel, or in the Revelations, were to be computed. However, by
means of these calculations, and by the predictions of some good men, I was
impressed with a notion that these events were at no great distance of time.
But on the 21 of March last, after I had by an accurate examination of the
scripture prophecies, both of the Old and New Testament, been enabled to
penetrate into the nature of the great and awful events that are to be brought
about in the latter days, I was enabled also to penetrate into the passages of
scripture, which determine the time of their fulfilment. I can only now just
give you a glimpse of the first step of the calculation, without giving you the
proofs.
13 The first step then toward the finding out the time fixed by scripture for the
accomplishment of all these things is the observing that the number 666,
assigned Revelation 13: 18 for determining the time of the fi nal destruction of
the Beast, hath a relation to the time, times and halftime, assigned in Dan. 12
for bringing all the events spoken of in that and the preceeding chapters, to an
accomplishment, and particularly, for the bringing the end of Antichrist spo
ken of in the end of the last verse of the II chapter; and the final deliverance
of the Jews spoken of in the 1 and 7 verse of chapter 12. And so the said
period of time and times and half a time is made up of 666-66~66~333
amounting in all to 2331 years, concerning which 2331 years I am able to
show that the scriptures do expressly point out the first year thereof to have
been the year 538 before the first of the Christian era, being the first year of
Darius the Mede, who was made king over the realm of the Chaldeans.
14 I am also able to produce another concurring Prophecy which assigns the
same number of years and divides them into different parts, from which
Division it appears that the Jews will have returned to their own land, and
have an Anointed Prince of their own over them about the year 1771 or 1772;
that thev will be invaded in their own land and their prince cut off and their
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city and sanctuary once more demolished, about the year 1777 or 1778; that
they, as well as the whole people of Christ, will remain under a cloud for a
time. But all will be brought to rights again by the pouring forth of the last
plagues on the adversaries of Christ, and at length by that total final destruc
tion which the prophet calls The great day of GOD's wrath about the year
1794. Herewith also concurs the prophecy in Dan. 8: 14, which foretells that
the Jewish sanctuary is to be cleansed (or justified, as in the Hebrew) that it
shall be made fit for divine service at the end of 2300 years, which I am able
to shew commences from the same year before Christ 538, being the first year
of the Mede-Chaldean or Mede-Persian monarchy prophecied of in that same
8 chapter of Daniel under the vision of the ram which had two horns, viz the
Medean and Chaldean empires and whose higher horn, the Chaldean, came
up last.
15 What I have now hinted is only a small part of the scripture-evidences relat
ing to the subject, which you must be content with till the book comes out.
Meantime let me commend to you to read over again Fletcher's fulfilling of
the scriptures, and remark the places referred to. * Let me also recommend to
you to look into the passages of Sir Isaac Newton on Daniel and the
Revelations, t and into Mead's commentary on the Revelations,:j: both of
whom corne very near the truth. And the only thing that hindered them from
penetrating more thoroughly into it, was because GOD's time for taking off
the seals was not fully corne; but had any of these three men been alive at this
day, they might in the divine providence have made it plain.
16 Show this to any who have been of the concert for prayer for the corning of
the Kingdom of Christ. I am well assured in my own mind that that very
Society, tho' not the only persons, yet are among the persons especially
pointed at by the Spirit in those remarkable words [in] Malachi 3:16-17:
"Then they that feared the Lord, spoke often one to another, and the Lord
hearkened, and heard it, and a book of remembrance (i.e., a register) was writ
ten before him for them that feared the Lord, and that thought on his name,
and they shall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day when I make up
my jewels (i.e., my special treasure or my peculiar and proper people) and I
will spare them as a man spareth his own son that serveth him." The time
when he will more especially spare them is mentioned in the beginning of the
4 chapter: "For behold the day cometh that shall burn as an oven and all the
proud and all that do wickedly shall be as stubble, and the day that cometh
shall burn them up, saith the Lord of hosts, that it shall leave [them neither
root nor branch]."
*Edit 1671. pp. 29, 34-38, 122-125, 190, 193, 194,354,360,371,513,514.
-rThe 8th edit. 1733 pp. 12, 15,247-251 also p. 245,246.
*On chap 20 [shorthand note]. 102
J02The meaning of this brief shorthand note is unclear.

The Wesleys and the Canon
An Unperceived Openness

James H. Charlesworth*
The best scholars on the origins of Methodism have published numerous
books and articles on the Wesleys and their appreciation of the Bible. l Obviously,
Methodism began under the direction of an Oxford scholar who knew the Bible
and its languages. The presupposition of most recent authors is that J9hn
Wesley's concept of scripture was limited to only 39 "Old Testament"2 books and
27 "New Testament" documents. 3
The purpose of this paper is focused on the Wesleys-Samuel, John, and
Charles-and their perception of the importance of some "extra-canonical" scrip
tures. I shall try to demonstrate that the Wesleys had an appreciation of what we
now call the Old Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. Also, most publica
tions discuss only one of the WesJeys, usually John;4 I shall indicate by looking
at Samuel, John, and Charles Wesley that John and Charles inherited from their
father an appreciation of a canon that did not exclude other ancient Jewish writ
ings as inferior and devoid of inspiration. The contrast with Luther and other
Reformers is impressive.
Only at a gathering of international experts on the Wesleys would it be con
ceivable to suggest that Samuel Wesley knew about and appreciated one of the
documents in the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, that John Wesley contemplated
that a document bearing the name of Enoch existed in the first century A.D., and
that Charles Wesley was directly influenced by documents in the Old Testament
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. Those would be quite startling claims to make.
*George L. Collord Professor of New Testament Language and Literature, Princeton Theological
Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey.
II would like to dedicate this study to three Methodists and Wesley scholars whom I admire,
namely Frank Baker, S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Thomas A. Langford. I am indebted to Harriet Leonard
and John Wesley Morrison for helping me locate bibliographical sources.
21 am not using this common term to disparage those who do not recognize the second half of the
Christian Bible. It does not seem appropriate for the purposes of the present paper to refer to "the
Hebrew Bible."
3This implication underlines, for example, S. }. Rogal's "Old Testament Prophecy in Charles
Wesley's Paraphrase of Scripture," Christian Scholar:.:; Review 13 (1984) 205-16.
4}. N. Oswalt's article, for example, refers to "Wesley," and assumes that everyone will know that
John Wesley is meant. See Oswalt, "Wesley's Use of the Old Testament in his Doctrinal Teachings,"
Wesleyan Theological lournal12 (1977) pp. 39-53; henceforth cited as WT1. Oswalt deals only with
the 39 books in the Hebrew Bible. This comment does not mean to disparage his important study; see
also Oswalt's "John Wesley and the Old Testament Concept of the Holy Spirit," Religion in Life 48
(1979) 283-92. Oswalt demonstrates that Wesley affinned he was "hardly sure of anything but what
I learn from the Bible" (WTl 12 [1977] 40), but it is not clear that Wesley meant only 39 books. It is
also enlightening to observe that Oswalt can report that Wesley, in his Sermons. did not refer to 8 of
the 39 (p. 44).
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And it is precisely these arguments that I wish to introduce to Wesley experts at
this time.
These words reflect my admission of not being an expert on Wesley. I come
to them from two perspectives. My father and grandfather were Methodist min
isters; one was awarded a no. and the other, my father, earned a Ph.n in philo
sophical theology from Drew University. In the home and virtually everywhere
we went I heard about the Wesleys, with frequent well-placed insights from my
mother regarding that amazing woman, Susanna Wesley. I find it disappointing
that The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church (second, revised edition) can
refer to Charles Wesley as the "eighteenth child of Samuel and brother of John,
Wesley. "5 Did not Susanna have some contribution to make?6 Since her name
was derived from one of the most popular of books in the Old Testament
Apocrypha, it is at least conceivable at the outset that the apocryphal books may
have been read in the Wesley's home. As the Susanna of old was wise and coura
geous, so was the mother of John and Charles.
But, this background scarcely provides reason for the invitation to speak to the
august scholars who assemble here in Princeton for the international meeting of
the Charles Wesley Society. The invitation was surely because I have seen some
thing in the Wesley corpus that is of great interest to me as one who lives in the
world that produced Jesus of Nazareth, and one who spent thirteen years prepar
ing the first full English edition of the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha7 and the last
six years preparing the first critical edition of texts, translations, and introductions
to the so-called sectarian documents among the Dead Sea Scrolls. I know that the
65 Pseudepigrapha and the 223 Dead Sea Scrolls8 were considered "inspired" and
full of divine revelation by many early Jews and Christians. I find it conceivable
that this would not have been surprising to the Wesleys.
It would be a bit absurd to suggest that the Dead Sea Scrolls were known to
the Wesleys. They were unknown to the modern world, which includes the time
of the Wesleys, until the first cave was discovered in late 1946. But, it is not
impossible that the Wesleys could have known about some of them. They did not;
but a document related to the Dead Sea Scrolls did show up in the Cairo Geniza,
and Archbishop Timotheus I, Patriarch of Seleucia, in a letter dated to circa 800,
reported that manuscripts were found in the Judaean desert, in caves, and near
Jericho. It is conceivable, and most experts with whom I have discussed the issue
5R L. Cross and E. A. Livingstone eds., The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, 2d.
revised edition (Oxford, 1983, 1984, 1985), p. 1466.
6The reference to John Wes1ey does include the mention of his mother. See ibid., p. 1467.
7James H. Charlesworth, ed., The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, 2 vols. (Garden City, New
York, 1983, 1985); henceforth cited as OTP.
8Counting only the documents already entered into our computers, and not including the 3500
fragments. See, Charlesworth, ed., Graphic Concordance to the Dead Sea Scrolls (Tlibingen and
Louisville, 1991). This comment is now dated. It dates from 1991. Today we may talk about 600
Dead Sea Scrolls.
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that the Patriarch was referring to the discovery of manuscripts related to
the works we call the Dead Sea Scrolls. This hypothesis helps explain why a
tenth- and an eleventh-century manuscript of the Cairo Damascus Document lO
was found in the Cairo Geniza. The Qumran fragments of this text have recently
been published. If "Dead Sea Scrolls" were known in Christian and Jewish cir
cles in the tenth and eleventh century, it is not impossible that the Wesleys and
their contemporaries could have known them. The possible is far from the prob
able in this case; but our excursion helps couch the issues related to the Old
Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.
The books collected together in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha circulated
independently. Some were well known in post-Reformation circles. Pseudo
Phocylides, for example, was first printed in 1495 in Venice, became very popu
lar, and was used in many schools as the text to read in Greek classes. The cen
tury before the Wesleys saw numerous editions, translations, and commentaries
on this pseudepigraphon. In the pre-critical phase of biblical research it was held
that it was authentic, and as P. van der Horst states, "one was delighted that a real
heathen had presented a testimony to truths that in essentials were identical with
biblical doctrines."ll The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs was known in
many learned centers. In 1242 the Bishop of Lincoln, Robert Grosseteste, trans
lated this pseudepigraphon from Greek into Latin. The Latin version was printed
sometime around 1515. The editio princeps of the Greek text was published in
1698 at Oxford by J. E. Grabe, who introduced the widely held position today that
the author was a Jew but the text now contains Christian interpolations. 12
The Old Testament Apocrypha are the books in the Septuagint but not in the
Hebrew Bible. In 382 Pope Damascus commissioned Jerome to translate the
Bible into Latin; the resulting Vulgate was based on the Greek Bible, and Jerome
was the one who called the extra documents "the apocrypha," or hidden writings.
Perhaps he had in mind the reference in one of the Apocrypha, now olaced in the
90ne of the best presentations of this and related issues is G. R. Driver, The Judaean Scrolls: The
Problem and a Solution (Oxford, 1965) pp. 8-13. I do not recommend Driver's dating of the Dead
Sea Scrolls and his historical reconstructions; they have been severely criticized by leading special
ists in the field of Early Judaism.
IOThe apocryphal compositions may not be familiar to many reading this article; they are there
fore placed in italics. See the contributions by J. M. Baumgarten. D. Schwartz, and M. T. Davis in
Charlesworth, ed., The Dead Sea Scrolls: Damascus Document, War Scroll, and Related Documents
(The Princeton Theological Seminary Dead Sea Scrolls Project 2; Tiibingen: Mohr [Siebeck] and
Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995) and J. M. Baumgarten with J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave
4 (Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 18; Oxford: Clarendon, 1996).
liP' van der Horst in OTP 2, p. 572. Also, see van der Horst's definitive work, The Sentences of
Pseudo-Phocylides: With Introduction and Commentary (Lei den, 1978). In 1606 J. Scaliger demon
strated that the poem had not been written by Phocylides; hence, the Wesleys would probably not have
thought that it derives from the sixth century B.C. Ionic poet of Miletus. Perhaps additional research
will clarify such issues.
12J. E. Grabius, ed., Spicilegium SS. Patrum ut et Haereticorum, seculi post Chris tum natum, 3
vols. (Oxford, 1698); forthe T 12P see 1: 129-44.
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Pseudepigrapha because it is not in some early uncials of the Septuagint. The
author of 4 Ezra describes how Ezra dictates to five amanuenses 95 books. Of
these 24 were to be published, but 70 were to be handed only to the wise. And
the Most High said to Ezra: priora quae scripsisti inpalam pone, et legant digni
et indigni; Nouissimos autem LXX conservabis, ut tratlas eos sapientibus de pop
ulo tuo .... 13 While Jerome considered the Apocrypha ecclesiastical-that is
only partly suitable for use in the church-and uninspired, though not spurious, 14
the author of 4 Ezra evaluated them more highly than the books to be made pub
lic, stressing that, "In his enim est uena intellectus et sapientiae fons et scientiae
jlumen" (4 Ezra 14:47).15
Although this book, 4 Ezra, is now considered part of the Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, in the eighteenth century it was part of the Apocrypha of the
Authorized Version and called 2 Esdras. Hence, it was obviously known to the
Wesleys in both English and Greek. The English translation used by the Wesleys
was the Authorized Version or King James Version of 1611. It contains an
English translation of the following Apocrypha:
1 Esdras
2 Esdras
Tobit
Judith
Additions to Esther
Wisdom of Solomon
Ecclesiasticus or the Wisdom ofSirach
Baruch
the Letter ofJeremiah
Susanna
The Prayer ofAzariah and the Song ofthe Three Men
Bel and the Dragon
The Prayer of Manasseh
1 Maccabees I
2 Maccabees i

Of these fifteen documents all are considered part of the Apocrypha today, except
for 2 Esdras (which is 4 Ezra) and the Prayer of Manasseh; both of which are
placed within the Pseudepigrapha. As F. H. A. Scrivener pointed out in 1884 16
and B. Metzger stressed in 1957,I1 the translators of the King James Version of
the Apocrypha showed disinterest in, even disdain for, these sacred books. The
13The Latin is from R. L. Bensly. ed., The Fourth Book of Ezra, with an introduction by M. R.
James (Cambridge, 1895) p. 72.
14See the comment by E. J. Goodspeed, The Story ofthe Apocrypha (Chicago, 1939) pp. 2-3.
15Por an English translation of 4 Ezra, see OTP I.
16F. H. A. Scrivener, The Authorized Edition of the English Bible (1611) (Cambridge, 1988) pp.
140ff.

17B. M. Metzger, An Introduction to the Apocrypha (New York, 1957) pp. 238-40.
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editio princeps of the ')\uthorized Version," for example, misnumbered the begin
ning of 4 Ezra (= 2 Esdras) as "CHAP. 11.," then on the next page at the top noted
it was "Chap. viij.," and misnamed the apocryphon as u/. Esdras." on the top
margin to 4 Ezra 4:21-48. 18 These errors reflect carelessness and disrespect for
the "Old Testament Apocrypha."
The original 1611 Bible did, however, contain numerous references to the
Apocrypha among the few marginalia of the canonical books.19 Moreover, the
Geneva Bible of 1560 placed the apocryphal Prayer of Manasseh between 2
Chronicles and Ezra; and it was this Bible, as the readers of this periodical know,
was so influential on Shakespeare, Bunyan, the Pilgrims, and Cromwell's group.
As we access the possible influence of the Old Testament Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha upon the Wesleys we must remember two important aspects of
eighteenth century culture in the West. First, the Apocrypha was influencing not
only theologians but also artists and Shakespeare along with other British
authors. The Apocrypha was declared canonical at the Council of Trent in 1546,
despite its deuterocanonical status in previous Roman Catholic works. The
Church of England presented the Apocrypha with ambivalence; for example, the
1562 Thirty-nine Articles of Religion is frustratingly contradictory. The
Westminster Confession of Faith, which derives from decisions made in 1647,
pronounced the Apocrypha devoid of divine inspiration, not part of the canon,
and of no authority in the Church (chap. 1, sec. 3).20 Despite sermons against the
Apocrypha by the sagacious John Lightfoot, the lectionary of the Anglican Prayer
Book excerpted readings from the Apocrypha. The Apocrypha suffered from the
polemics that separated Protestants and Roman Catholics.
Second, the two centuries in which the study of the Pseudepigrapha has been
central are the eighteenth and the twentieth. The first collection was published in
the early seventeenth century by 1. A. Fabricius and titled Codex pseudepigraphus
Veteris Testamenti: Collectus, castigatus, testimoniisque, censuris et animadver
sionibus illustratus. 21 As a scholar at Oxford John Wesley and others in his group
may well have known these volumes. It should also be remembered that the
pseudepigaphical books influenced western artists, especially in the illustrated
Bibles (but this area has never been fully researched).
With these preliminary comments we can now more carefully assess to what
extent the Wesleys knew and appreciated what we call the Old Testament
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. Obviously, the Wesleys were students of the
18See the convenient facsimile edition: The Holy Bible: An Exact Reprint in Roman Type, Page
for Page of the Authorized Version Published in the Year 1611, with an introduction by W. Pollard
(Oxford, 1985).
19
1 am indebted to B. M. Metzger for pointing this fact out to me. See his An Introduction to the
Apocrypha, p. 188.
2°For the appropriate section and an insightful discussion, see Metzger, An Introduction to the
Apocrypha, p. 192.
212 vols. (Hamburg, 1722 [2nd ed.D.
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Bible. Samuel Wesley's treatise of 599 pages on Job was published after his
death. John wrote 3,682 pages on the Old and New Testament. Charles edited an
edition of it and composed hymns which were a mosaic of bib1ical lore. They
held the Bible in the highest esteem and were branded "Bible moths" by their
adversaries.
In 1755 John Wesley published his work on the New Testament, and between
1765 and 1766 issued three volumes on the Old Testament. John Wesley did not
merely abridge others' work, he artfully blended "the best of other scholars' work
into the stream of his own theological perspectives."22 Wesley advised that one
should set aside time, "every morning and evening," for reading scripture and
mediating upon it;23 he followed his own advice. While many of John Wesley's
biblical notes are dated by subsequent historical, theological, and Christological
studies, one immediately feels, while reading them, that he lived out his belief:
The Scripture ... of the Old and New Testament, is a most solid and precious sys
tem of Divine truth. Every part thereof is worthy of God; and all together are one
entire body, wherein is no defect, no excess. It is the fountain of heavenly wisdom,
which they who are able to taste, prefer to all writings of men, however wise, or
learned, or holy.24

John Wesley was referring only to the 66 books in the Old and New Testaments;
one may, nevertheless, ponder whether he used the image "the fountain of heav
enly wisdom" because of 4 Ezra's "sapientiae fons" (4 Ezra 14:47).
These preliminary observations provide the perspective requisite for three
explorations: Samuel Wesley's knowledge and appreciation of the Jewish and
Christian apocryphal writings; John Wesley's reference for the Old Testament
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha; and Charles Wesley's dependence upon some
apocryphal books.
Samuel Wesley (1662-1735)
Samuel Wesley published many pamphlets. A most important publication is
virtually inaccessible; the few Wesleyan specialists who know about it refer to
"its extreme scarceness."25 In 1866 it was deemed "extremely scarce,"26 and
Frank Baker's "Bibliography" shows only five known copies. 27 It is not pre
served in the historical archives at Drew nor in Speer Library in Princeton. It can
22G. R. Schoenhals, ed., Wesleys Notes on the Bible (Grand Rapids, 1987) p. 7.
23John Wesley, Wesleys Notes on the Bible, p. 20.
24J. Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament (New York, n.d. [London, 1755]) p. 55
[italics his]. The quotation appears also, with edited punctuation, in Wesley, Wesleys Notes on the
Bible, p. 403.
251: Jackson, The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley (London, 1841) 2:499.
26L. Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. Samuel Wesley, M.A., Rector of Epworth (London,
1866) p. 382.
271 am deeply grateful to Frank Baker for this information, shared with me in a letter dated Aug.
12, 1991.
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be found in the United States on microfilm at Duke University, but only in the
Frank Baker Collection. 28 Thanks to the advice of Frank Baker I have been able
to find this publication reprinted in an appendix to T. Jackson's The Life of the
Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A. 29 I refer to Samuel Wesley's Advice to a Young
Clergyman which was published posthumously in London in 1735 under the edi
torship of John Wesley, who lists this work among his own publications for
1735. 30
Evidencing knowledge of Greek, Latin, and even Hebrew, and referring
wisely to Chrysostom, Polycarp, Ignatius, Plutarch, Origen, and of course to the
New Testament, especially Paul and the Gospel of John, Samuel Wesley approves
of the Old Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. He warns that these books
must not "be neglected," because they are "of great and venerable antiquity" (p.
513). He even offers the opinion that Paul and Jesus may well have "alluded or
referred to" the Wisdom of Solomon, 1 Maccabees, 2 Maccabees, and possibly
other apocryphal works. Besides this remarkable admission is his sage exhorta
tion that the Apocrypha contains "moral and religious sentences and observa
tions" that are "very useful and instructive" (p. 513). Such apocryphal docu
ments, if "prudently interspersed on occasion, would give a venerable turn and
aspect to any sermon, and have a good effect, as has been often experienced, on
the audience" (p. 513). Such advice is sorely needed today, especially with the
excitement generated by the Dead Sea Scrolls and other Jewish extracanonical
works; and it is obvious, from these admissions alone, that Samuel Wesley quoted
the Apocrypha and some of the Pseudepigrapha in his sermons.
Clergymen and laity alike today are fascinated by the study of Jesus' time.
Samuel Wesley knew that the primary source for the two centuries before Jesus'
birth are 1 and 2 Maccabees: "The historical parts are necessary for the connex
ion of sacred history with profane, and of the Old Testament with the New; as has
been admirably shown to us county Clergymen ..." (p. 513). Not only the his
torical dimension but also the prophetic aspect of the Apocrypha is heralded, and
in cutting rhetoric: '~nd the prophetical part seems in some places surprisingly
clear and noble; even in Tobit, if his dog, and his sparrows, and his devil had been
left out, or sunk together, as I have often wished, in the river Euphrates" (p. 513).
Here the Wesleys part with the advice of some Reformers, even if Samuel Wesley
probably was not obliquely referring to Martin Luther's wish to hurl 4 Ezra over
the Elbe.
28£ Baker informs us that Advice to a Young Clergyman can be found in Canada in the OTV and
in Great Britain in Didsbury College, Westbury-on-Tyne, Lambeth Palase Library, London, UK, MA.
29T. Jackson. The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley. M.A.; see 2:500-34. I am grateful, and indebted,
to Frank Baker and also Harriet Leonard, both of whom rushed me independently xerox copies of this
work.
3°Letters, 26.7-8. I am grateful to £ Baker for this information.
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Samuel Wesley exhorts the young clergyman not to neglect reading "the ear
liest Apocryphal pieces in the first Christian ages," because they "contain much
of the Jewish notions, customs, genius, and learning; particularly that ancient
forgery of some Judaizing Christian (as I doubt were one or two of the Esdrases,
is referring to a book now in the Apocrypha and one in the Pseudepigrapha])
which is still in our peoples' hands" (pp. 513-14). It is at this point in his writ
ing that Samuel Wesley evidences knowledge of and indeed approval of the
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, one of the most important documents in the
Pseudepigrapha. His advice is clear and opinionated; the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs should be read, but it is only a "pretended" (that is pseudepi
graphical) work that has "some vile doctrine in it" (p. 514). Samuel Wesley could
have known this work from 1. A. Fabricius' Codex Pseudepigraphus Veteris
Testamenti, which appeared in the 1720sY
At this point in his work Samuel Wesley reveals astounding knowledge of the
New Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. He commends as perhaps
"worth reading" (but admits he has not read) the Historia Jesu Infantis, which is
probably The Latin Gospel of the Infancy. 32 He refers to the "persecuting
Emperors" and perhaps this aside within parentheses explains the preceding wish
to be able to read the Gospel of Judas and the Acta Pilati. The Gospel of Judas
has not yet been recovered. Samuel Wesley may have known about the existence
of a Iudae euangelium because of the reference to it by Irenaeus and
Epiphanius. 33 The latter refers to a Greek document titled euangelion tou Iouda.
The Acts of Pilate could have been known to Samuel Wesley because of a com
ment in Justin Martyr34 and perhaps another in Tertullian;35 but the extant apoc
ryphal Acts of Pilate, which is sometimes called the Gospel of Nicodemus, is
clearly referred to by Epiphanius around A.D. 375. 36 Samuel Wesley knows about
the Epistle to the Laodiceans; but accords it "little worth" (p. 514).
Samuel Wesley's concept of inspiration fortunately is not limited to a closed
canon. One can hear God's voice in works other than the 39 canonical works in
the Old Testament. For example, he refers to "the blessed Ignatius' Epistles,"
which can "never be enough read, or praised, or valued, next to the inspired writ
ings; (though he sometimes owns he was himself inspired;) ..." (p. 514). Samuel
I

31See Fabricus, "TestameJtum [the Greek is correctly pluml] XII. Patriarcharum," in Codex
Pseudepigraphus Veteris Testamenti (Hamburg, 1722 [2d. ed.]) pp. 519-748. I doubt that Samuel
Wesley worked from Le Jay's Polyglotte de Paris of 1645 or from Walton's London Polyglotta of
1657.
321t could also be The Birth of Mary (once called the Protoevange!ium of James.
See
Charlesworth, et al.. eds., The New Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha: A Guide to
Publications. with Excursuses on Apocalypses (American Theological Library Association
Bibliography Series 17, Metuchen, N.J., London, 1987).
33Irenaeus. adv. haer. 1.28.9; Epiphanius, Pan. 38.1.5.
J4First Apology. chaps. 35 and 48.
35Apologeticus. chaps. 5 and 21.
36Haer. 50.1.
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Wesley reports that Ignatius considered writings sometimes "inspired," praises
him highly, and thus seems to admit that his epistles, as well as the canon, con
tain God's word.
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have witnessed the discovery, publica
tion, and study of thousands of documents known to the early Jews and early
Christians. Most of these are easily available to each of us. The same cannot be
said of Samuel Wesley and his contemporaries. Samuel Wesley's indefatigable
ness and erudition is astounding. 37 His appreciation of Early Judaism contrasts
sharply with Martin Luther's anti-Semitic pronouncements;38 for example,
regarding catechizing he praised "the ancient Jews and first Christians" for being
"so firmly grounded in their religion ..." (p. 529).
All these comments by the Rector of Epworth were poured into a "letter" for
a Mr. Hoole, namely Nathaniel Hoole,39 before his ordination, and before he
became Samuel Wesley's Curate at Epworth. It is a lengthy and erudite letter
reminiscent of Paul's epistles. It took Wesley "some weeks' pains in first writing,
and more in transcribing them ..." (p. 533). In the process Wesley recast and
pondered over his thoughts. 40 With appropriate humility he commended the work
to be preserved, and these words were directly first to Rev. Hoole and then to his
son, John Wesley. The Rector never intended them to be published; he instructed
his son, John, "you must return" to me the work intended for Hoole, "I having no
copy; and pray let none but yourself see them."41 The document is an invaluable
source for understanding not only Samuel Wesley's character but also the home
in which John and Charles were nurtured.
Samuel Wesley's endorsement of the documents in the Old Testament
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha are to be comprehended within the context of the
Advice to a Young Clergyman. Stress is obviously, but not consistently, placed on
the canon:
J7Samuei Wesley advises the young clergyman not to neglect "the heathen moralists," and goes
on to reveal impressive knowledge and appreciation of Plato and other classical Greek as well as Latin
authors.
38For ajudicious assessment of these, see H. 1. Hillerbrand, "Martin Luther and the Jews," in Jews
and Christians: Exploring the Past. Present, and Future, ed. James H. Charlesworth (Shared Ground
Among Jews and Christians: A Series of Explorations I; New York, 1990) pp. 127-50.
39He was the younger brother of Rev. Joseph Hoole (1688?-1745), Vicar of Haxey (1712-1736),
Rector of St. Ann's in Manchester (1736-1745), and a very good friend of the Wesleys. Nathaniel
Hoole entered Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge University, in May 27, 1722, at the age of 21. He
was ordained a deacon at Lincoln on September 23, 1722, and then became Curate at Epworth. The
1721/1722 parish register transcripts of Epworth were signed "Nat. Hoole, Curat[us]." The same
appears in 172211723. But in 172311724 the erstwhile Curate signed his name "Nat. Hoole, Minister."
Nathaniel Hoole's life is not researched and remains little known; perhaps it is lost forever in the
opaqueness of history. Perhaps his ministry ended; in 1737 he was a schoolmaster at Wanstead, Essex.
I am most grateful to F. Baker for this important information; he refers to Venn's Alumni
Cantabrigienses. the transcripts in the Diocesan Registry, Lincoln, and Musgravels Obituary.
4°1 wonder why he makes no mention of Josephus, the great historian of Jesus' time, and
Fabricius.
41Jackson, The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley, 2:499.
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But the main subject of a Clergyman's studies ought undoubtedly to be the holy
Bible, which I look upon to be so far from being exhausted, even as to critical
learning, so necessary to understand it, that I much question whether it ever will be
so; because it contains an unfathomable mine of heavenly treasure, capable so
richly to recompense and overbalance all our pains and labour. 42

Samuel Wesley, and for that matter his two famous sons, never contemplated that
the Christian canon was open so that other sacred and inspired writings from
Early Judaism could be added to it. They did, however, recognize that God's
word was found primarily in the Bible but also in other writings.
The celebration of the importance of some books in the Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha needs to be contextuaHzed. Samuel Wesley urged the reading of
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs but admitted that there is "some vile doc
trine in it."43 On the facing page he saluted the thoughts of Pythagoras, Socrates,
and Plato, claiming that most of their "doctrines and notions" are "agreeable
enough to be revealed religion and the Christian faith."44 Obviously, the author
of Dissertationes in librum Jobi45 wanted the clergy to be well read and authori
tative. There can be no doubt whatsoever that he knew, read, and appreciated the
documents now collected together in the Old Testament Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha. He taught his children to appreciate them, and as we shall see
both John and Charles followed his advice.
John Wesley (1703-1791)
Samuel Wesley's commendation of books in the Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament and even the New Testament was surely
known to John Wesley, since he edited his father's document, wrote a preface to
it, and saw that it was published posthumously. Its usefulness, especially today
in light of the unparalleled interest in the Jewish "sacred" writings contempora
neous with Jesus and in the early non-canonical literature, may be derived from
Samuel Wesley's words to his son, John Wesley: the documents "may not be
unuseful to yoU."46
In the preface to Samuel Wesley's Advice to a Young Clergyman, John Wesley
referred to himself "as the person with whom the original copy remained." It
would be important to find the copy and see if there are enlightening marginalia
and other notations by Samuel or John Wesley.
John Wesley publishes the,so-called letter with the conviction that "it might be
of service to many more." Hb even admits the possibility that in his own duty to
42Ibid., 2:510.
43Ibid.• 2:514.
44lbid., 2:515.
45S. Wesley, Dissertationes in lib rum Jobi (London, 1736).
46Jackson, The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley. 2:499.
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God in "gathering the poor sheep that are scattered abroad," he may face the pos
sibility of "pouring out his blood for them."47
It is evident that John and Charles Wesley were influenced by their father's
"letter." He, of course, was the one who introduced them to the classics and the
ology, and was their first teacher.
John Wesley's knowledge of his father's Advice to a Young Clergyman does
not adequately explain some of his own references to the Old Testament
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. He published some interesting comments on
Jewish apocryphal books not mentioned by his father.
The most important Jewish apocryphal document from the time of Jesus is
most likely so-called 1 Enoch,48 that is Ethiopic Enoch, which is actually five or
more books attributed to Enoch and written intermittently by Palestinian Jews
during the period from about 250 B.C. to approximately the destruction of the
Temple by Titus' troops in A.D. 70.
The library of Enoch books, or 1 Enoch, was not unknown in the West and in
England during the time of the Wesleys. It had been known to many early
Christian scholars, and was revered as inspired and perhaps even canonical by the
author of Barnabas, and such luminaries as Irenaeus'49 Tertullian,So Clement of
Alexandria,s I and to some of Origen's contemporaries (but not to him).s2 The
work disappeared about the eighth century. The Greek of the Chronographer
Syncellus was published in 1658 by Scaliger. S3 In 1722 Fabricius republished
Scaliger's edition of Syncellus' Greek. s4 Hence, in 1755 when John Wesley pub
lished his Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament he could have known
about such Greek editions of the Book of Enoch.
47John Wesley in Jackson, The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley, 2:500.
48A distinguished specialist of the Pseudepigrapha is R. H. Charles. He offered the opinion that
the "Book of Enoch is for the history of theological development the most important pseudepigraph
of the first two centuries B.C. Some of its authors-and there were many-belonged to the true suc
cession of the prophets ...." R. H. Charles, The Book of Enoch or 1 Enoch (Oxford, 1912) p. x.
491renaeus, 4.30; see Fabricius, Codex Pseudepigraphus, 1:168.
5O'fertullian, De idololatr;a chapters 4, 15; De cultu foeminarum 2.10; de cultu foerninarum 1.2;
see Fabrici us, Codex Pseudepigraphus, I: 168-71. Like Samuel Wesley Tertullian was focused on the
Bible as the source of inspiration, but unlike Samuel Wesley he despised the Jewish apocryphal writ
ings, except for the Sibylline Oracles and so-called 1 Enoch. He considered the latter to be authen
tic, ancient, and scriptural: "this scripture of Enoch speaks about our Lord" (De cultu fern 3.3). See
the judicious comments by J. Danielou in The Origins of Latin Christianity, trans. D. Smith and J. A.
Baker (London, Philadelphia, 1977) p. 162.
51See the Greek and Latin in Fabricius, Codex Pseudepigraphus, I: 171-73.
52See Fabricius, Codex Pseudepigraphus. I: 173-75. Origen judged the Book of Enoch en lais
ekklesiais ou panu pherelai os theia; but he admits that some Christians accept it os hagion to bib
lion. See the discussion in Laurence, the Book of Enoch, pp. xiv-xv.
53See now the edition by M. Black, Apocalypsis Henochi Graea (Pseudepigrapha Veteris
Testamenti Graece 3; Leiden, 1970).
54Fabricius, "Enochi Prophetiae," Codex Pseudepigraphus, I: 160-223.
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The passage of interest to him, namely the quotation found in Jude, however,
was not found in these publications. There was reason to doubt that a book of
Enoch containing the passage quoted by Jude existed.
This doubt was removed in the century of the Wesleys. Ludolf, in his
Commentarius ad Histor. Ethiopicam, reports how he searched in vain for copies
of the Book of Enoch. He reports how he spared "neque sumptibus neque
laboribus."55 Subsequently,! no scholar searched for a lost book of Enoch. In
1773 the distinguished Eurbpean traveler Bruce brought back from Abyssinia
three copies of the Book of Enoch. He placed one in the Bibliotheque nationale
in Paris, one perhaps eventually in the British Museum (Library) in London, and
one in the Bodleian Library in Oxford. The Book of Enoch was translated for the
first time by R. Laurence. His English translation appeared in 1833 and his
Ethiopic edition in 1838.56 The full title of his first work is as follows: The Book
of Enoch the Prophet: An Apocryphal Production Supposed for Ages to Have
Been Lost; But Discovered at the Close of the Last Century in Abyssinia; now
First Translated from an Ethiopic MS in the Bodleian Library. 57
In a period when there was reason to doubt the existence of a book in which
Jude's quotation was located it is impressive to observe John Wesley's comment
regarding Jude, verses 14 and 15:
And of these also, Enoch, the seventh from Adam, prophesied, saying, Behold the
Lord cometh with ten thousands of his holy ones, To execute judgment upon all,
and to convict all the ungodly of all their ungodly deeds, which they have
ously committed, and of all the grievous things which ungodly sinners have spo
ken against him.58

Wesley unfortunately makes no comment about the intriguing aorist
proepheteusen, so we have no clue whether he considered Jude was referring to
a so-called extra-canonical book as inspired and prophetic. 59 He does make a
noteworthy comment about the existence of a book now lost to his contempo
raries: "St. Jude might have know this either from some ancient book, or tradi
tion, or immediate revelation." The "Late Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford"
would be pleased to learn that the quotation by Jude is now not only found in
55Ludolf, Commentarius ad Hi.vtor. Ethiopicam, p. 347; n. v., I am dependent upon R. Laurence,
The Book of Enoch (Oxford, 1833) p. v.
56Laurence, Libri Enoch Versio Aethiopica (Oxford, 1838).
570xford. 1833.
58J. \\esley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament (New York, n.d. [London, 1755]) p. 648.
59See Bo Reicke's insight: "Yet it is clear that Jude regarded this writing as inspired. In fact, due
to its presumed antiquity, First Enoch is placed on an even higher level than the Old Testament
prophets. For it is said to contain prophecies ofthe patriarch Enoch dating from the antediluvian age."
Bo Reicke, The Epistles of James, Peter, and Jude (Anchor Bible 37; New York, 1964), pp. 209-10.
Contrast Bo Reicke's perspicacity with the comment of P. A. Cedar, "Jude is not referring to it [the
book of Enoch] as Scripture, but rather as a common source with which his Jewish readers would be
very familiar. James, 1,2 Peter, Jude" (The Communicator's Commentary 11; Waco, Texas, 1984) p.

257.
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more than a dozen Ethiopic manuscripts of 1 Enoch but also on a leather fragment
from a copy of the Book of Enoch preserved in Aramaic of the time of Herod the
Great. 60 John Wesley was correct; the quotation in Jude is from an "ancient
book."61
In verse nine Jude may refer to another Jewish apocryphal book. The modem
debate has centered on whether he was referring to the Testament ofMoses. What
I have tried to stress is that the passage is not present in the only extant and muti
lated manuscript of this pseudepigraphon, and that we ought to admit that Jude
may well be referring to a work unknown to us or to some fluid oral tradition. 62
John Wesley's comments seem on target: "It does not appear whether St. Jude
learned this by any revelation, or from ancient tradition. It suffices, that these
things were not only true, but acknowledged as such bv them to whom he
wrote ...."63
John Wesley also knew that the reference to "Jannes and Jambres" in 2
Timothy 3:8 referred to the chief Egyptian magician. Wesley does not suggest
that "Jannes and Jambres" may have been an ancient Jewish document~ he merely
states that "Several ancient writers" speak about them. 64 There is today no reason
to suggest that the author of 2 Timothy knew the extant pseudepigraphon called
Jannes and Jambres. The reference is not specific, and as Wesley noted, the tra
dition was well known and part of Jewish culture and lore. Today we know the
names of these magicians who opposed Moses even though they are not given in
Exodus 7: 11. They are named in the Cairo Damascus Document, Pliny's Natural
History 30.2.11, Apuleius' Apology 90, and the Acts of Pilate 5: 1. John Wesley
thus rightly concluded that 2 Timothy does not refer to a document but to a tra
dition.
John Wesley's appreciation of the Old Testament Apocrypha is reflected in his
translation of a poem by Scheffler:
Du bist die Weisheit selbst die ewigJich regieret,
Der tiefeste Verstand, der alles gluecklich fuehret. 65
John Wesley translated these poetic lines freely:
6OPor a photograph, see Charlesworth, Jesus Within Judaism (Anchor Bible Reference Library 1;
New York, (988) illustration 3.
61If John Wesley knew the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, he probably should have noted
that the Book of Enoch is mentioned numerous times in it. That he did not do so is clear; but that does
not prove he had not read this pseudepigraphon.
62Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the New Testament (Society for New
Testament Studies Monograph Series 54; Cambridge, (985) pp. 75-77.
63Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament. pp. 647-48.
64Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament. p. 553.
65Prom Scheffler, Du unvergleiches Gut; I am indebted to H. Bett for this reference and insight
regarding John Wesley's use of the Apocrypha. See Ben, The Hymns of Methodism (London, 19(2)
p.93.
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High throned on heaven's eternal hill,
In number, weight, and measure still
Thou sweetly orderest all that is;
And yet Thou deign'st to come to me,
And guide my steps, that I, with Thee
Enthroned, may reign in endless bliss. 66

Inserted into the translation and clearly not implied by the German are two lines
taken from the Wisdom of Solomon:
". . . but thou hast ordered all things in measure, and number. and
(Wisdom 11 :20; editio princeps).
The reference to metro kai arithmo kai stathmo and then panta indicates direct
borrow by John Wesley from the Wisdom ofSolomon; that he transposes the order
of "measure, number, weight" to "number, weight, and measure" may indicate
that he is not working from the Greek but from memory. He then adds an idea
from earlier in this apocryphal work:
Wisdome reacheth from one ende to another mightily:
and sweetly doeth she order all things.
Wisdom 8: 1; editio princeps)
John Wesley's mind moves in interesting ways; Wisdom is not mentioned in his
rendering, but she is explicit in the German poem and the English translation of
the Greek text (but not in this verse, although she is the nomen regens and stated
explicitly in verses 24 and 28). Also, the comment that she "sweetly orderest all
that is" derives from the Wisdom of Solomon: "kat dioikei ta panta chrestos. "
In praising John Wesley and his perception of the vast amount of Jewish doc
uments extant during the time of Jesus and the authors of the New Testament writ
ings, we must not portray him as a specialist of Early Judaism or expert on the
Jewish apocryphal works. He incorrectly attempts to correct Jude, "There were
only five of the fathers between Adam and Enoch; 1 Chron Ll."67 Jude was cor
rect in stating that Enoch was "the seventh from Adam." The succession is per
fect since the number seven is symbolic of perfection; the line is as follows:
Adam, Seth, Enosh, Qenan, Mahalalel, Yered, and Enoch. 68 From Enoch to Noah
is three, completing the first sacred ten: Enoch, Methuselah, Lemek, Noah.
This rapid review is certainly not exhausti ve; it is only prolegomenous of the
ways John Wesley was sensitive to the vast number of Jewish traditions and
books that helped shape Jesus, his immediate followers, and the authors of the
New Testament documents. He rightly showed the ways to attempt to see the
sacred writings in the New Testament within their nascent milieu, and how to
6°Taken from Ben, The Hymns of Methodism, p. 92.
67Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament, p. 648.
68For a reliable discussion see 1. C. VanderKam, Enoch and the Growth of an Apocalyptic
Tradition (Catholic Biblical Quarterly Monograph Series 16; Washington, D.C.,
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experience the living power of God and the Holy Spirit by reading scripture devo
tionally.
Wesley was also ahead of his time regarding sensitivity to Jews and Judaism.
The anti-Semitisms so prevalent in many of the Reformers, especially Luther, are
noticeably absent. He is even ahead of most Methodist bishops, superintendents,
and itinerant ministers today in his bold stance regarding the possibility of devel
oping a coherent theology of two covenants.
John Wesley could easily have disparaged the Jews. They had been expelled
from England in 1290. As one who considered the world his parish, he could
have followed Luther's injunction "to set fire to their synagogues or schools and
to bury and cover with dirt whatever will not burn ... in honor of our Lord and
of Christendom."69 He could have been influenced by Erasmus and confess: "If
it is Christian to hate the Jews, then we are all good Christians."7o Or, he could
have been swayed by a word attributed to "the Almighty Lord" by the author of
4 Ezra
2 Esdras): "Seeing yee haue forsaken mee, I will forsake you also:
when yee desire me to be gracious vnto you, I shall haue no mercy vpon you" (4
Ezra 1:25; editio princeps of KJV). He did not do so; in fact he comprehended
that God had not forsaken his chosen people, the Jews.
As is well known, Paul in Romans 11: 1 asks, "Hath God rejected his people?"
He immediately answers his question: "God forbid." To this verse Wesley adds
the note: "Hath God rejected his, whole people-All Israel! In no wise. Now
there is a remnant who believe, ver. 5. And hereafter all Israel will be saved, ver.
26."71 The full implications of Paul's words in light of other passages in Romans,
and of Wesley's statement within his theology are not clear; one possibility is th~t
Wesley, unwilling to conceive that God has forsaken his covenant with Israel,
opens the door for revelation and speculation regarding two covenants, one with
faithful Israel and one with believing non-Israelites, so long as both are grounded
on divine grace and the uniqueness of Jesus the Christ is not compromised. 72 This
possibility seems enhanced by the recognition that scripture functions sacramen
tally for John Wesley,?3 and that he held "a universal vision," quoting with equal
authority from both testaments.14 Wesley was a careful and critical a biblical
69Luther, On the Jews and Their Lies; see D. A. Rausch, A Legacy ofHatred (Chicago, 1984) p. 29.
70See Rausch, A Legacy of Hatred, p. 30, who is dependent on E. H. Flannery's The Anguish of
the Jews (New York, 1965) p. 151.
71Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament, p. 393.
72In making these controversial comments I admit being more faithful to God's love revealed
especially in the life and teachings of Jesus than to John Wesley's overt concern that Jews are to be
saved through Christ. That is to say, Wesley's words on Paul are avenues for more openness to God's
continuing revelation.
73See the brilliant thoughts by L. Shelton, "John Wesley's Approach to Scripture in Historical
Perspective," WTJ 16 (1981), pp. 23-50.
74See the judicious comments by D. S. Ferguson, "John Wesley on Scripture: The Hermeneutics
of Pietism," Methodist History 22 (1984), 234-45; especially see p. 239, and by T. L. Smith, "John
Wesley and the Wholeness of Scripture," Interpretation 39 (1985),246-62; especially see pp. 251-52.
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scholar, but he must be seen a~ a seventeenth-century person who on the one hand
felt the winds of biblical criticism stirring from the pens of Richard Simon and
Jean Astruc,75 and poured his energies into preaching and administering the
unwieldy Methodist society.76
John Wesley had stressed that the Old Testament is important and elevated the
Torah to a position of virtual parity with the gospel, raising the criticism of evan
gelicals who label Wesley's biblical exegesis and henneneutic "illogical" and dis
parage his "Sinaitic stance."77 The search within Wesley's thought for seeds that
may blossom into a more enlightened dialogue between Christians and Jews may
also be found in Wesley's pleas for freedom of thought within Christianity, and in
his predisposition to defend such aberrant thinkers as Montanus and Pelagius.78
In his sennon titled "Catholic Spirit" of 1750 John Wesley does not mention
the Jews. 79 It assumes that Christianity is-or should be-the religion of the
world. He does, however, urge tolerance for factions within Christianity. This
plea for tolerance is understandable in light of the sufferings and threats he had
to endure from other Christians, and if Methodists today would apply this spirit
to other religions in our pluralistic society the relations among Christians and
Jews would obviously be improved. 80
Today John Wesley's brilliance can only be labeled perspicacious. It is heart
ening to see his appreciation of Jewish literature, Jews, and Judaism heralded by
leading Methodist scholars, many of whom are ordained ministers, like Peder
Borgen of Trondheim, Robert Hammerton-Kelly of Stanford, S T Kimbrough of
New Jersey, Robert Osborn of Duke University, D. Moody Smith of Duke
Divinity School, and Grover Zinn of Oberlin. 81
In addition to the fresh data discussed above, it is imperative now to draw
attention to John Wesley's use of the Jewish apocryphal literature as revealed in
75See H. Kingdon, "John Wesley: Bible Scholar Extraordinaire," The Asbury Seminarian 40
(1985) 39-54.
76For a glimpse of the debilitating tasks assumed by John Wesley see F. Baker, "John Wesley,
Biblical Commentator, II BJRULM 71 (1989) II 0-20. As Bishop Ole E. Borgen reminds us when
we may slip into thinking Wesley a "professor of Bible": "For John Wesley the people called
Methodists were raised up for one purpose: To spread scriptural holiness over the land." Borgen, "NO
ENDS WITHOUT THE MEANS: John Wesley's Sacramental and Spiritual Revival," in Context:
Festskrift til Peder Borgen, ed. P. W. Bockman and R. E. Kristiansen (Relieff 24; Trondheim, 1987)
pp. 35--44; the quotation is on p. 35.
77See the harsh comments of W. H. Mullen, "John Wesley's Method of Biblical Interpretation,"
Religion in Life 47 (1978) 99-108; see especially pp. 100-101.
78See the comments by A. C. Outler, WTJ 20 (1985) 8-9.
79See vol. 2, pp. 79-96, in the series titled The Works ofJohn Wesley.
SOl am indebted to conversations with Frank Baker and to letters from him for these reflections.
81See their chapters in Jews and Christians: Exploring the Past, Present, and Future, ed. James
H. Charlesworth (Shared Ground Among Jews and Christians: A Series of Explorations I; New York,
1990), Jesus' Jewishness: Exploring the Place of Jesus in Early Judaism, ed. Charlesworth (Shared
Ground Among Jews and Christians 2; New York, 1991), Fear (Shared Ground Among Jews and
Christians 3); Hammerton-Kelly has contributed to The Messiah, ed. Charlesworth (Augsburg
Fortress Press).
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the already published twelve volumes of The Works ofJohn Wesley now under the
editorial direction of Richard Heitzenrater. 82
In his sermons John Wesley shows influence from two of the books in the
Apocrypha, namely Tobit and Susanna. As mentioned in the previous discussion
of Samuel Wesley it is obvious that he learned appreciation of Tobit from his
father. Perhaps his mother's name prompted him to appreciate Susanna.
Obviously, the main reason for using these documents was the content of the
scripture on the fringes of the canonical 66 books.
In his letters John Wesley quotes from an apocryphal book. In his letter of
June 28, 1781, to Hannah Ball, the founder of a Methodist Sunday School, he
states, "Is it not a true saying (though in an Apocryphal writer) that "a friend is
made for adversity"? John Wesley was referring to the Wisdom of the Son of
Sirach (or Ecclesiasticus) 12:8, ''A friend (ho phi/os) cannot be knowen in pros
peritie, and an enemy cannot be hidden in aduersitie (en kakois; according to the
editio princeps of the KJV). It is informative that John Wesley does not cite the
text accurately, indicating that he is not working from a book that happened to be
open before him, but had memorized portions of the Apocrypha.
In his Journal John Wesley refers to the Apocrypha twice. In the first passage
(1: 103) he refers to a sermon by his father: "On the death of Mr. William Morgan
of Christ Church," Samuel Wesley used a subtitle which was taken from the
Apocrypha. It is "We fools counted his life madness." Morgan's death was con
sidered by some Christians to have been caused by excesses in Methodism.
Samuel Wesley, and his son also, referred back to the Wisdom of Solomon
5:3-4.(according to the editio princeps of the KJV):
This was he whom wee had sometimes in derision, and a
prouerbe of reproch.
We fooles accounted his life madness, and his end to be with
out honour.
Samuel Wesley, followed by his son John, quoted the verse exactly: "hoi
aphrones ton bion autou elogisametha manian .... " It is indicative of the impor
tance accorded the apocryphal books, in contrast to the prevailing attitude of the
Church of England, that the excerpt from the Apocrypha is placarded in a revered
place, the subtitle of a funeral service of an associate. John Wesley probably
knew this section of Sirach by heart, because he must have known the comple
tion of the thought. The next verse is as follows:

82 1 am indebted to Frank Baker for his assistance with the following presentation. The volumes
in the new edition of the Wesley cOlpus contain indexes, and some of these alert the attentive reader
to links with the apocryphal books that have been observed. The list is by no means definitive, and it
does not include the so-called Old Testament Pseudepigrapha.
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How is hee numbered among the children of God,
and his lot is among the Saints?83

The excerpt is most apposite; William Morgan is thus acknowledged to have been
unappreciated in life,84 but in death he is numbered (katelogisthe) among the chil
dren of God (en huiois theou) and the saints (en hagiois).
A famous passage in the Apocrypha85 appears approvingly in John
Wesley's Journal (7:212). On October 30, 1786, John Wesley thinks about
how Dr. John Whitehead, who also served as a Methodist preacher, had cured
him from a "flux" and cramp that had stricken him at 4:00 A.M., and in the
process writes, "Of such a one I would boldly say, with the son of Sirach,
'Honour the physician, for God hath appointed him.'" The passage, rightly
mentioned as from Sirach, is as follows (from the editio princeps of the
KJV):
Honour a Phisitian with the honour due vnto him, for the vses
which you [note not ye] may haue of him: for the Lord hath
created him (Sirach 38: 1).
John Wesley may have even memorized the Greek text, because he places
an article before "physician," and renders (or translates) kyrios as "God,"
and ektise as "appointed." The Greek is Tima iatron pros tas chreias timais
autou, kai gar auton ektise Kyrios. Once again we are impressed with John
Wesley's industrious, brilliance, and erudition. John Wesley most likely
had memorized large portions of a sacred writing, perhaps in Greek as well
as in English, that some Methodist ministers, and even some professors,
have never read, and may not have heard about. The citations above are by
no means exhaustive, and John Vickers draws my attention to numerous

83The punctuation here is interesting; later editions of the KJV have an exclamation point. John
Wesley would have preferred the latter. Was he working from, or remembering, the Greek?
84It is also impressive that Samuel Wesley defends William Morgan against alleged Methodist
excesses. The father of John and Charles was openly critical of early Methodism, for example, dis
paraging John Wesley's fondness of extempore prayer, and his claim to have not been a "Christian"
before May 24, 1738, when he had a life-transforming religious experience. I am indebted to Frank
Baker for correspondence on this point.
85Dr. James Cleland, Dean of Duke Chapel and Professor of Preaching in Duke Divinity School,
fondly and frequently cited it. I remember well the discussions shared with Cleland on Sirach 38,
which he relished citing before his colleagues in the Duke Medical School. A twinkle appeared in his
eye when he recounted quoting Sirach 38:15,
He who sins before his Maker,
may he fall into the care of a physician. (RSV)
Cleland's fondness for the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha is evident in his preface to the OTP
and in his sermon on the Prayer of Manasseh.
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other places in Wesley's Letters, Journal, and Diaries. 86 It is imperative to
stress A. C. Outler's insight that John Wesley, a man who is seen as homo
unius libri, demonstrated that the ''Apocrypha may be used for edifica
tion. "87

Charles Wesley (1707-1788)
Charles Wesley was shifted into the shadow of attention because of his older
brother's extrovert character, and excellent skills in organization and preaching;
but, he was a genius. 8s His poems and hymns, which are usually used as if they
were anonymous, are intermittently inspired by the penetrating brilliance of the
Jewish apocryphal authors, who remain to us if not pseudonymous at least anony
mous. In many non-Methodist circles Charles Wesley is better known than John
Wesley, and his compositions are better known to more Methodists than his
brother's. Of course the reason is the continuing popularity of his hymns, which
are sung worldwide in Christian services.
86John Vickers sent me the following data:
Journal
Wisdom
1:252; 2: 127
1:12
3:4
2:241,266
5:4
1:124,133
5:5
1:124
5:12
9:1
2:21
9:4
2:21
9:15
1 Maccabees
2:62

Journal
1:215

Sirach
19:1
21:2
22:22
38:25

Journal
1:155

Susanna
46

Letters
1:369,398,472
2:323
1:297,336
1:336
1:311

1:361; 2:481

Letters
2:457

2:190
2:590
Letters
2:610

The data in this chart have been arranged to illustrate John Wesley's favorite passages in the
Apocrypha. His favorite book is Wisdom, and he is most fond of 1:12, 3:4, and 5:4-5. I am most
grateful to John Vickers for this information; there is obviously more to be done on John Wesley's use
of the Apocrypha. In no way did his use of the apocryphal works compare to his full dependence on
the canonical scripture, but I would resist the prevalent opinion (shared with me during the preparing
of this paper) that the Apocrypha was of no more than marginal importance to John Wesley.
870utler's full sentence is as follows: "The Apocrypha may be used for edification, though not for
sermon texts" (p. 13). Outler was describing John Wesley's position; and I see evidence to modify the
sentence by deleting what comes after the comma. See Outler, "The Wesleyan Quadrilateral in John
Wesley," WFJ 20 (1985) 7-18.
88See the attempt to bring Charles Wesley out of the shadows by 1. R. Tyson; it is titled Charles
Wesley: A Reader (New York, Oxford, 1989). D. Creamer rightly salutes Charles Wesley as a
"genius," D. Creamer, Methodist Hymnology: Comprehending Notices of the Poetical Works of John
and Charles Wesley (New York, 1848) p. 208.
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Charles Wesley can cite John Milton's Paradise Lost, if imperfectly, in a
"Letter of the Atlantic Crossing."89 It is conceivable that he may have cited
obliquely (or incorrectly) some passages in the Jewish apocryphal works. This
assumption would be bolstered by the recognition that Charles Wesley, like
Alexander Pope, was inspirited by the "Neoclassicism" of eighteen-century
English culture.90 The search for possible apocryphal allusions in Charles's
hymns will be belabored by the fact that in one line of a well-known hymn 1. W.
Waterhouse found more than a dozen biblical echoes,91 by the recognition that he
was not a biblical literalist like the Quaker George Fox but often allegorized and
internalized the text on which he was working,92 by the frustrations confronted in
realizing his hymns were edited and various numerologies have been used, and
by the recognition that virtually nothing has been written on the subject. 93 For
example, 1. R. Tyson in "Sources of Wesley's Poetic Diction" in Charles Wesley:
A Reader94 fails to discuss the formative influence of the Jewish apocryphal
works on Charles Wesley. He was by no means, as TYson judges, homo unius
libri.
Charles Wesley's attachment to the Church of England could have caused him
to have disdain for the Apocrypha; but as we shall see this is not the case. Unlike
some Reformers, he was attracted to apocalypticism and the Revelation of John,
basing many sermons on it. 95 The search for influences from the Apocrypha in
Charles Wesley's hymns will not be disappointing because he was less well read
than John, and his older brother was certainly not an indefatigable scholar like
Samuel Wesley. Charles Wesley's most famous apocryphal author was apparently
the Wisdom of Solomon. We will observe that Charles Wesley, like John Wesley,
worked either on the Authorized Version of the Apocrypha or on the Greek text.
Charles Wesley's "Jesus, Lover of My Soul," which George John Stevenson
called "Charles Wesley's incomparable hymn,"96 is influenced by the Wisdom of
89Tyson, ed., Charles Wesley: A Reader, p. 63, see note 6 on p. 90. He, of course, cites Milton
elsewhere.
9O'fyson points out that Charles Wesley struggled to "weave the classical into the colloquial."
Tyson, Charles Wesley, p. 32.
91]. W. Waterhouse, The Bible in Charles Wesleys Hymns (London, 1957) pp. 5-9.
92This point is clarified by Kimbrough in "Charles Wesley and Biblical Interpretation," in Charles
Wesley: Poet and Theologian, ed. S T Kimbrough, Jr. (Nashville: KingswoodlAbingdon. 1992)
106-36.
93 As far as I can ascertain no artfcle has been written on the Wesleys and the Jewish apocryphal
books. The anonymous "The Methodist Hymn-Book and the Apocrypha," published in the now
defunct The International Journal ofApocrypha (April 1907) 19-20, is an expanded extract from the
"list of allusions to the Apocrypha" published in The Methodist Hymn Book. The list and note should
be helpful to continue the searches represented by this paper.
94Tyson, Charles Wesley, pp. 29-35 plus notes on pp. 54-56.
95See Tyson, Charles Wesley, pp. 487-90.
96G. J. Stevenson provides an impressive discussion ofthis hymn, but he never mentions the influ
ence of the Apocrypha on Charles Wesley. Stevenson, The Methodist Hymn Book: Illustrated with
Biography, History, Incident. and Anecdote (London, 1894) pp. 121-28; the quotation is on p. 122.
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Solomon, and is duly noted so in The United Methodist Hymnal: Book of United
Methodist Worship (Nashville, 1989). The first verse is as follows:
JESU, Lover of my Soul,
Let me to Thy Bosom fly,
While the nearer Waters roll,
While the Tempest still is high:
Hide me, 0 my Saviour hide,
Till the Storm of Life is past:
Safe into the Haven guide;
o receive my Soul at last.97
In composing this hymn Charles Wesley was influenced by the Wisdom of
Solomon 11 :26 (now cited according to the editio princeps of the KJV),
But thou sparest all for they are thine, 0 Lord, thou
louer of soules (despota philopsucheJ.
When Charles Wesley composed "Jesus, Lover of My Soul" in 1740, he was
inspired by the Wisdom of Solomon and couched the opening of the first verse
under its influence. 98 As with his poetica11y based exegetical approach to the Old
Testament,99 he christologizes the Apocrypha; Yhwh is replaced with "Jesus."IOO
The same chapter of the Wisdom of Solomon was remembered by Charles
Wesley, and it influenced him when he composed these famous lines: 101

o may I Jove like thee;
In all thy footsteps tread;
Thou hatest all iniquity,
But nothing thou has made. 102
The key words are taken from the Wisdom of Solomon 11 :24,103
97Hymnsand Sacred Poems (London, 1740) p. 67; see The United Methodist Hymnal (1989) No.
479.
98'fhis fact is noted by J. Julian, Dictionary of Hymnology (New York, 1891) p. 590.
99See S T Kimbrough, Jr., "Charles Wesley as a Biblical Interpreter," Methodist History 26 (1988)
139-53; see esp. pp. 144--47.
lOoCharles Wesley's brother Samuel wisely warned against christologizing pre-Christian Jewish
texts:
Has David Christ to come foreshow'd?
Can Christians then aspire
To mend the harmony that flow'd
From his prophetic lyre?
For the full poem, which warns against anachronistic methodology, see Kimbrough's "Charles
Wesley and Biblical Interpretation."
IOIThe opening lines are "Equip me for the war"; I can find no reference to this hymn in Julian's

Dictionarv ofHymnology.
hymn is not found in the modem collections; see, however, the Hymnal of the Methodist
Episcopal Church (New York, 1878) No. 586; henceforth cited as ME Hymnal (1878).
IO"As Ben stated, Wisdom II :24 "is behind the stanza" of this hymn. See Belt, The Hymns of
Methodism, p. 93.
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For thou louest (agapas) all the things that are,
and abhorrest 104 (bdelusse) nothing which thou hast made
(kai ouden ... h6n epoiesas) ... (editio princeps)
Another hymn by Charles Wesley that is influenced
following: 105

the Apocrypha is the

The promised land, from Pisgah's top,
I now exult to see:
My hope is full, 0 glorious hopel
Of immortality. 106
The final lines are derived from the Wisdom of Solomon 3: 1-4,
Bvt the soules of the righteous are in the hand of God, and there shall no torment
touch them. . .. For though they bee punished in the sight of men: yet is their hope
full of immortalitie (he elpis auton athanasias pleres), (according to the editio prin
ceps of the KJV). As H. Bett stated in 1912, the Wisdom of Solomon, one of "the
books of the Apocrypha-the finest of them all-has considerably influenced the
hymns" of Charles Wesley. 107

It is startling to learn that the editors of The Methodist Hymn-Book at the turn
of the century 108 found no less than 59 illusions in Charles Wesley's hymns to the
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. Ten of these are to the pseudepigraphical Fourth
Book ofEzra, and five (or half) of them are to chapter two, which Charles Wesley
could not have known is actually a Christian prologue added to this Jewish
pseudepigraphon in the late second century.
Some of Charles Wesley's hymns allegedly alluding to chapter two of the
Fourth Book of Ezra
2 Esdras) may have been 10cated. 109 I shall endeavor to
discover if the allusion is conceivable, possible, probable,
A Christian prefaced to Jewish apocalypse,
ial scenario in which he
Jesus as "sheoheard. llo "mv Sauiour." "a young
I04The Greek verb bdelussomai means "to abhor" or "to hate," "to detest."
105The opening line is "0 Joyful sound of gospel grace!" The hymn is not discussed in Julian's
is not found in the modem collections; see, however, ME Hymnal (1878), No. 515.
Bett, The Hymns ofMethodism (London, 1912) p. 92. I am indebted to Belt for his insights
on pp. 92 and 93.
108The exact date is not given by the anonymous author of the article already cited from The
International Journal ofApocrypha; it appeared in 1907. It has proved so far impossible to locate the
hymnbook and to examine the alleged allusions mentioned in the article. With the help of 1. Telford's
The Methodist Hymn-Book Illustrated (London, 1906, 1909) it was possible to find some of the pos
sible references to Charles Wesley's hymns. Perhaps I have traced some allusions to hymns in the ME
Hymnal (1878). The following preliminary notes are the best I can now do, despite the assistance of
the reference librarians in Speer Library and the availability of over 10,000 hymnbooks.
lO9The difficulties included having no bibliographical reference to the hymnbook being cited,
locating three Methodist hymnbooks published in England just prior to the article and each had dif
ferent numbers for hymns but none was reliable, accessing references to hymns and to 4 Ezra which
were uncritical when a possible link was conceivably found.
lloI shall be citing the text according to the editio princeps of the KJv,
107H.
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man of a high stature," and "the sonne of God." Jesus calls "a great people," who
"could not be numbered" standing "vpon the mount Sion." Jesus clothes them
"in white" and awards them "with crownes."
Memorable and clear is the description of those who "hauv fulfilled the Law
of the Lord" and "stood so siffely for the Name of the Lord"; they meet the
"Sauiour," the "yong person" who "crowneth them, and giueth them palmes in
their handes."
This description provided imagery for Charles Wesley when he composed the
concluding verse of "Come, let us join our friends above": III
Our spirits, too, shall quickly join,
Like theirs with glory crowned,
And shout to see our Captain's sign,
To hear his trumpet sound.
o that we now might grasp our Guide!
o that the word were given!
Come, Lord of hosts, the waves
And land us all in heaven 1
Charles Wesley shifts pseudo-Ezra's image of "the end of the world" (2:34) to
postmortem existence. He adds the imagery of "our Captain," the "trumpet
sound," and "our Guide." It is probable, if not certain, that Charles Wesley was
influenced by chapter 2:34-48 in composing this
The following hymn by Charles Wesley is conceivably written under the
ration of the imagery in the Fourth Book of Ezra, chapter 2:
Hark! a voice divides the sky!
Happy are the faithful dead,
In the Lord who sweetly die,
They from all their toils are freed.
Them the Spirit hath declared
Blest, unutterably blest,
Jesus is their great reward,
Jesus is their endless rest. 1I2
The imagery seems inspired by the picture of the Fourth Book ofEzra 2, and this
chapter may provide the casting of the final words; note 2:34, "Looke for your
shepheard, hee shall giue you euerlasting rest; for he is nigh at hand, that shall
come in the end of the world." Again, Charles Wesley has recast the eschatology
of the Fourth Book of Ezra to a postresurrection event.

IllThe hymn receives the number 1033 in the ME Hymnal (1878). It first appeared in Funeral
Hymns, 2nd series (1759), No. I, stanza 5.
lI2Hymn number 1001 in the ME Hymnal (1878). It first appeared in Hymns and Sacred Poems
(Bristol: Farley, 1742) p. 130, stanza 1.
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The following hymn by Charles Wesley is definitely influenced by the imagery
of the Fourth Book of Ezra, chapter two:
Lift your eyes of faith and see
Saints and angels joined in one,
What a countless company
Stand before yon dazzling throne!
Each before his Saviour stands,
All in milk-white robes arrayed,
Palms they carry in their hands,
Crowns of glory on their head.
Saints begin the endless song,
Cry aloud in heavenly lays,
Glory doth to God belong,
God the glorious Saviour praise ....
The subsequent line is inspired by the Revelation of John as it refers to the
"bleeding Lamb" who is "enthroned on high." The main imagery is directly from
the apocalypse called the Fourth Book of Ezra, and now collected with other
apocalypses in the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha.113 Taken straight out of this
pseudepigraphical apocalypse are the following words: "a countless company"
("a great people, whom I could not number" 2:42, cf v. 38), "Saviour" (2:36), "all
in whitest robes arrayed" ("those of thine that are clothed in white" 2:40.
Especially arresting are the "Palms they carry in their hands, ICrowns of glory on
their head." This is from 2:46, "What yong person is it that crowneth them, and
giueth them palmes in their handes?" Charles Wesley's exhortation, "Saints begin
the endless song" corresponds to 2:42, "and they all praised the Lord with songs."
No question should remain that Charles Wesley composed hymns under the inspi
ration of the pseudepigraphical Fourth Book of Ezra. 114
Hymns most likely composed by Charles Wesley and edited by John Wesley
in 1780 were inspired by images in the Apocrypha,115 notably (in order of fre
quency) Tobit, 1 Baruch (perhaps),116 and the Wisdom of Solomon. His descrip
tion of Jerusalem's walls being built "of jasper and gold" (in Hymn 71) is depen
dent on Tobit 13: 16, which describes that Jerusalem's "walles and towres, and
battlements" shall be built "with pure golde." His "Wisdom to silver we prefer,
lAnd gold is dross compared to her" (Hymn 14) is straight out of the Wisdom of
Il3See OTP vol. 1. The hymn here cited first appeared in Hymns on the Lord's Supper (Bristol:
Farley, 1745) No. 105, pp. 89-90.
1I41t is possible that Hymn 805 in stanza three (Hymnal) was influenced by the Fourth Book of
Ezra, chapter two.
II5See Hildebrandt, and Beckeclegge, eds., A Collection of Hymns, p. 38. The hymns quoted in
the paragraph to which this note is attached are taken from the volume noted; quotations from the
Authorized Version (It is called "KJV" elsewhere.) are from the editio princeps.
1161 have my doubts that Hymn 185, verse one, is inspired by Baruch 3:29-30. See Hildebrandt,
Beckerlegge, eds., A Collection of Hymns, p. 312.
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Solomon 7:9, "... all gold in repect of her is as a little sand, and siluer shalbe
counted as clay before her."
Perhaps many more links between Charles Wesley's compositions and the
Jewish apocryphal works will be found in his published works and in the previ
ously unpublished hymns and poems.lI7 Perhaps we may even find, as we have
with Samuel Wesley, many more illusions to the memorable stories and well con
ceived ideas, symbols, and expressions in the Jewish works known in the eigh
teenth century and now collected in the Old Testament Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha. lIS
Conclusion
Samuel Wesley obviously appreciated the Jewish apocryphal works, espe
cially those collected today into the Old Testament Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha. We should remember his suggestion that these ought not to be
forgotten, were of venerable antiquity, and some of them influenced Jesus perhaps
and Paul certainly.119 He passed this perspective of the canon on to both John and
Charles Wesley. He did not follow the trend to disparage the Jewish apocryphal
works; he called the Apocrypha "Deuterocanonical."120 It is not clear which of
the books in the Apocrypha were of most interest to him; but he does mention the
Wisdom of Solomon and 1 and 2 Maccabees first and contends that they were
"alluded or referred to" by Paul and perhaps also by Jesus.
For John Wesley the most revered apocryphal document may have been the
Wisdom ofSolomon, followed by Sirach. The Wisdom ofSolomon and the Fourth
Book of Ezra l21 seem to be the most attractive apocryphal books to Charles
Wesley.
In 1709 the third edition of the two-volumed The Clergyman:S Vade Mecum
appeared. Although an editor incorrectly claimed that Samuel Wesley had writ
ten this work, l22 it is obvious that Advice to a Young Clergyman is a Methodist
vade mecum.

117See S T Kimbrough, Jr., Methodist History 26 (1988) 139. See The Unpublished Poetry of
Charles Wesley, 3 vois., edited by S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. Beckerlegge (Nashville:
Kingswood/Abingdon, 1988, 1990, 1992).
118As Kimbrough points out, Charles Wesley was not influenced by one ofthe major developments
in the eighteenth century, namely the introduction of rabbinic interpretation and Jewish parallels to
scripture. The latter was introduced into England by John Lightfoot (1602-1675). I am grateful to
Kimbrough for sharing with me his article "Charles Wesley and Biblical Interpretation."
119See the summary of Samuel Wesley's letter by Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. Samuel
Wesley (London, 1866) p. 384.
120S. Wesley, Advice to a Young Clergyman; see Jackson, The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley,
2:513.
121This document was considered part of the Apocrypha by the compilers of the Authorized
Version and part of the Pseudepigrapha by Fabricius. Today it is placed within the Pseudepigrapha.
122See the note on p. 382 in Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. Samuel Wesley.
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There is a precedent, and an authoritatively revered one, for the appreciation
of the Jewish apocryphal works that characterizes the curricula and research at
many Methodist seminaries, especially Duke and Emory. It is no exaggeration to
conclude that as paradigmatically important as the Old and New Testaments are
for understanding Jesus and his earliest followers, equally important are the
Jewish apocryphal documents which date from his and their time. They alone
clarify the way the Old Testament and related sacred traditions were being inter
preted and shaping orthopraxis.
The Wesleys, especially Samuel Wesley, would undoubtedly have been
pleased with the way such documents help clarify Jesus' life, his message, and his
time. Each would have been astounded-astounded perhaps more than the
omnivorously minded Samuel Wesley would have been pleased-with the astro
nomical data now to be digested in order to reconstruct the chaotic and creative
world of Jesus' time. 123
No publication has been devoted to the Wesleys' use of the Jewish apocryphal
documents, although the best scholars readily admit the appreciation of the
Apocrypha by John and Charles Wesley. In contrast to the disdain some of their
religious (though not scholarly) contemporaries showed to the Apocrypha, the
Wesleys resisted the concept of a closed canon of God's word and lived out an
enlightened biblical openness. I wonder what Charles Wesley would have done
with The Odes ofSolomon, the earliest Christian hymnbook, if it had been already
discovered by his time. Many of his favorite titles and phrases are found in it.
It is certain that Samuel, John, and Charles Wesley appreciated and often knew
by heart some passages in the Jewish apocryphal documents. 124 Lampra kai ama
rantos estin he sophia, .... 125

123There are 13 documents in the Apocrypha, 65 in the Pseudepigrapha. and over 230 sectarian
writings presently among the Dead Sea Scrolls. To these collections we need to add the Samaritan
papyri, the Bar Kokhba letters, the Babata legal documents, the letters from the numerous ravines and
caves in the Judaean desert, the Jewish magical papyri, and-of course-Philo and Josephus. In addi
tion there are over 100 documents now considered under the category the New Testament Apocrypha
and Pseudepigrapha.
'24Sadly. it is necessary to report that still most Methodists and Methodist organizations do not fol
low the founders of Methodism in appreciating the Jewish apocryphal documents. In this
emulate the adversaries of the first Methodists and of the first Christians (who like Jude considered
Enoch full of prophecy),
125Wisdom of Solomon 6:]2, "Wisdom is glorious, and never fadeth away: ..."

